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Abstract
This thesis aims to advance our understanding of connectivity by exploring how ‘extreme
integrators’—those who exhibit minimal distinction and high overlap between ‘work’ and ‘play’
aspects of their life—regulate, moderate and otherwise manage their regular and relatively high
volume of communication media messages. Of particular interest is their sense of ‘agency’ or
control of their perceived work and play boundaries. The sample for this study is drawn from
social media creators, individuals who produce content for social media with the goal of
amassing followers, which increases the value of their media streams. The research design is
an exploratory case study, using semi–structured interviews, assisted and triangulated with
diary studies, observations and interviews with a key–informant from the industry.
The results of this study portray unique aspects of how social media creators understand and
manage connectivity. In particular, it was discovered that participants in this study used
multiple virtual identities, namely their avatars, to extend their connectivity and virtual
presence online. An avatar is an agent’s curated, technology-enabled proxy representation
presented on a public, digital space that self-replicates its creator’s programmed messages. As
such, my study finds these ‘avatars’ enable extreme integrators to manage their personal and
professional connectivity (i.e., achieving requisite connectivity, while avoiding hyper- or hypoconnectivity), while maintaining valuable ‘visibility’ online. Ultimately, this study discover
how managing online communication visibility through the use of connective avatars allows
extreme integrators to achieve, or at least move closer toward, their ideal work-life balance.
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Introduction: Avatars as an ‘off’ switch
Research Background
Smartphones and other mobile communication technologies have become an extension of
ourselves (Belk, 1988; Ward et al., 2017). As cliché as the phrase has become, it is normal for
us to save, manage, and communicate ourselves through the devices, possibly more often
than we do any of these activities through the physical world. With or without realising,
people are becoming increasingly digitally integrated, constantly switching and integrating
between the virtual and physical realms. The pandemic has forced an increasing number of
people to adapt to this norm in greater domains of their lives regardless of their preference
(Dodi et al., 2021; Goldberg et al., 2021; Whillans et al., 2021). For this reason, many of the
modern population would commonly describe themselves as being constantly connected
(Kolb et al., 2020).
Similar to the earlier stages of any other technological developments or significant paradigm
changes, the initial reactions and following researched solutions mostly suggested ways to
regulate and control constant connection and digital-physical integration to minimise its
damage (Bakker et al., 2008; Przybylski et al., 2013; Twenge, 2013; Ward et al., 2017). Such
studies and attempts suggested some meaningful protections such as screen time controlling,
regulating after-work connections and, at an extreme, digital detox. The fact that these
concerns have reached the stage of calling the modern degree of connection as a ‘toxin’
shows how the general population’s understanding of digital integration has weighed against
us becoming increasingly connected.
On a positive note, in such a digitally integrated environment where the previously existing
constraints are becoming less relevant, connectivity is a resource that enables us to ‘be at’
work, and to ‘be out of’ work at the same time. Connectivity enabled us to work beyond
many important restraints like time and space (Dery, Kolb, et al., 2014; Karunakaran et al.,
2022; Kolb et al., 2020). The modern population is seamlessly switching between these
dualities by engaging and disengaging with work and life-related media inputs, with the aim
of establishing their desired level of connection. The use, development and understanding of
the increasing degree of connectivity and technology mediated work-life integration has
thereby been hastening and improving despite its worrying externalities.
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Born as a so-called ‘digital native’, I have grown up with the joys and dangers of constant
connection. Staying connected to my most desired peers regardless of physical boundaries,
through texting and chatting on mobile phones and desktops, has been my most regular and
effortless fun as far as I can remember. At the same time, the media and education made sure
to warn the dangers of the increasing degree of connection, on how this is likely to harm
individuals’ productivity and mental well-being. Like all kids do, my adolescence involved
some degree of disapproval of such forceful and negative blanket statements about my ‘toys’,
as well as accepting and learning to keep the degree of connection as optimal as possible.
Similar worries and studies became further relevant when my generation (called Gen Y at the
time) became old enough to enter the workforce, with their addiction becoming easier to
fulfil, assisted by smartphones (Myers & Sundaram, 2012; Prensky, 2001).
My Master’s degree was motivated by this disapproval, wishing to see how the so-called
digital natives have adapted to find requisite connectivity in the midst of their seamless
connection. I believed in finding and arguing a case of individuals successfully integrating
extensive integration between their real and digital lives. After eventually meeting YouTube
content creators and recognising how unique their ‘wired’ lifestyle is, yet also finding how
indifferent they behave in real life, studying such a population seemed like an interesting and
important case for arguing how the ‘digital natives’ have found ways to breathe under
extreme integration to their advantage.
Existing solutions to distance us from our screens are abundant, but most are unrealistic,
thereby counterproductive when it comes to those whose work and non-work lives require an
increasingly consistent digital presence. The core aim and background of this research is on
providing a better understanding of how connectivity and communication visibility can
support, instead of infiltrating and harming, physical human labour and out of work activities.
While most studies focused on tensions and conflicts resulting from this paradox (Gibbs et
al., 2011; Oostervink et al., 2016), Treem and colleagues (2020) recently suggests such
paradox is ‘inherent in the communication visibility of CMC’ and ‘are a feature, not a bug’
(pg.55). This invites studies to move further from focusing on the troubles and tensions to
examining how some individuals are strategically harnessing this new affordance and
challenge.
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Research Aim & Question
This thesis proposes to advance the understanding of connectivity by exploring how ‘extreme
integrators’—those who exhibit minimal distinction and a high overlap between ‘work’ and
non-work aspects of their lives— regulate, moderate and otherwise manage what appears to be
seamless communication visibility (Treem et al., 2020). Extreme integrators perceive their
control of connectivity to be distinctively limited, i.e., there is no ‘off’ switch; they are always
‘on.’ Indeed, their display or existence on their social media channels is effectively always on,
whether the content creators are logged in or not. Since no user or human agent can realistically
be connected 100% of the time, an attribute of connectivity defined by Kolb (2008) as
‘temporal intermittency,’ a key question in this thesis is how individuals can virtually, yet
realistically, maintain their connectivity without physically being shackled to their devices.
I focused on how extreme integrators control (or attempt to control) their degree of connectivity
in an effort to achieve their ideal lifestyle, that is a life online maximising time for both work
and play, using their avatar-mediated connectivity. The study also explores and discovers
contingencies that determine an individual’s optimal degree of connectivity. Existing studies
on connectivity emphasised that the perception of hypo, hyper or requisite connectivity is
relative to the individual, i.e., ‘in the eyes of the beholder’ (Kolb et al 2012), which can be
affected, but not determined by media volume (Kolb et al, 2008). To study the individual’s
perceived degree of connectivity and work-life integration, variables such as timing, physical
space and media volume have been examined.
Investigating the way extreme integrators use avatars to create boundaries, gain their desired
flexible lifestyle and manage their ideal lifestyle should add to the understanding of several
critical aspects of contemporary culture. First, the discovered phenomena of connectivity as
intertwining the present actor with the pretend actor (avatar) holds implications for the active
and physical connection between humans and their digital devices. As such, there is still more
need to understand when it comes to sociomateriality in a digital world (Scott & Orlikowski,
2013). Second, the interaction between individuals’ ‘avatars’ or identities presented on social
media with others were sensed (experienced) as a real, not a proxy, connection to the studied
participants. This extends the ideas of visibility behaviours, when what is seen is a
representation of the entity with whom we have a relationship. Finally, I also discovered that
while extreme integrators applied unique connectivity-based behaviours, these behaviours are
linked to role boundary work (Schultze, 2014) and media choice (Daft & Lengel, 1984; Daft
3

& Lengel, 1986). My study participants associated certain media with particular role demands
and expectations (of others) and they accordingly attempted to align their choice of media with
their preferred role at any given time.
Table 1. Common terms
Extreme integrators

People who exhibit minimal distinction and
a high virtual and physical overlap between
‘work’ and non-work aspects of their lives.
This has been represented by social media
celebrities, the interview participants of this
study.

Avatars

An agent’s curated role (persona) presented
on a digital space that self-replicates the
programmed messages and behaviours.

Social media persona

A face of an agent’s identity, like a role, that
is perceived as an independent character and
identity by a social media audience

Social media workers

Workers that live and work predominantly
focused on social media presentation, which
they use for both their work and
entertainment purposes

The research design was a focused micro–level exploratory study of participants’ behaviour,
values and perception, in order to provide a rich and interpretive description and
comprehension of participants’ solutions to managing ideal (for them) connective flow (Myers,
2009). The study uses semi–structured interviews of 30 media creators to gain insight into the
individualised subjective experiences and perceptions of extreme integrators (Bryman & Bell,
2011). Sub-studies, consisting of diary studies and a key–informant study, were used to provide
a fuller and more nuanced picture of the subject of interest (Marshall, 1996; Ohly et al., 2010).
The study was driven by the following research question and sub-questions.
Main Question: How do extreme integrators experience, make sense of, and manage
4

connectivity?
Sub Questions:
1. How, why and under what conditions, do extreme integrators attempt to manage
connectivity to achieve their ideal work-life integration?
2. How do extreme integrators control their degree of connectivity (connective states)?
Do they attempt to ‘disconnect,’ seek ‘requisite connectivity,’ ‘flow,’ or something else?
What are some obstacles to this control and how do they overcome them?
The understanding of individuals’ states of connectivity was extended with qualitative
explanations as to how ‘extreme cases’ perceive and deal with the overlaps between work and
personal life, in particular, relaxing, recreating, i.e., being at play. This offers new insights into
how an individual’s perception of such overlaps relates to one’s sense of what constitutes
optimal, sub-optimal or unacceptable degrees of connectivity.
Sub-question 1 attempted to explore and discover contingencies that determine an individual’s
optimal degree of connectivity. Those individuals involved in the work environment examined
in this study willingly merge work and non-work boundaries through the connective medium
of social media. Due to the constant interchange between the content creator and her/his
audience in the form of comments, questions and feedback, in order to be successful in such
an environment, near-constant connectivity is essentially unavoidable. Studying such an
environment, where work and entertainment media inputs are willingly and inevitably
integrated, allowed unexamined variables to be found, and/or extend the understanding of
highly integrated work.
The study revisits the duality of connectivity (Kolb 2008) and reinvestigates the harm of nearconstant connectivity. Dery et al’s (2014) study provided a new perspective towards Kolb’s
(2008) notion of duality by finding that smartphone users mostly allowed connective inputs to
freely flow, while controlling their level of engagement with connectivity depending on their
needs. Given the current study’s extremely integrated work and life environment, the
participants had to exercise this agency further, but also more seamlessly in the eyes of their
audience. As the participants are all social media creators, this question investigated how
unconsciously or consciously they are integrating work and life through the use of their social
media channels. This also led to studying how they manage to refresh and reinvigorate
themselves in a state of ‘connective flow’ (Kolb et al 2008), wherein their personal connective
boundaries aligned with the persona they wished to portray or inhabit at any given time.
Depicting such behaviours can provide further evidence to the broader, more general question
5

of whether the general population’s growing reliance on connective devices is out of control
and thereby a harmful addiction, or if it is just becoming part of day-to-day life that can and
should be fluently managed to individuals to their taste and preferences.
Sub-question 2 considered extreme integrator’s agency and attempted to control their
connective states. The sense of work-life infiltration caused by hyper-connection is often due
to sense of compulsive connection imposed on employees, generally from norms and
expectations (Mazmanian & Yates, 2006). The participating individuals in this study sought
extreme integration between work and life, i.e., through constant connection with both personal
and professional activities on social media. This means the study explored individuals’ agency
towards connective choices without the traditional external pressure of organisation-based
work (Collins & Kolb, 2013). The chosen social media workers thereby showed enacting
agency towards connectivity in a way that reflected their personal perspectives and behaviour.
This study was based on interviews and observations of social media celebrities. Social media
workers live and work predominantly focused on social media presentation, which they use for
both their work and entertainment purposes (Jerslev, 2016; Khamis et al., 2017). This enables
and requires them to seamlessly switch between work and play related communication media,
such as YouTube, Instagram and Katalk (Korean version of WhatsApp) (Jerslev, 2016).
Extreme integrators’ perception of their sense of connectivity extends to the visibility of their
avatars on their social media channels.
This study discovered that the extreme integrators observed—highly successful social media
influencers—enacted constant connectivity by constructing ‘avatars’ to reflect their desired
image and perform roles that maintained communication visibility, such as posting videos,
messages, and photos (Treem et al., 2020). Once programmed, the avatar will self-replicate and
reproduce this image over and over through followers’ interactions on the social media platform.
Such engagements through their avatars as proxies were sensed as sufficient (requisite, or good
enough) ‘work’ connectivity to the extreme integrators to allow them to switch to other, nonwork or ‘play’ activities, engagements and/or events. It is believed that a study of extreme
integrators may lead to new insights in the well-trodden work-life balance research, as well as
contribute to more recent studies in visibility behaviours in an increasingly digitally-mediated
world.
Investigating the way extreme integrators use connectivity to achieve their ideal, flexible
lifestyle should add to the understanding of requisite connectivity at the individual level (Kolb
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et al 2008). Furthermore, the introduction of individuals’ ‘avatars,’ which are curated by their
creators and released onto the social media platform to represent their creator, introduces a new
dimension to connectivity (Kolb 2008), namely automated enacted identities. Automated
enacted identities are mechanisms for remotely and/or virtually managing constant
connectivity while maintaining some degree of work-life balance, thereby enhancing the goal
of ideal work-life integration or ‘flow’ (Dery et al., 2014). While media-mediated work-life
integration is well-studied (Coget, 2011; Cousins & Varshney, 2009; Dery et al., 2014; Guest
& Conway, 2002), the blurring of work and non-work boundaries is extreme in this context.
The sample studied willingly dived into an ocean of connectivity, where they cannot make
hardly any physical boundaries between their digitally integrated work and non-work areas.
The way they adapted thereby portrayed unorthodox prescription of avatar-mediated constant
connectivity, to maintain and achieve ideal style of connection and work-life balance. This
offers insights into how other workers, who similarly seek or unintentionally stepped into
seamless integration between their work and non-work life (Dery et al., 2014; Duxbury &
Smart, 2011; Knight & Weedon, 2012; Wajcman & Rose, 2011).
One of the means used by extreme integrators to make sure they have enough ‘private’ space
in the constant engagement in the cloud of social media interactions (Knight & Weedon, 2012;
Wajcman & Rose, 2011) was the use of personal personas that represented them in the media
when they were personally absent, disconnected, or disengaged. Such personas are similar to
avatars, which feature in the gaming and online simulation literature (Schultze, 2011), whereby
individuals create, construct and instruct representations of themselves to interact with others
in an online environment. Many of us use ‘Out of Office’ agents to let people who email us
know when we’re away. Such agents represent users’ intentions (‘will reply as soon as possible’
or ‘will only check my email infrequently’) along with some elements of agents’ character,
such as the use of humour or long versus short explanations of where we’re off to. Avatars
similarly suggest intentionality but can also provide or provoke substantive messages and
online exchange on behalf of their creator. The implications for such visibility behaviour
management in work organisations is considerable and will be discussed at the end of this thesis.
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Literature Review
This chapter will examine the concepts tied to understanding avatar-mediated connectivity
and its effect on extreme integrators’ work-life integration. The literature review will begin by
examining the underpinning concept of connectivity (Kolb 2008, Kolb et al 2008, Dery et al
2014). In particular, the extent of connective agency workers experience will be examined to
create an understanding of how extreme integrators’ sense of agency differs from the preexisting norms of work-life integration (Duxbury & Smart, 2011; Mellner, 2016; Sturges &
Guest, 2004). Following this, the concept of communication visibility, identity and role will be
discussed, to be the basis of analysing results on how avatars mediate constant connection, and
how the agents create avatar-mediated boundaries and what roles their ‘onlookers’ play during
this process. The Last chapters of my literature review will discuss the relevant technologies
such as smart devices and working in social media. Recent changes in understanding
technology and work in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic are also briefly discussed, to
provide a picture of what fully virtual work looks like. The review will then focus on
sociomateriality, which is the philosophical basis of viewing how individuals engage with
technology. Each topic will begin with established theoretical backbones, then move on to
contemporary viewpoints and the relevance of the subject to this research.
Connectivity
Connectivity is now a term, phenomenon and resource that surrounds contemporary life (Kolb
et al., 2020). Kolb’s (2008) definition of connectivity includes all physical, technical and social
exchanges between individuals and groups. The term ‘connectivity’ was originally used to
describe connections between brain functions and technical devices but has been transferred
into organisational contexts (Kolb, 2008). Over time, however, the term has increasingly
become associated with non–technical communication and contacts, in particular human
interaction mediated by connective technology (Stoner et al., 2009). Studies of connectivity
included research on distributed work environments, such as virtual teams (Kolb, 2013;
Waizenegger et al., 2016) and working from isolated locations (Kolb, 2008; Kolb et al., 2008)
but have more recently become applicable to almost all kinds of work organisations as more
workplaces are choosing to incorporate and take advantage of ubiquitous connectivity offered
by smartphones (Dery et al., 2014) and working from home (Dery & Hafermalz, 2016), which
has been precipitated by the global Covid pandemic (Kolb et al., 2020). The pandemic arguably
has accelerated and broadened the pre-existing connectivity caused challenges to the wider
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population. The troubles and concepts commonly reported from the existing connectivity
studies can provide insight to individuals and organisations attempting to control near-constant
connectivity conducting remote work environment during and possibly after the pandemic.
Some refer to connectivity as something that allows members of an organisation or a team to
feel close to each other despite their physical distance (Wilson et al., 2008). Such a sense of
proximity can act as a negative factor for someone and as a great benefit for others. The degree
of connectivity is thereby a subjective issue when it comes to individual perception of what
constitutes ‘requisite connectivity’(Kolb et al., 2008). Requisite connectivity is defined by
Kolb and colleagues as the degree of connectivity that allows robust and reliable
communication at the rate of richness and intensity that is adequate for the required outcome
(2008). Having a lack of connection was the main obstacle to requisite connectivity in the
field’s initial stages. This, however, changed with the exponential growth in the number and
quality of ubiquitous information systems, such as the introduction of smartphones and cellular
data networks. While this has drastically mitigated the problem of unstable access to
connections, it has subsequently raised the issue of excessive connectivity (‘hyperconnectivity’) as the greater obstacle to obtaining and maintaining requisite connectivity (Kolb
et al., 2012).
Along with enhanced technology, which has brought exponential growth to connectivity
between and within organisations, there has also been an increasing level of conversation and
controversy around its benefits and distractions. Wajcman and Rose (2011) discussed ‘constant’
connectivity in their study of telecommunications managers, from the fact that they spend their
entire day in their home, equipped with devices to keep them connected to work. Such
perceptions of being constantly connected have now expanded to normal knowledge workers
as most organisations turned to work in a flexible and boundary-less environment. The
flexibility granted greater liberty to workers but also brought a sense of restless connection to
work (Leonardi, 2011; Leonardi & Barley, 2010).
Kolb, Caza and Collins (2012), however, point that constant connectivity is limited by several
factors. Firstly, the sense of time differs between human and machines. Most machines and
media can remain running non-stop, while human interactions are limited by numerous factors.
Humans must eat and sleep and therefore disconnect from personal and professional
connections from time to time. This is what Kolb (2008) referred to as ‘temporal intermittency.’
Time delays caused by time zones, lags and time-shifting functionality allow the user to
9

respond to communications at their available time. This suggests that actor agency is the
biggest factor that precludes truly constant connectivity. The level of choice, control and free
will that workers have over their connectivity can serve as a protection from connectivity
intimidating and overwhelming individuals. In most structured work environments, workers
can and will exert this agency, such as prioritising certain communications over others, using
answer phones, separating work and personal calls, sometimes with different phones, and so
on (Dery & Hafermalz, 2016; Kanwar et al., 2009; Waizenegger et al., 2016). On the other
hand, notwithstanding recent legislation which curbs after-hours correspondence, employees
in most jurisdictions can and often do use their agency to keep themselves in the near-constant
connectivity based on their professional work habits and personal preferences.
The excessive dependence on these technologies with developing smart devices has however
led to the state of ‘hyper-connectivity’ being more commonly perceived (Collins & Kolb, 2013).
Hyper-connectivity is ‘the state where the high levels of connectivity are detrimental to
performance (Kolb et al., 2012, p.269)’ (see also Kolb, Collins and Lind, 2008, for a definition
of ‘hyper-connectivity’). The expectation to be online from this popularisation of virtual
communication and constant connectivity, can lead to individual experiences of dysfunctional
communications from information overload. Inability to choose when and where to receive
information while being forced to be always accessible is criticised as a harmful result of the
established constant connectivity and over-dependence on digital devices (Perlow, 2012;
Turkle, 2011). Moreover, the myth of ‘multi-tasking’ has been largely debunked, and beyond
distraction, hyper-connectivity can cause burnout in extreme cases (Kolb et al., 2012).
Notwithstanding the risks of hyper-connectivity, inadequate connectivity, or ‘hypoconnectivity’ in Kolb and colleagues’ (2008) words, still exists and can also have negative
consequences. Hypo–connectivity is the state where individuals experience dysfunctional
communication due to lack of information and/or lack of social contact with others. While the
vast majority of recent studies concentrate on the issue of ‘hyper–connectivity,’ there are still
numerous limitations undermining connectivity despite phenomenal improvements in
telecommunication technologies. These include battery depletion, insufficient or inconsistent
internet speeds and blank spots in mobile cell coverage. Due to the widespread availability and
therefore expectation of near-constant connection, our day-to-day reliance on it makes such
situations of hypo-connectivity rare, but stressful, if not catastrophic, threats. Perhaps even
more importantly, as technologies such as the Internet of Things becoming more pervasive, our
increasing reliance on connectivity to store and communicate information within and between
10

devices makes threats of hypo-connectivity a real and growing concern for work and non-work
contexts.
Considering connectivity as a resource that is inseparable and significant for modern
organisations’ health and productivity, more attention should be paid to discover and manage
patterns and states of connectivity (Kolb et al., 2015). States of connectivity are important
because they help us address and understand the impact of too much or too little connectivity
on performance and productivity. They can also lead the way for a better understanding of how
to balance what may feel like ‘constant’ connectivity with competing cognitive demands,
including an increased focus on tasks, deep reflective thinking and/or being present and giving
attention to others.
Future studies need to address and understand the way individuals and groups cope with
extreme states of boundary-less computing through exploring people’s exercise of human
agency to control their connective states (MacCormick et al., 2012). To be more specific,
following questions are proposed, yet unanswered from Kolb and colleagues’ (2012) article.
… what are the contingencies that determine optimal connectivity?... We
have outlined several states of connectivity, but are there other states yet to
be identified? …Surely, we must develop new ways of thinking about
connective states of work as smart technology becomes the standard for both
business and personal communication. Accordingly, where and how will
individuals construct boundaries in an increasingly connected world? (p. 271).
Connective Flow
Dery and colleagues (2014) pick up and build onto the original notion of ‘connective flow’
defined by Kolb and colleagues (2008) as ‘a dynamic series of moderated connects and
occasional disconnects that fluctuate as circumstances, communication volumes and contexts
change’ (p. 10). Dery et al’s notion of connective flow thereby involves human agency that
enables individuals to control the quantity and method of connection(s) to tailor their degree
of connectivity to fit their circumstances and preferences. This moderation to Kolb’s (2008)
notion of a connectivity ‘duality’ of ‘connects’ and ‘disconnects’ suggests that users rarely if
ever switch ‘off,’ but that, in most cases, there is at least a ‘trickle’ of connectivity flowing past
the user, in various forms like texts, videos or voices (Dery et al., 2014). This is especially the
case if one includes incoming messages when one is asleep or otherwise occupied. Basically,
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if our smartphones are connected, we are connected. The ‘flow’ may be low, but it’s there.
Like Dery et al, in this study, we portray a (more highly) sophisticated user and take a (closer)
look at how individuals avoid being overwhelmed by technology.
Another aspect discovered from Dery and colleagues’ (2014) study of connective flow is how
respondents changed their sociomaterial understanding of connective devices as they adapted
to increasing volume and constant connectivity. In the earlier interviews, the respondents
represented the duality model of connectivity, referring to their control of connection as turning
their device ‘on’ and ‘off.’ At the adoption phase of connective technology, such articulations
are common (Mazmanian, 2013). At this stage, the multi-tasking capability of the device was
structured by traditional work practices, where you either ‘stay and do’ work, or ‘leave and
stop’ work. Connection thereby represented being at work, and disconnection was seen as a
boundary building mechanism against the organisation’s expectations. Over time, however,
when these authors re-interviewed their same sample, they discovered that the vast majority of
individuals had developed a practical method of directing and controlling connective ‘flow’
flexibly between work and non-work activity.
The evidence from Dery et al’s (2014) research suggests how smartphones now represent
‘freedom from work as much as it represents work’ (p.10). Smart devices are now a mainstream
technology that is almost, if not absolutely, essential for any knowledge worker, as well as
rapidly becoming the glue, binding work and other elements of life together. Since smartphones
have become an indispensable device for both life and work, modern society seems to be
steering from trying to disconnect itself to focusing on establishing the right (‘requisite’)
amount and type of connectivity to handle the task at hand (Kolb et al, 2008; Dery et al., 2014).
As such, work-life integration, powered by smart devices, establishes connectivity as a
phenomenon and a resource that most modern management and organisational scholars cannot
afford to avoid.
Work-Life Integration
Kanwar et al (2009) describe work-life balance as the balance between a person’s job and
personal life at an equilibrium. The equilibrium is calculated by measuring the employee’s
working hours, working period and working location (Sturges & Guest, 2004). Working hours
refer to the duration of work expressed as the number of hours per day across the number of
days worked in a week; working period refers to when the worker starts, finishes, and takes
breaks during their work; and working location indicates the working boundary, for example
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teleworking from home or working in the office (Kanwar et al., 2009). Work-life balance is
one of the increasingly highlighted aspects that drive employees’ satisfaction (Allen & Meyer,
1990; Chen et al., 2009; Coget, 2011; Meyer & Allen, 1991).
The issue of work-life balance gained its significance from the late 1970s, as having enough
time for activities apart from work started to receive greater interest (Greenhaus et al., 2003).
One likely reason behind the issue of work-life balance receiving greater interest was due to an
increasing number of women participating in professional full-time jobs compared to the past
(Houkamau & Boxall, 2011), leading to the growth in the number of dual-income families
(Bakker et al., 2008; Bakker & Demerouti, 2013; Dash, 2012). Some studies also point out the
increase in the number of single-parent households from the early 1990s as another reason
behind this subject receiving greater interest (Shore & Tetrick, 1994). These societal and
lifestyle shifts made it necessary for organisations to compensate their employees’ need for
time to take care of their family. This is why studies about work-life balance are often called
‘work-family balance’, or ‘work-family conflict’ in older academic articles (Greenhaus, 2008).
These traditional studies about work-life balance tend to see work and personal life as two
conflicting variables, where one has to be sacrificed in order to satisfy the other (Burke, 1988;
Carlson & Kacmar, 2000). This is known as the scarcity hypothesis. The scarcity hypothesis
states that a limited amount of human energy and time is insufficient to enrich both components
of life without sacrificing one, thereby causing the collision that leads to stress and detraction
from a quality of life (Greenhaus et al., 2003). Barnett and Hyde’s (2001) study adds to the
scarcity hypothesis by pinpointing that work and life also have interchangeable effects on one
another. This depicts how an imbalance in work and life can lead to situations including
deterioration of job performance when employees are not feeling ‘home’ after work. Creating
a routine or a boundary that enable employees to meet long–term wants from both life and
work through avoiding work-life conflict is therefore highlighted in traditional work-life
balance literature (Barnett & Hyde, 2001; Chen et al., 2009). Avoiding work-life conflict
through setting a clear boundary between work and life was seen to improve job performance
by enhancing employee well–being (Greenhaus et al., 2003). There are other viewpoints to
work-family conflict, which perceive work and life as variables that can improve the quality of
both as ‘positive spillovers’ when managed correctly (Chen et al., 2009).
The introduction of the ubiquitous communication device is seen as a variable that suggests a
contradictory argument to the older studies that depict work and personal (non-work) as two
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conflicting aspects of life (Burke, 1988). The development of ubiquitous information
technologies like smartphones, flexibility in work arrangements and work-life infiltration has
become another issue that critically influences perception on work-life balance (Chen et al.,
2009; Cousins & Varshney, 2009). For this reason, more recent studies of work-life balance
show a change in language toward terms such as work-life integration or infiltration (Derks et
al., 2015; Leonardi, 2017). Blurring boundaries between work and life, fuelled by organisations
implementing the convenience of smart technology and cellular networks, partially puts the
scarcity hypothesis out of date. As work and life can happen regardless of time and space
boundaries, working time and living time can occur simultaneously, which negates the time–
scarcity aspect. This, however, does not mean that work and life are no longer conflicting
aspects, as human energy and time are still limited. In some viewpoints, work and life occurring
simultaneously sacrifices time for people to restore and recover their energy and is seen as a
shackle that extends modern employees’ working hours (Fonner & Stache, 2012; Mazmanian,
2013; Wellman et al., 2017).
Work-related use of smartphones from an optimistic perspective relieves time constraints by
enabling work and home activities to be carried out simultaneously. Smartphones’ capability
to blur physical boundaries between office and home through enabling work resources in office
perpetually accessible from home, work and life can be handled independently of time and
location (Cousins & Varshney, 2009). These merged boundaries between work and life can be
seen as a mechanism that allows greater autonomy in terms of more flexible working time and
space arrangements. Overall, it seems that the integration of work and non-work aspects of life
is increasingly ‘normal,’ yet remains a non-trivial paradox of our time, i.e., more connectivity
makes us feel free, even when we are more connected to work (Mazmanian et al., 2013). As
such, integration requires more investigation.
Psychological Contract Theory
Psychological contract theory contributes to comprehensively understanding employment
relations issues such as work-life balance. Psychological contracts contain both explicit and
implicit forms of communication between two parties (Rousseau, 2001). This is different from
other types of contracts, where a physical copy exists that both parties, i.e., employer and
employee, can refer to when they feel the contract has been breached. By contrast,
psychological contracts include more unspoken expectations, generally accepted norms and
organisational culture (Cable, 2010).
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Issues surrounding the psychological contract come from this point of difference, as
organisations consist of numerous and different employees with various expectations to their
organisation, as well as having many different managers and employers with different
expectations to their employees (Dabos & Rousseau, 2004). These expectations are influenced
by multiple factors and sources during developments to psychological contracts. The
phenomenon is thereby highly subjective (Shore & Tetrick, 1994). The subjective nature of a
psychological contract makes it impossible to fill in every specific condition upfront. The
process has to be done under limited cognitive capacities, to minimise the discrepancy. A
perfect psychological contract is therefore seen as being unrealistic (Rousseau, 2003).
A psychological contract also has a wide range of items and dimensions that builds the contract,
making it harder to reach an agreed consensus (Lester & Kickul, 2001). Cable (2010), while
stating that it is impossible to define a generalisable definition for psychological contract,
points out a number of different measures that are developed to study psychological contract.
This includes organisational obligation measures like communication and fair rewards, as well
as pointing out employee obligations like communication and flexibility. Both the
organisational obligation and employee obligation measures include work – Life Balance and
communication. Despite the fact that there are other theories with various measures and the
lack of consensus of which obligations are most important, work-life balance is a component
that is recently added and tend to be viewed as one of the most crucial components in
establishing a psychological contract in contemporary work organisations (Guest & Conway,
2002; Schalk & Roe, 2007).
When an individual perceives that a psychological contract has been breached, it is often
harmful as it increases insecurity, by it leading to finding gaps in the formal contract. This
makes an employee feel powerless on what happens to themselves within their contracted
organisation (Anderson & Schalk, 1998). As employees use the psychological contract as a
point of reference to predict outcomes of their chosen behaviour, when their predictions do not
match the actual outcome, the employment relationship can erode making an organisation less
productive (Dabos & Rousseau, 2004). Connectivity expectations are often part of the
psychological contract and one of the invisible links an employee has with work and one that
is often implied, but seldom negotiated.
Burnout
Burnout is a state of extreme exhaustion caused by various factors such as work-life imbalance,
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work overload, lack of organisational caring, and poor leadership from the organisation (Puleo,
2011). Maslach and Jackson (1988) define burnout as a state of physical, emotional, and mental
exhaustion. A sense of cynicism towards work in response to ‘chronic organisational stressors’
is seen to worsen the exhaustion and its recovery. The central concept of mental exhaustion is
the loss of energy and psychological overload. This type of exhaustion is the most closely tied
symptom caused by insufficient renewal through rest, which is a typical outcome of work-life
imbalance (Demerouti, Mostert, & Bakker, 2010; Leiter & Maslach, 1988; Wajcman, Bittman,
& Brown, 2008). The correlation between work infiltrating life and burnout is outlined in a
report by Dash (2012), whereby work left over after work, or workload that cannot be
completed within regular working hours were identified as one of the main stressors that lead
to burnout. When employees experience burnout due to job-related frustration and fatigue,
there are expected to be negative impacts to their work, such as decreased job – enthusiasm,
underperformance, negative signs to health and increased employee turnover (Demerouti et al.,
2010; Derks & Bakker, 2014; Puleo, 2011). Additionally, most managers fail to discover signs
of burnout from their employees before they convey the intention to resign from the
organisation, thereby creating a considerable unexpected sum of the cost to the organisation,
prompting proper management of burnout at an earlier stage (Leiter & Maslach, 1988; Puleo,
2011).
Puleo’s (2011) research provides another viewpoint towards the relationship between burnout
and work-life balance. In her article, the aspect of effective leadership and organisational caring
is ranked as the most important factor for prevention and care of burnout, where work overload
is described as a less dominant and less significant correlational factor to employee burnout
(Puleo, 2011). Puleo (2011) describes burnout as a symptom with different stages, starting from
anger, developing into frustration, then to apathy, and finally, ending up as burnout. Work
overload may be the cause of this process but can be managed with adequate communication
and negotiation between the organisation and its employee with regards to their preferences
and values towards work. Also, if someone is enjoying, or feeling fulfilled with their job and
tasks, work overload may make them slightly tired but will not lead to the stage of burnout
(Puleo, 2011). This provides a perspective that work-life imbalance is a matter of employee
propensity and value, which should be discussed and resolved effectively through management
from the organisation at an individual level.
Overall, psychological contracts, including effects incurred from the mobile device, its impact
on work-life balance, and how it can promote job satisfaction through enhanced flexibility or
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demote commitment leading to burnout, depends immensely on the understanding and
effective management of the employees (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Coget, 2011; Meyer & Allen,
1991; Puleo, 2011; Wajcman et al., 2008). Therefore, a different approach must be taken for
the different values and propensities of employees in terms of discussing discrete implications
through effective communication. An important factor in understanding the different values of
employees is to understand the diversity, from simple demographics like age and gender, to
varying values, perceptions and preferences (Twenge & Campbell, 2008).
Section Summary
The norm of near-constant connectivity is accelerating work-life integration. (Kolb et al., 2012).
In a further integrated work environment where the previously existed constraints are becoming
less relevant, connectivity is a resource that enables workers to ‘be at’ work, and to ‘be out of’
work at the same time. The modern workforce is constantly switching between these dualities
by engaging and disengaging with work and life-related media inputs, with the aim of
establishing their comfortable level of connection, depending on their circumstances.
Recognising this requisite level of connectivity is entirely dependent on the beholder’s
perception (Kolb et al., 2008), individual values and associated social attributes that affect one’s
perception of connectivity are crucial to understanding and managing the ideal level of
connectivity for each worker.
Communication Visibility
While communication patterns are often invisibly embedded within a social milieu, digital
communication has fostered an age of communication visibility

(Hansen & Flyverbom, 2015;

Stohl et al., 2016). Communication visibility is a hallmark that distinguishes computermediated communication from the more traditional communication methods (Quan-Haase et
al., 2005). Social media applications, blogs and almost all recent virtual worlds actively afford
and expand the affordances of communications visibility. The amount and presence of
technology-mediated communication visibility suggest the potential of this serving as a general
category for social science studies (Brighenti, 2007).
Communication visibility was seen as a core element that characterises computer-mediated
communication theories. The translucent nature of computer-mediated communication
distinguished this new form of communication from the previous human to human
conversations (Erickson & Kellogg, 2000). During its earliest stage, visibility meant how
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computer-mediated communication left traces of individuals’ availability, presence, actions and
conversations. These were noticeable by third parties, often viewable and editable depending
on the technology’s features and user’s agency. Bregman and Haythornwaite (2001)
conceptualised visibility as ‘the means, methods, and opportunities for presentation; in our
usage, it primarily addresses the speakers’ concerns with the presentation of self ’ (p. 5). This
shows how communication visibility can support users’ will to present and record their work
regardless of time and space boundary (Bregman & Haythornthwaite, 2001, 2003). In the later
studies, literature also examines situations where the online media context where materials are
veiled or restricted in terms of availability, for security and privacy reasons (Bucher, 2012).
These extensions suggest how communication visibility may not always be intentional, thereby
should also concern unintended presentations of oneself.
Brighenti (2007) argues ‘Visibility lies at the intersection of aesthetics (relations of perception)
and politics (relations of power)’ (p. 325). This points out how visibility is strategically enacted
in the relational process of seeing and being seen. This view offers a simplistic yet important
extension, seeing visibility as mutually and interdependently imbricated activity of actors and
onlookers. The inherent interdependence is suggested through this early definition of visibility.
The effort to making something visible, the effort to see something and the contextual
affordances to making these activities more or less available all depend on each other to make
one’s communication visible.
Recent conceptualisations, specifically communication researchers, have scoped visibility as
an interplay between those who provide communication and those who observe communicative
acts (Leonardi, 2014; Treem & Leonardi, 2013). The definition from Stohl, Stohl, and Leonardi
(2016), ‘the combination of three attributes: availability of information, approval to
disseminate information, and accessibility of information to third parties.’ (p. 124), summarises
the recent understanding of communication visibility well. This relatively up to date definition
presents visibility as ‘a product of an environment in which individuals are able to
communicate and others are able to access that communication’ (Treem et al., 2020, p.46).
Exploring Communication Visibility in Social Media
Treem and colleagues (2020) suggest three dimensions to exploring communication visibility.
‘The first dimension is an actor’s activity. This activity could take the form of an
online publication, contribution, profile, network connection, or other visible
communicative act of CMC. The second dimension considers the actions taken by
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others, who are not directly party to the communication, to view communication.
These actions can include accessing a website, lurking on a social networking site,
or reading through the archives of past online conversations. The third dimension
is the sociomaterial context of communication. This dimension could consist of
the number of individuals on a platform, the volume of online contributions, or
the privacy settings available to users’ (p. 46).
Social media channels portray these three dimensions collectively. Actors exert their influence
through posting, setting different privacy settings and attracting/inviting others to view their
communication (Jerslev, 2016). Observers react to these feeds through likes, comments and
shares (Boyd, 2007). The sociomaterial context of these interactions encourages and restricts
types and manners of communication. Each of these dimensions has been analysed and studied
both collectively and individually in existing studies. There are however some features of these
dimensions that are particularly significant in discussing social media mediated communication
visibility.
Social media users’ communication with an imagined audience creates a unique dimension of
communication visibility (Litt, 2012). This imagined audience is referred to as onlookers, those
that are not directly involved in digital communication, but ‘exposed to traces of technology
use’ (Sergeeva, Huysman, Soekijad, & Van Den Hooff, 2017, p.1154). These onlookers exert
influence over these traces of digital communication through their implicit and explicit
presence. They can directly participate and intervene in these traces. More often, however, they
exercise indirect influences through being present in the communicating agent’s assumption of
their existence and their potential judgements. Social media’s nature encourages the agents to
post what their onlookers are likely to ‘like’, thereby plays an important and interdependent
role in shaping agents’ presentation of themselves.
Onlooker’s effect plays a crucial part in communication visibility. Leonardi’s (2014) study
portrayed how the increase in communication visibility enhanced the observer’s knowledge of
‘who knows what’ and ‘who knows whom’, which led to innovative ways of employees
learning and working. Communication visibility created affordances for the workers to work
and learn vicariously as there was greater availability of observing co-worker’s knowledge
domains, communication structure and their communication networks. Onlookers were
essential as their effort to engage with available communication was the basis of this affordance.
In a similar way, social media users adjust their presentation on platforms based on their
awareness of their digital communication being visible to less comfortable onlookers, such as
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their managers (Oostervink et al., 2016). Judgements from such third-party audiences take part
in the imbrication of one’s digital presentation. The type and nature of a platform can have
certain effects on how the actor decides to manage communication visibility but certainly does
not bound the agent’s choices. The style of visible communication is more a product of
imbricated sociomaterial conditions that is built based on the engagement between the actor
and its potential, and known audiences (Treem et al., 2020).
The virality these onlookers provide is also another noteworthy influence that differentiates
digitally presented communication from other contexts (Arnold & Paulus, 2010; Leonardi,
2014). Onlookers jump between numerous communication channels, where they are more or
less active or passive depending on circumstances. In this process of jumping between
communication channels, onlookers witness the vast number of communications that they
share and spread (Cranefield et al., 2015). The way they share their witnessed communication
can vary in forms, yet their influence from the role as spreader is much more significant
compared to less or not visible forms of communication (Treem & Leonardi, 2013). This role
has however been undermined in the study of digital communication. The interdependently
imbricated nature of communication visibility makes it important for additional research to
understand these onlookers as much as the agents that actively produce initial communications
(Treem et al., 2020).
Accountability in Visibility
The accountability of computer-mediated communication is another context of importance to
understanding third-party’s role in communication visibility (Karunakaran et al., 2022).
Walther and colleagues’ (2009) study portrays how individuals perceive the communications
involving a third-party is less likely to have been manipulated to deceive readers. This means
the information provided by third parties on someone’s social media platform adds more
credibility compared to the words the agents write on their own behalf. Other evidence also
shows that a social media platform that is prone to their close relatives’ reach will likely provide
a more accurate and honest reflection of their identities and values (Toma et al., 2008). Such
dimensions of communication visibility need to be further assessed to how individuals manage
the credibility and trustworthiness of their communication. Onlookers’ role is also crucial in
examining this dimension, as their involvement clearly manipulates the evaluation of these
computer-mediated communications (Deandrea, 2014).
The sociomaterial nature of communication visibility adds to the understanding of individuals’
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impression management. The seminal concept of impression management examined
interactions between individuals that are physically co-present (Goffman, 1959). When
individuals are present at the same time and space, communication visibility is bound to their
setting where their communications and actions take place. When applied to digital
communication visibility, impression management gains a further complication of being
present to a greater number of individuals, hardly restricted by the time and space of their
communication presentation (Oostervink et al., 2016). When communication is present for
third-party inference in such a manner, the participants can manipulate the actor’s originally
presented communication, thus affecting impression management (Treem et al., 2020).
This indicates the studies based on computer-mediated communication should move beyond
the stage metaphor where individuals ‘perform,’ and the audiences are evaluators. Affordances
of digital communication technologies and the environment where individual’s communication
and impression management are co-created should be taken into account. Borrowing the stage
and play metaphor, a social media-mediated communication is a play that has no ending. It is
a theatre without walls and audiences that are ever-changing, anonymous, and most importantly,
willing and able to take part in the play from time to time (Treem et al., 2020). As the metaphor
shows, the unique features of technology and the way people adapt to this new, yet increasingly
common type of communication opens uncovered areas of discussion in communication and
identity presentation. Understanding of computer-mediated communication should thereby be
extended and reimagined by highlighting the multidimensional nature of this concept.
Studies have recently highlighted the overlapping of work and non-work digital
communication tools, caused by the communication presentation becoming increasingly
accessible to audiences in various contexts. The current environment of communication
visibility makes an actor’s presentation of their messages and identities viewable from their
closest relatives to individuals who they may have never interacted in different contexts of
communication (Hogan, 2010). Such affordances and problems of communication visibility
challenges individuals to manage their impressions based on who their potential onlookers
are. Berkelaar (2017) portrays how the research participants present themselves on their
social media knowing their employers will access their channel to assess their employees’
characters. The study portrays how individuals approach communication visibility to conceal
and reveal certain identities through social media. For a description, participants decided to
limit the information recorded visually as they were concerned about their privacy, curated
the type of ‘image’ they present to strategically portray and communicate their desired
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identity to the desired target, or simply gave up on any attempts to conceal their online
communication and put minimum effort to managing their visibility (Marwick & Boyd,
2011). These results suggest further research to examine different strategic communications
individuals attempt to present their most desired identities on different digital communication
modes. Studies should ideally include various computer-mediated communication contexts,
why agents choose certain strategies and how these affect evaluations of individuals
(Karunakaran et al., 2022; Treem et al., 2020).
Communication privacy management thereby plays an important role in understanding how
individuals interact through communication visibility (Petronio, 1991). Communication
privacy management is a framework that conceptualises why and how individuals conceal and
portray certain identities and communication with different people. These behaviours develop
personal, yet mostly implicit, rules and boundaries regarding how much information the agents
disclose. When such rules are violated, it leads to turbulence and uncertainty. Boundary
management in computer-mediated communication is further complex and frequently
interrupted due to the increased number and influence of third-party effect (Litt & Hargittai,
2014). While studied contexts such as blogs and Facebook provide degrees of privacy measures,
the visible nature of computer-mediated communication leaves greater difficulty for agents to
have full control over the disclosure of information (Child & Westermann, 2013).
Examining how social and material influences shape individuals’ affordances to control their
communication visibility should thereby take onlookers’ ability to find, view and most
importantly, influence the agent’s communication into account. There are material forces in
visible communication tools that trigger and educate users to communicate in a chosen way
(Leonardi, 2014; Wanda J. Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). For example, Instagram started from
being photo-centric, Snapchat form ephemeral messages and Tik-Tok from visual-effected
videos (Bayer et al., 2016). Such material provisions are often undermined, yet influential as
they provide the basis of communication for users to choose appropriate platforms for their
desired style of visuality. This also indicates, over time, social and human interpretation and
application of these tools also have an effect on the meaning, norms and technological
affordances (Treem et al., 2020). The initial communication visibility provided by Facebook at
its campus launching stage focused on showing where people are. Over time, however, the
users found sharing their status and photos more amusing for themselves and their onlookers
(Sergeeva et al., 2017). Material affordances and social agencies consisting of the uploading
actor and responding onlookers all take part in imbricating the sense of communication
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visibility in computer-mediated communications.
Communication visibility mediated by digital platforms can be altered, as mentioned, from the
material features of technology (Treem et al., 2020). This suggests users can portray different
types and manners in visible communication on different types of platforms. Scholars have
consistently recognised that individuals use many different forms of communication almost
simultaneously and complementarily to achieve their communicative goals (Bucher, 2012;
Jerslev, 2016; Khamis et al., 2017). Studies need to broaden the range of approaches to
incorporate the reality of modern computer-mediated communication visibility and how
individuals form different strategies to achieve and maintain their communicative goals (Treem
et al., 2020).
Summary
Computer-mediated visibility of communication enhances the affordances of individuals to
perform identities across a greater number of contexts, to a greater number of audiences with
greater frequency (Hogan, 2010). This affordance however brings along the challenge of
having to manage and control presentations of their identities to the increasingly accessible
strangers that they may not have otherwise encountered. This creates a paradox where the
modern population is granted access to make communication far more easily visible yet having
arguably the least agency over how and whom that communication is viewed and engaged with.
While most studies focused on tensions and conflicts resulting from this paradox (Gibbs et al.,
2011; Oostervink et al., 2016), Treem and colleagues (2020) suggests such paradox is ‘inherent
in the communication visibility of CMC’ and ‘are a feature, not a bug’ (pg.55). This invites
studies to move further from focusing on the troubles and tensions to examining how some
individuals are strategically harnessing this new affordance and challenge.
Identity and Role
Identity defines and portrays who ‘I’ am, and represents oneself in a social context (Chatman,
1999). This means people have and display multiple identities, depending on the social context
they interact with. These identities are enacted individually and sometimes collectively in a
given situation. These identities are reflected through bodies, by individuals representing who
they are through their physical representation (Schultze, 2011). Body in identity literature
means a physical presentation of one’s mind, values and attributes. These bodies are shaped
and affected by societal norms and represent their desired affiliation. Identity literature focuses
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on how identity performance is conveyed through how people act and say when interacting
with others (Goffman, 2005).

Identity Performance
Identity performance can be best explained by Goffman’s (1963) description of individuals
engaging in impression management. They utilise bodies, items and space around them to
portray their desired image. In a way, identity performance can be seen as individuals ‘acting’
out their desired character to the chosen audience. This does not implicate such performances
are deceiving, however adds to the notion of individuals having an agency or an intention in
choosing their desired identity to suit the interaction.
Studies of identity performance largely approach the study from two viewpoints,
representationalism or performativity (Brickell, 2005). Performative perspective suggests
identities are created, enacted and manipulated in social interactions of words, materials and
actions. Representational identity centres identity on an active, prior and conscious ‘I’ that
works as an agent intentionally directing and showcasing their role (Gregson & Rose, 2000).
The key difference of representationalism from the performativity lens is representationalism
argues there is self, which is the core of identity thereby present regardless of social interaction
(Barad, 2003). On the other hand, performativity sees identity as a product of various and
repeated interactions (Hickey-Moody & Wood, 2008).
Representational identity
Representational identity emphasises an agent being the director of their own performance
(Blumer, 1969). The intention to shape ones’ mind in their desired form is fabricated through
the performer. This separation between the performer and the character, namely Cartesian
dualism, creates an implication that the conscious agent actively designs and plays out a role
with intention (Van Doorn, 2010). Representational identity views this self, the conscious agent
as the essential source that origins one’s actions and portrayed identity that sits aside from
social interactions (Hickey-Moody & Wood, 2008; Mckenna, 2007). Such a view of identity
understands the core self as the composition of stable and discernible properties and characters.
The digital-communication based identity researches adopting this essentialist viewpoint
thereby divide and understands participants’ identity in separate types, such as an actual identity
behind, number of virtually represented identities and idealised self (Bargh & McKenna, 2004;
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Bessière et al., 2007; Schultze, 2011). This view of solid presence behind an act is the most
common understanding people have in understanding and describing identity. For this reason,
participants’ responses in the identity literature tend to be based on a constructed fixed sense
of ‘self’ that forms ones’ core character, performed out in different ways depending on their
desire and identity (Schultze, 2014).
Performative identity
Performative identity argues that actions and words, thereby the performances, also produce
identity, not merely representing one. Identity is seen as an effect of a person’s accumulation
of actions, words and experiences of social context (Hickey-Moody & Wood, 2008). This
contrasts with the viewpoints of representational identity, seeing identity performances as
consciously staged display of one’s character. Instead, performance identity regards identity as
a product of unconscious encountering and learning of everyday practices that are replicated to
solidify an individual’s culture, values and ultimately, their identities (Mueller et al., 2012).
Butler’s (2011) understanding of gender identity unpacks this viewpoint well. Instead of seeing
gender as something genetically coded thereby being a source of their identity and
performances, the study argues gender is socially produced. Norms and daily practices
associated with genders, such as wearing makeup, dressing and learning appropriate etiquettes
enact and form a person’s understanding of their sexual identity to be a woman. Performativity
thereby emphasises understanding identities through the intentions, common understandings
and interactions. 'towards understanding them as dynamic and contingent sociomaterial
configurations, entailing the ongoing performance of multiple, distributed, and diverse
agencies (e.g., users, developers, computers, networks, algorithms, data, avatars, etc.) in many
places and times' (Schultze & Orlikowski, 2010, p. 815). This suggests the capability of
performative identity to theorise the avatar-user entanglement (Schultze, 2011).
Role
One’s role sits within a relational process of identity construction, as a mediator that translates
a person’s identity to a chosen context. Simpson and Carroll (2008) view role as a boundary
object that adds analytical depth to seeing role as an intermediary of identity construction. In
this view, role is interpreted as a vehicle that mediates interactions, building relational
meanings and negotiations. Also, as an intermediary, role itself is seen as a subject to ongoing
construction.
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Role fits into the described boundary object when it comes to the construction of identity.
Identities are constructed across the process of creation, merging and demolition of boundaries
that interact with each other. Role specifically bounds and mediates interactions between the
self and others. Others can be other-selves, subjects or any context that adds to this project of
identity construction. Burman (2004) suggests ‘boundary objects offer a site or medium for the
negotiation of identity and difference’ (p. 370). Simpson and Carroll (2008) put ‘role’ in this
domain. Adding to this proposition, Star and Griesemer’s (1989) definition adds to the
description of role as a boundary object. ‘Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic
enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several practices employing them, yet
robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites’ (p.393). These boundary objects are
not solid in common use yet turn further structured in individual-site use. These can often be
abstract but can also be concrete object. They have a different presence in a different social
context, but the structure remains common and stable enough to be recognisable in a different
context. Thereby, they work as means of translation. Creating and managing such boundary
objects provide a key to successfully managing and developing coherence in and across
different social contexts (Simpson & Carroll, 2008).
Under Simpson and Carroll’s (2008) theoretical framing, role can sit as a boundary object that
is both malleable and robust in different locations where identities are constructed. The study
shows how role itself can act as an entity in its own right and agency. Different participants of
this study convey role as being something they ‘negotiate’ with, to establish a boundary they
can comfortably stay and interact with. Viewing role in this perspective aligns with
contemporary perspectives on identity, thereby helps to further understand performative
identity (Schultze, 2011). Role can thereby be seen as a medium that both conveys and absorbs
to and into one’s identity, from and towards the context a body is placed in.
Identity and Role in virtual worlds
Identity is portrayed through the actor’s body, and the definition of a body can be extended to
the virtual, avatar-mediated presentation of the actor (Schultze, 2011). Performing multiple
roles become more available and visible when the actor decides to use avatars as their means.
In the physical world, people exercise, dress and get plastic surgeries to change their bodies to
better adapt to society. This process of adapting is far quicker and easier in the studied virtual
world, thereby more people engage in enjoying multiple personas online. The idea of having
multiple identities for varying purposes has been discussed by Schultze (2011) in the online
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gaming environment. She explains how the gamers resolve the conflict between ‘playing’ and
being ‘productive’ in the same game by using different identities, more specifically, different
avatars. Despite everyone knowing these two identities belong to the same person, by building
a clear boundary of role and expectations between two characters, others’ expectations are
upheld.
In understanding such multiple identities enacted online, the majority of literature resides on
the vantage point between performative or representational (Schultze, 2014). Early research on
Multi-User Domains, which are text-based virtual worlds, demonstrated how people role-play
multiple online personas simultaneously (Turkle, 1995). This portrayed individuals’ identities
being constructed through words, which was fragmented and distributed. Users' ability to cover
their physical bodies in such disembodied settings raised claims of users uncovering their 'true'
selves (Taylor, 2002). This perspective is unique in suggesting how such masked interactions
can bring one’s less disguised identity, instead of acting as an extra shed.
This disembodied view is however widely criticised. Criticisms point out that one's
imaginations, the constructed identities, are bound to one’s corporeality (Schultze, 2011;
Whitley, 1997). Representational view of identity performance emphasises the physical agent’s
role in directing online personas. Studies found most people present their online avatars to
resemble and display their physical body’s attributes, which adds weight towards
representationalism (Vasalou et al., 2008). Ihde (1990) respectively conceptualise virtual
bodies as passive signifiers that are separate, yet holds their reference to their ‘real’ bodies
(Bardzell & Bardzell, 2008).
Avatars also provide a distinctive identity performance in the way the users and avatars
simultaneously engage in both self-regarding and reflexive speech acts (Powers, 2003). This
means that avatar’s virtual presentation and performance is also shown and thereby
communicates to the agent behind their own avatars, as well as the onlookers in the virtual
world. This implicates the agents behind these avatars constantly question whether their avatars
performances are reflecting themselves, similar to their ‘real’ identity, or in some cases, closer
to who they really are. Such questions often lead to questions in the agency, where agents
wonder how much materialistic force is driving their identity performance.
Materialistic sides can include the design of their avatars, specific roles assigned to avatars and
constraints that exist in the virtual world. This naturally leads to another material, yet socially
co-imbricated factor of the virtual world. The environment, virtual acquaintances, staged and
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un-staged events can consist a virtual world. When saying virtual and real, virtual resembles
fantasy that only exists in people’s mind, and real resembles something tangible, such as one’s
body (Ito, 1997). The experience and identity in real and virtual spaces are however not split
implodes, instead, integrates on another. This implicates that feelings, people and events
encountered in a virtual world can make ‘real’ impacts on the users.
Material also constructs the users’ understanding of social media in terms of limiting or
allowing what users can do in the chosen virtual world. While the user can choose to use
technology according to their interpretation, material functions and restrictions still limit these
interpretations. In Schultze’s (2011) example of Virtual World, the three discourses of Economy,
Social and Play constitutes the world of the chosen social media. By design of the social media
and the existing norms, the avatars on this channel produce and consume, have fun and build
relationships with each other. Schultze (2011) notes these dimensions overlap, yet the division
serves an analytical function. The studied users mostly conceive three dimensions in a chunk
but the study can usefully make these analytical starting points for distinguishing material and
social contributions the users experience. This suggests studying and understanding virtual
identities and their implications with an imbricated viewpoint suggested by Leonardi
(2013;2020).
Performative embodiment views online identity performance in terms of mixing and matching
of various masks (Kreps, 2010). The user can only experience the virtual world through their
avatar. This calls for a ‘cyborgian entanglement’ between the users and their digital body (Boyd,
2007), like a blind person experiences the world through different means from visuals, such as
rods, sounds and scents. Users get to present themselves differently through a variety of
engagements that accumulates to become the identity of their virtual avatars. Bardzell &
Bardzell (2008, p. 12) argue ‘A subjectivity, in contrast [to a representation], is a living force,
an agent that both acts in the world and is constituted in the world through action.’ As
performatives, avatars are capable of both signifying and enacting the user. On this note,
Schultze (2011) adds ‘Whether that identity is then attributed to the user, the avatar or a
cyborgian combination of the two, depends on the agential cuts that are made in that situation.’
The study thereby calls for further research in how users, avatar-mediated roles and onlookers
enact agency when building an identity of one’s virtual selves.
Section Summary
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Presentation and communication of oneself via virtual avatars suggest unique angles to view
what identity is, how it is shown and used. The field of role and identity studied to examine
how individuals create, perform and/or represent identities. The discussions focused on how
much the ‘actual self’ holds agency or is affected by their identity performances. Moving this
presentation to a virtual self suggests different variables to examining how individuals use
these avatars as boundary objects.
Applying communication visibility and onlooker’s presence, the existing studies also invite
us to consider onlookers’ effect on forming one person’s roles in virtual environments and its
effect on the wellbeing of individuals. Onlookers surely exert great presence over visible
communications, thereby have a strong impact on forming one’s virtual role. The way this
role is affected by onlookers, and further, how this mediates the formation of one’s identity
should be studied in depth in the presented thesis.
Technology
Smartphone
Computer mediated communication has transformed the traditional understanding of being ‘at
work’. Smartphones brought the new norm of workers staying connected to work after their
traditional nine to five working hours, namely the ‘new night shift’. Organisations and
individuals are both enjoying and suffering from the extended work and temporal boundaries
(Derks et al., 2015; Pauleen et al., 2015; Putri & Amran, 2021). As suggested in previous
studies, the boundary between work and non-work can be seen as being socially constructed,
instead of being physical and fixed. Contrary to common belief, the understanding of space
and time is often objective, which has been further blurred and malleable with the enhanced
mobile communication technologies (Mullan & Wajcman, 2019). These boundaries are likely
to become further objective and virtual, assisted by the latest developments in virtual
communication technology.
Change and development in technology have always been associated with shaping people’s
understanding of work and organisations. Most contemporary work organisations now utilise
work-related smartphones in various aspects of their daily routines (Bittman, Brown, &
Wajcman, 2009). A more flexible and broadened boundary for work arrangements is therefore
common in many workplaces, and is supported by dramatically enhanced teleworking via
smartphones. The way smartphones have altered work arrangements from their capability of
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blurring physical boundaries of offices is argued as a benefit for enabling convenient
communication, as well as being a reason for the significant deterioration in the contemporary
workforce’s perceived work-life balance (MacCormick, Dery, & Kolb, 2012; Wajcman & Rose,
2011; Yun, Kettinger, & Lee, 2012).
Mobile technology has also brought life into work. More accurately, a smartphone is being
used as an extension of our body that allows us to seamlessly switch between work and life as
people desire. Bull (2010), describes how people fill in their “down-time” using their mobile
devices like smartphones. These spaces between modern populations’ daily routines can be
considered as a leisure time that is available for them to use in whichever way they wish to.
Staying connected to their mobile devices indicates that the use of modern technology such as
smartphones is serving and fulfilling their entertainment needs. They describe the experience
being beyond the means of convenience, but feel comfortable and engaged; that is, being able
to hear and engage with almost everything they wish to, or feeling as if they were together with
their peers (Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Ellison et al., 2011).
Modern population’s constant connection as a means of entertainment suggests the distinct type
of psychological contract people can develop to work-related smart devices (Ellison et al.,
2011). Beer (2012)’s article suggests the user of the mobile device can have evocative
attachments to the mobile device, as it becomes a crucial part of the users’ daily routine (Beer,
2012; Bull, 2010). Us perceiving smartphones not only as a part of our work and convenience,
but as a part of their relaxation and leisure, makes it inevitable that smartphones and other
connective methods are not just devices or tools, but a new and meaningful realm where our
life is integrated (Beer, 2012; Kessler, 2011; Twenge et al, 2010).
The introduction and popularisation of smartphones and other smart devices, due to its wide
range of functions and convenience, has structured the ‘new age’ in workplace connectivity
(Matusik & Mickel, 2011; Peters & Allouch, 2005). This is considered as a gradual but groundbreaking shift from the information society that was established by the adoption of Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) and a World Wide Web (Wiberg, 2005). This shift also
brought new issues in terms of human–technology interaction and utilization. The focus of the
previous era was on greater information pool (Wiberg, 2005). Moving on, popularization of
ubiquitous smart technologies, most commonly smartphones, have brought greater focus on
how technology is affecting the communication of working professionals (Leonardi, 2011).
In contemporary workplaces, working with flexible hours and worksites, multitasking,
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responding instantly to clients’ or supervisors’ contacts, and working with virtual teams through
smart devices are now increasingly becoming a norm (Freese, Schalk, & Croon, 2011). Such
aspects of smartphone’s capability altered the pace of work to be demanding and more intense,
with extended length of workdays (Wajcman & Rose, 2011; Ruppel, Gong, & Tworoger, 2013).
On the other hand, through working with smart devices, employees can use and arrange their
working hours in multidimensional ways to flexibly multitask and adjust work schedules to
suit their individual circumstances such as peak performance time and location (Derks &
Bakker, 2014). This improves job satisfaction by allowing both the employees and managers
to find their most efficient and convenient work arrangements. Individuals can work according
to their personal taste, without being a burden to the team by not being able to efficiently
communicate due to physical distance. Even though virtual communication is criticised to be
lacking in its ability to create empathy compared to face–to–face communication, more recent
studies argue that such weaknesses tend to reduce as the members of the organisation adapt to
the new forms of communication (Walther, 1996). Other studies suggest theories of social
cohesion that communication on devices like smartphones which establishes constant
connectivity can help to create bonds for better collaboration (Schroeder & Ling, 2013).
Social norms and expectations of a particular social setting regulate the members’ behavior to
match or to follow the existing non–regulated conducts (Mazmanian, 2013). Such norms are
internalized by existing members’ routine behaviors, thereby not formally enforced but socially
imposed (Hetcher, 2004). This means that going against a social norm will not cause a direct
punishment, but result in negative judgements from the peers that are matching to the norms
(Hetcher, 2004). In most cases, these norms exist within an organization or larger societies, and
takes slightly different manners and attitudes. Due to such variance, norms vary between
different demographic groups, change over time and often interpreted in different ways
between individuals (Hetcher, 2004). Expectations work in a similar manner, but different to
norms as these expectations are often created within members that have a corresponding routine
situation or job patterns.
Smart technology has been the foremost influential technology that shaped new norms in
communication between people. Smart technology has made responding to all means of contact
easier, which encourages the norm of boundary-less and immediate communication. The norm
of staying connected, expectation of an immediate response regardless of physical distance,
and constant access to cellular data are all rapidly rising norms in contemporary organizations
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(Gimpel, Sudzina, & Petrovcikova, 2014). Such norms emerge and saturate prevalently in
contexts where all or almost all members use a smart device for both work and personal life
purposes. In a context where such norm is extremely apparent, norms and expectations become
far more coercive for all individuals to comply to and re-enforce upon new or non–complying
members (Mazmanian, Yates, & Orlikowski, 2006).
According to the study conducted by Matusik and Mickel (2011), mobile devices, like
smartphones, create expectations to respond faster and to be ‘always on call’. Matusik and
Mickel (2011) categorises this expectation created by work–related smartphones into two
components, as responsiveness pressure and accessibility pressure. Responsiveness pressure
refers to the expectation to reply as soon as possible after receiving a contact. Accessibility
pressure refers to feeling obliged to check and respond to incoming contacts at any hours, date
or location for a given task. A linear argument is in Jaakson and Kallaste (2010)’s research that
teleworking, such as working with smartphones, result in employees’ perception of longer and
extended working hours, therefore intensified workload. Employees felt the devices became
another tool their managers use to control, and in some cases, exploiting employees.
The norm of near-constant connectivity is accelerating work-life integration. (Kolb et al., 2012).
In a further integrated work environment where the physical boundaries of time and space is
becoming less relevant, connectivity is a resource that enables workers to ‘be at’ work, and to
‘be out of’ work. The modern workforce is constantly switching between these dualities by
engaging and disengaging with work and life related media inputs, in the aim of establishing
their comfortable level of connection, depending on their circumstances. Recognising this
requisite level of connectivity is entirely dependent on the beholder’s perception (Kolb et al.,
2008), individual values and associated social attributes that affect one’s perception on
connectivity are crucial background to understand and manage ideal level of connectivity for
each workers. The following section will thereby investigate the existing studies on current
research’s proposed study context, the industry of social media contents creators.
Working on Social Media
Social media content creators and online influencers have risen as the new celebrities, new
occupation and enterprises (Jerslev, 2016). Their job consists of creating media contents
according to their specialty, sharing the content on social media channel and engaging with
their followers through various means of communication (Khamis et al., 2017). The core
difference of social media content to other forms of media content is viewer engagement
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(Jerslev, 2016). Viewers can participate and add to the content by leaving comments and
involving themselves in real-time chats. The interval of response is much quicker in the social
media contents compared to any other types of entertainment. Such sense of contribution and
intimacy with the content and the content creator, established social media contents to be the
most preferred type of entertainment media amongst the younger generation, over other
traditional channels of entertainment (Khamis et al., 2017).
This new type of public figure is titled as microcelebrities in celebrity studies (Khamis et
al.,2017). “Microcelebrity produces the self as brand and commodity; online processes of
celebrification today merge commodification and branding smoothly with intimacy and
authenticity” (Jerslev, 2016, p.5240). These internet celebrities with a fanbase and enough
views become a target of interest for advertisers. Advertisers can expose their product, service
or message to the most desired segment through these channels, due to the specified areas these
celebrities tend to specialize in, such as cosmetics, fitness or gaming (Berthon, Pitt, Plangger,
& Shapiro, 2012).
These celebrities are often managed by an agency, namely the Multi Channel Networks (MCN).
Their business ranges from aiding and managing the content creators, to producing, procuring
and even educating influencers in some cases (Khamis et al., 2017). The most common and
major role of MCN apart from management of their content creators, is working as an agency
that connects marketers to appropriate channels of their content creators. Other services they
provide to their creators, such as legal assistance, production, branding, financial services and
education, are provided to maximize the profit from client marketers using chosen
organization’s creators as their marketing channel. The range of services they provide however
expands and contracts over time and is dependent on their specialty. Regardless of the changing
details, MCN’s fundamental role is to successfully commercialise their creator’s content
(Jerslev, 2016; Khamis et al., 2017).
The platform for their service is identified ranges from Youtube in the narrowest sense, to social
media and any other online channel (Jerslev, 2016). Including Youtube as a core platform of
service is common from all literature and reasonable considering Youtube’s partnership
program being the basis of most social media creators’ initial business model. Partnership
program indicates Youtube’s policy of distributing 60% of advertisement profit to the content
creators (Youtube, 2017). The social media contents creating industry has however started to
widen their platform, searching for greater incentives, which includes creating their own
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platforms.
Commercialisation of social media contents creator can be related to the development of Web
environment and telecommunication technology (Aghaei, 2012). Literature distinguishes
different stages of Web development in Web 1.0, Web 2.0 and Web 3.0. Web 1.0 indicates the
birth and youth stage of Web technology. During this era, producers of digital contents
created, managed and distributed contents such as web pages and search engines. At this
stage, consumers were not involved in the production of contents. Moving onto Web 2.0 era,
consumers began producing and sharing contents on a platform that invites and encourages
consumer involvement (Berthon et al., 2012). Web 1.0 stage concentrated on connecting
information, where the next stage focused on connecting users. Web 3.0 is characterized by
web’s ability to comprehend the contexts of information and thereby being able to tailor web
experience to fit individual preferences (Aghaei, 2012). It also connects users, but with
further sophisticated and accurate database.
Virtual Work After Pandemic
The discussions on work-life integration fuelled by smartphones and other connective
technologies have faced a dramatic and meaningful dynamic after the COVID-19 pandemic.
The majority of the working population either lost their jobs or were forced to bring their jobs
into their homes (Putri & Amran, 2021). Such change brought back the existing discussions
and studies on work-life conflict, balance, infiltration, and integration to a wider context. A
major difference in this discussion derives from the fact that the locked-down population was
forced into an integrated work-life environment with barely any physical boundaries between
their work and life domain. The way most of the individuals and organisations were not
expecting thereby not ready to accommodate such integration also added to the conflict.
Work-family conflict is a concept that has revived since the pandemic (Schieman et al.,
2021). Work-family conflict is seen as the starting point for discussing work-life balance and
integration (Carlson & Kacmar, 2000). This has however been replaced by newer concepts to
incorporate broader problems of work infiltrating life other than the specific domain shared
with individuals’ families. The most noticeable struggles were however reported from those
being forced to handle family and work domains in the same physical space of home (Dodi et
al., 2021; Schieman et al., 2021). Common troubles included lack of respect of the family
members being ‘at work’ despite sitting at home, home ‘feeling’ like a workplace since
migrating both physical and psychological aspects of office to our rooms and non-written
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expectations between colleagues that they will be available since they all know each other
being connected to their devices.
The listed trouble can root back to many different issues already discussed in the ‘Work-Life
Balance’ section of my literature review. An important difference comes from the fact that the
pandemic has further or absolutely removed the physical cues and boundaries that allowed
individuals to psychologically attach and detach themselves from work to life and vice versa
(Adisa et al., 2021; Goldberg et al., 2021). For example, entering and leaving the office
signalled all three parties, family, co-workers, and ourselves that work is over. Receiving
work-related messages and calls were disturbing and infiltrating because it was against one or
more of those parties’ psychological contracts. In other words, having to answer a boss’s call
at family dinner collided with the person and person's family members’ psychological
contract that work was over when one left an office at 6 pm. While this was seen as a setback
of hyper-connectivity, it also suggests that physical spaces and physical presence worked as a
strong sense-making device for setting mutually agreed norms and expectations (Dabos &
Rousseau, 2004; Guest & Conway, 2002).
During the pandemic, the ability to create mutual agreements, expectations and boundaries
were further significantly hindered due to being confiscated of our most commonly
understood boundary of physical space. Many of the suggested boundary building studies and
solutions emphasised our need to ‘disconnect’ (Mazmanian et al., 2013; Mellner, 2016; Ward
et al., 2017), but the new fully integrated work environment made this solution redundant.
The literature thereby suggested the future research to seek for alternative solutions and
understandings to better incorporate virtual work (Kolb et al., 2020; Leonardi, 2017;
Schieman et al., 2021).
Working predominantly in a virtual space is another unprecedented dynamic for organisations
and individuals. While the increasing degree of digital integration has hinted towards what
remote working meant, the majority of us found the flip from physical work assisted by
digital devices to the fully virtual work environment unusual and uncomfortable (Karl et al.,
2021). New terms such as ‘new norm’, ‘Zoom fatigue’ and ‘Zoom dress-up’ all derive from
how individuals and organisations struggled with managing virtual work.
Some of these struggles led to meaningful discoveries like finding upsides of remote working
and organisations forcefully realising the efficiency of embracing virtual work where physical
presence is not necessary (Karl et al., 2021). Before the pandemic, organisations have
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questioned whether many of the physical presence in the office that is expected from
employees can be either omitted or replaced by less time-consuming digital communication
(Ipsen et al., 2021). For example, studies have argued how routine meetings can and should
be replaced by simple global emails of guidelines (Ipsen et al., 2021). Despite the
technological and empirical backing of a more efficient digital mediated way of work, social
norms and existing practices stopped many individuals and organisations to embrace some
areas that digital mediation can improve and replace. The pandemic however forced this
change, which again showed how using timeless visibility and constant connectivity to
handle less immediate communications can help an organisation’s productivity.
At the same time, many individuals and organisations are longing to go back to their ‘real’
workplaces as two years of the pandemic has also revealed technological and social
limitations against people fully migrating their work to a virtual space. Many traditional and
human nature values and physical interactions were hardly replicable in the existing virtual
spaces (Ipsen et al., 2021). Sociomaterial nature of technology makes it extremely hard for us
to determine how much of this inability comes from technological limitations or existing
norms and practices. Regardless of which force being more liable, the current working
population found fully virtual working increasingly fatiguing and disengaging (Whillans et
al., 2021). The joy of dressing up only the upper half of your attires was proven to confuse
your mental state, leading to a lack of focus and flow (Karl et al., 2021). Zoom meetings were
easier to attend, but the unusual experience of myself and all others being visible in one view
was also argued as being more exhausting compared to the physical settings of group
conversations. The question of whether such inconvenience can be improved by enhancing
the technology remains unanswered.
Despite the identified obstacles, the largest and the most well-known organisations such as
Meta, Google, Microsoft and Tesla are all betting on further migration of work and life to the
virtual ground, attempting to improve and develop the virtual experience. The question and
task that remains for our generation are figuring out how this wave of virtual migration can
enhance the well-being and sustainability of our work and life environment (Kolb et al.,
2020; Treem et al., 2020; Waizenegger et al., 2016).
Sociomateriality
Discussions of sociomateriality evolved from seeing material and social as two elements that
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are so fundamentally entangled that it makes little or no sense to talk about one or the other
without seeing their interdependence (Orlikowski, 2007). Scholars portray varying
philosophical lenses and theoretical foundations of sociomateriality, which can be largely
divided into ‘agent realist’ ontology and ‘critical realist’ ontology (Leonardi, 2011). Critical
realist ontology in discussing sociomateriality most distinctively emphasises the temporal
element of sociomateriality (Mutch, 2013).
Before engaging in the debate of sociomateriality, the material agency and human agency
theories need to be discussed (Barley, 1986; Leonardi & Barley, 2010; Orlikowski, 2007).
Despite the viewpoints being practically unsuitable for the present thesis, these viewpoints are
crucial pillars in building the theory of sociomateriality (Latour, 1987; Barad 1996). Early
theoretical studies in the area of work-related technology examined the effects of
manufacturing processors on organisational structure (Woodward, 1956). In this sense,
technology was presented as a deterministic factor that manipulates organisational structure
and employee interaction through the functions it provides (Thompson & Bates, 1957). These
early studies predominantly discuss ‘hardware’ technologies. These materials are hypothesised
to affect human or organisational interaction as an external and deterministic force. Seeing
technologies as an exogenous factor, this viewpoint argues that technology drives
organisational changes in an autonomous manner. The ‘socio–technical’ school of thought
suggested that technologies will provide predictable and pre-determined impacts on human and
organisational behaviour, such as control, work routines, communication flows, decision and
role determination (Blau et al., 1976; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978).
Variance logic is followed in this line of logic. These studies sought to theorise and standardise
the relationship between technology and organisation in order to make predictions on how
technology effects compare across different organisations and/or organisational contexts.
Contingency theory is a stream of work that generated major empirical research from the 1960s
to 1970s, viewing technology as a material factor that determines organisational elements
(Klein, 2006). Work within this stream of literature aims to study how a range of contingencies
influence technologies’ impact on organisations (Perrow, 1986). Contingency theory has
received and deserves its due credit for pointing out the powerful effect of technology on other
organisational elements and people within the organisation. It is, however, seen to be excessive
in its claim of material agency, which overemphasises technological determinism, entirely
downplaying social and human variables in the interaction (Barley, 1986).
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The definition and understanding of technology gradually changed from the original
manufacturing machinery to various technologies with different forms and purposes.
Describing technology thereby started to vary depending on its function and characteristics,
which led to defining technology’s role more abstractly. For example, Blau et al (1976)
expanded the definition of technology by including machines in with manufacturing hardware
in a factory and defined them as ‘the substitution of equipment for human labour’ (p.21). Such
expansion in the scope of defining technology suggested a greater span of research but did not
bring much change to the pre-existing technological determinant viewpoints on the relationship
between technology and work – organisations (Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 2007). Scholars
continued to conceptualise organisational characteristics and changes to be determined by
material, while human agency or social context shaping the use of technology was left with
limited attention.
Scholars with the material agency view take a positivist approach in their studies, attempting
to deliver generalizable definitions and patterns from empirical work (Blau et al., 1976;
Thompson & Bates, 1957). This means that the study designs of material agency proponents
generally involved looking across various instances to create a generalisation, instead of
considering individual cases of technology implementation in workplaces. In the assessment
of technology’s impact on an organisation, scholars such as Thompson and Bates (1957)
focused on producing statistical regularities and finding common features. The features may
include technology’s influence on productivity, efficiency or communication patterns that is
moderated depending on contingencies such as demographics, job level, structure and size. By
measuring these comparable and generalizable characteristics of technology in organisations,
the material agency research has advanced the ability to predict and generalise the impact of
implementing different technologies to different organisations. The capability to theorise
socially – specified micro-level interaction between technology and specific organisations and
their members however have been neglected in the positivist approach of scholars that propose
technological determinism (Barley, 1986; Leonardi & Barley, 2010).
When the discussion of technology is limited to manufacturing hardware of the 1950s, this may
not be a major concern as machines of this age provided singular function to fit certain
situations. Moving onto the office machines and software, however, integration and bridging
between different functions can alter technology itself to a great extent (Orlikowski & Iacono,
2001). For example, while the positivist approach to studying the Internet as technology will
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try to measure the Internet’s effect on organisations as a whole, in reality, the Internet
constitutes of different functions and parts that may not uniformly integrate and apply across
different organisations. While the simplifications ease generalising and comparing the impact
of technology, it neglects the fact that technologies are often partially integrated and hardly
flawless in practice. Simplifying technology for the purpose of generalising and predicting can
thereby be unreliable, especially when discussing the modern technologies such as Smart
Devices.
Human/Social Agency
Human Agency perspective in management studies largely developed from insisting on the
need of challenging the original techno-centric work design and research. The two main
streams of challenge include socio-technical systems school and social construction scholars.
This promoted the idea that society and technology mutually shape each other and thus
technology should not be discussed as a distinct object from the organisation it belongs to
(Griffith & Dougherty, 2001). The Social Construction of Technology and Social Shaping
scholars provide another influential stream of thought into the Human/Social Agency
viewpoint towards technology in organisations (Kling & Iacono, 1984). For instance, Kling
and Iacono (1984) focused on how the different ecology of people, resources, policy, societal
relationships and infrastructure affected each stage of adoption, appropriation, adaptation and
development of information technology. This stream of thought highlighted the effect of
identities of the agent social groups, considering their competing interests and varying
understandings, as a core socio-historical process that shapes technology (Giddens, 1984).
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(Leonardi, 2013, p.63)
Structuration theory is a grand sociological theory that significantly underpins the viewpoint
of human agency (Giddens, 1984). Giddens (1984) focused on the interplay between social
structures (control) and human agency (‘free will’), which underpinned our understanding of
how technologies affect and are affected by structure in organisational settings (Barley, 1986).
Whereas Giddens’ (1984) work did not directly focus on technology, Barley’s (1986) seminal
research focused more directly on technology as an ‘occasion for structuring,’ and how social
and human aspects of an organisation can ‘structure’ meaning and relevance of technology.
Barley’s research looked into two different hospitals and discovered how technicians and
radiologists, two groups with different identities, engaged with physically identical
technologies. This research portrayed how the different identities led to different responses to
technology between those two groups, in terms of the dynamics of technology use and decision
making. Barley argued against technological determinism, portraying the implementation of
technology as an occasion where the actors of an organisation reinvent and mould the functions
of the implemented technology to fit their existing structure through interpersonal
communication. This viewpoint sees organisational structure and social ranks in an
organisation as an outcome of human and social interaction, thereby argues technology adds to
the aggregation of the human interaction stage of structuration, rather than directly imposing
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and manipulating how an organisation operates. In a similar sense, Poole and Desanctis’s (1990)
‘adaptive structuration’ research showed how students’ dynamics mediate the structuring of
implementing technologies. This theory suggested a different realm of structure from Barley’s
(1986) study and focused on the group’s norms as the governing factor of small decisionmaking groups, but stayed in line with Barley in seeing the interpersonal communication as the
enacting factor of social structure in daily practice (Poole & DeSanctis, 1990).

(Leonardi, 2013, p.63)
Orlikowski’s (2000) two initial models also underpin an important change in understanding
technology. Duality of technology model changed the premise by seeing technology use itself
as a social action, instead of seeing technology to have effects on organisational structure
through social action of communication (Barley, 1986; Orlikowski, 1992). So, Orlikowski
moved technology towards a more central and intertwined part of the organisational structure.
This built on Barley’s (1986) work but suggested a new direction towards studying technology.
Orlikowski suggested that influential actors influence how people use technology, which
influences how technology diffuses across the organisation. These influential actors have the
power to signify, legitimise and dominate organisational structures and practices. In this view,
technology use itself constitutes and shapes organisational structure. This model is noteworthy
for the changes it suggested to the structuration model, and also as a waypoint towards
understanding Orlikowski’s (2000) ‘practice lens.’ Orlikowski’s (2000) practice lens model
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further centralises technology into organisational analysis and brings technology into the realm
of social structure. Practice lens argues technology usage patterns add up and form ‘technology
– in – practice’, through interpretations of work practices and through how the features of
technology help them accomplish social interaction and task completion. The main step
towards sociomateriality that Orlikowski (2000) makes in this stage is treating social structure,
technology, as always being in process of formation, through the process of interpretation.
From a social agency viewpoint, technology is seen as an artefact that is socially constructed
and defined, thereby gains its relevance and meaning only through society engaging with it
(Orlikowski, 1992; Leonardi, 2011). This notion challenges the scholars seeing technology as
an exogenous and autonomous factor that determines organisations’ and individuals’
behaviours. Scholars of the human agency perspective argue that technology is a result of
ongoing human choices, human-technology interactions, societal background and institutional
contexts (Orlikowski, 1992; Barley, 1986). The study thereby focuses on the role of society or
organisation working as an agent in any technological implementations. Seeing technology as
being fundamentally socially constructed artefact, the proponents of Human Agency ground
technology as being dependent on chosen meanings and contingent processes that derive from
specific historical and cultural contexts.
The role and comprehension of technology in the human agency cannot be fixed or universal.
In other words, as human agency viewpoint understands technology being an emergent process
that consists of situated and reciprocal interpretations and interactions between the artefact,
technology, and the chosen society. This means technology is not seen as a fixed variable that
stands with its own relevance but seen more as a flowing process that moulds and fits into an
organisation or a society depending on various contexts. Human agency scholars thereby
attempt to view technology through studying detailed historical and ethnographic accounts of
technological development within different organisations. Through studying this emergent
process, these scholars focus on the embedded meanings, usages and interactions that result in
dynamic technological relations (Kling & Iacono, 1984). Such technological relations are
explained to be shaped through actions and interests of various social groups assigning
meanings and uses to the new technology over time.
Limitations and Contributions
The two earliest perspectives on technology in organisations, namely technological
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determinism and adaptive structuration are now being challenged and shifted to better
understand the issues associated with the modern technologies. Arguably, the discussions that
provide a single-sided focus on either human or material (technical) agency is being
unequipped to accurately address contemporary smart technology related phenomenon. Human
agency perspectives that view technology as a process that emerges from socio-historical
context has faced critiques mainly for its undervaluation of technology’s role (see for example,
critiques from Kallinokos). Due to its philosophical standpoint and research focus, human
agency proponents attempt to minimise the significance of the physical presence and
capabilities of technology and focus primarily on human interactions and assigned meanings.
Such downplaying of technological properties ignores and sometimes entirely disguises the
material effects and presence, arguing that all those capabilities are existent due to interaction
between the technological artefacts and. While human agency scholars’ philosophical
viewpoint has its edge of the argument that it has become one of the most significant building
blocks in the discussion of technology in organisations, it is not fully capable of incorporating
the recent changes caused by the popularisation of smart technology. Like all groundbreaking
technology has done in the past, the introduction and popular commercialisation of
smartphones and other smart devices brought about entirely new sets of behaviours, trends and
even organisational structures (Derks et al., 2012; Dery, et al., 2014; Duxbury & Smart, 2011).
Human interaction can of course be the core part of understanding the effect of smart
technology, but entirely downplaying the new capabilities and technological role in this new
subject can be an ignorant mistake.
Material agency perspective also seems unequipped to fully comprehend the use of the modern
smart technologies in work organisations. Smart technologies provide aids and enhancement
to various aspects of human work and life through a bundle of software, in smartphone terms,
apps (Yun et al., 2012). These applications, generally used in collaboration with other related
applications, provide a far more complex presence and meaning compared to the older
manufacturing hardware that often had one clear task assigned per machine. Seeing technology
as an exogenous factor with a fixed capability and presence that affects every worker the same
way is thereby a misleading way to understand how people and organisations work with smart
devices. Material agency has previously been criticised for ignoring historical and
ethnographical associations between technology and societies, which is the criticism that is
highlighted further in studying smart devices (Leonardi, 2013). To be more specific, the fact
that smartphone and other smart devices provide a bundle of capability poses another obstacle
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to applying material agency perspective to the modern organisations. One of the new
advantages smart devices have started to provide was putting all pre-existing communication
methods into one device. Texting, calling, emailing, online chatting and data calling had been
previously handled via at least two, or even three to four devices. As smartphones combine
these technologies into one device, it is essential to understand socio-historical interaction
between all those pre-existing technologies to comprehend how the technology and people are
adapting to each other. Additionally, smart technologies are highly customizable depending on
user preferences, which again makes it hard for material agency perspective to be applied in
the study of smart technology’s effect on work organisations (Mazmanian et al., 2013).
The originally established approaches to understanding technology and materiality are
certainly valuable and essential milestones of sociomateriality. Material agency and
technological determinism proponents are the first stream of scholars that captured the
importance of technology in organisational behaviour. The timeframe when this stream of
thought gained interest was when most business-related research and studies focused on finding
the best practice, in terms of efficiency and productivity, which can fit into if not every, as many
contexts as possible. Finding and studying technology’s significance in management itself is
an important step that built towards the idea of sociomateriality. The human agency viewpoint
has also contributed in a similar way, as enlightening the human and social side of technology
and emphasising the importance of socio-historical context. Adding to this, Barely’s (1986)
Structuration theory provides an extremely important stream of thought into both human
agency viewpoint and also to a broader sight for studying technology in organisations.
Structuration theory underpins how the socio – human aspects mediate the structuring of
technology in organisations as well as underpinning where the social and human aspect is
mediated by socio-technical engagement with technology over time (Orilkowski, 2000). This
step is often seen as the initial abandonment of the artificial distinctions between social and
material in terms of understanding technology, but an intricate ‘slippage’ between action and
structure (Barley 1986). For such reasons, despite the overly - socialised, or on the other hand
overly - materialised view that these two perspectives on each end of the spectrum provide,
they are still necessary references to understand the differing viewpoints within the realm of
sociomateriality.
Agential Realism vs Critical Realism
Agential Realism
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The discussions of sociomateriality evolve from seeing material and social as two elements
that are so fundamentally entangled that it makes no or little sense to talk about one another
without seeing their interdependence (Orlikowski, 2007). Latour’s (2005) actor-network theory
argues that scholars often make an artificial distinction between ‘material’ and ‘social’ in their
writings about organisational behaviour when there are no inherent differences between the
social and the material. Latour suggests that defining social and material as a separate domain
of the theory is unempirical and thereby a fantasy created for disciplinary and practical reasons
(Leonardi, 2009). The theory further argues that such unempirical – based lines are drawn
between ‘social’ and ‘material’ should be abandoned to adequately describe the reality where
people, ideas, artefacts and objects all join and develop momentum over time (Latour, 2005).
Barad (2003) also points out that the ‘natural world’ exists without distinctions between what
is social and what is material but constitutes of entanglements of interdependently existing
entities.
Orlikowski (2007) makes a shift from suggesting different perspectives to structuration theory,
to an ontological foundation of agential realism. The agential realist sociomateriality breaks
away from structuration theory by negating the process of human and technology mutually
shaping each other through interactions while keeping their ontological separation. Instead,
sociomateriality suggests that distinguishing social and material is arbitrary and denies inherent
characteristics of independently existing entities. This also denies the classic model where the
realms of structure and action are separated as two parts that interact to create an understanding
of technology. Like the word itself suggests, sociomateriality stands where there is ‘no social
that is not material and no material that is not social’ (Orlikowski, 2007 p.1437). Orlikowski’s
shift to sociomaterial perspective involved an important language change too. Abandoning the
languages such as ‘technology use’ and ‘technological artefact’, but instead using social,
material and ultimately sociomaterial. This indicates how the organisation of work or society
shapes and expands on chosen aspects of technology through social interaction. The study
further clarified its direction stating that technology is essentially social, and social is also
technical and thereby material.
While the concept of agent realist sociomateriality is certainly a pivotal and underpinning
philosophy to understanding technology, some empirical limitations have been pointed out by
scholars such as Mutch (2012) and Leonardi (2012). The rejection of duality between subject
and object that is suggested by agential realism is sound in concept but leaves researchers with
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trouble when it comes to forming empirical data (Leonardi, 2012). Leonardi (2012) points out
the participants’’ natural perception of material as being material and social as being social.
While the philosophical interpretation of seeing social and material being essentially
inseparable can be agreed to be more accurate than the duality model, the actors of the empirical
world do not sense it as being entangled. This means the responses will see material and social
as two separate realms, but the researcher needs to interpret this in a synchronised sense. This
is problematic for researchers, as they are advised to take the views of the participants they
observe. Wagner, Newell and Piccolo (2010) reflect on using agent realist approach and state
how authors’ narrative and study design constantly falls to either leaving material unexamined
or taking material agency approach seeing practices being entangled to the examined
technology. The reflection also emphasises how the agential realism sociomateriality is sound
in concept, but hard to be digested and applied to an empirical or practical setting. Even for a
researcher that believes in sociomateriality, when it comes to writing and structuring research,
these two elements end up naturally being separated in numerous stages of the study.
Critical Realism
Critical Realism suggests a softer form of determinism assigning technology priority and
structural property in the explanation of sociomaterial practices (Smith, 1994). This levies the
critiques of the over – socialised and over – synchronised view of agent realism and
structuration theory. In this view, technologies are a distinct property that exists outside the
realm of normal and social interaction. In this sense, technology returns to the realm of structure,
and technology use exists in the realm of action. This view of sociomateriality allows
researchers to study how and why digital materials endure and change in different places and
times, shaping sociomaterial practices in the course of interaction.
Critical realism lens suggests understanding sociomateriality as materiality making sense and
effect through enmeshing in a variety of social phenomena, such as strategy planning and
decision making (Leonardi, 2012). The imbrication metaphor used by Leonardi (2011) best
describes the entanglement of social and material agencies. Despite imbrication sounding like
another jargon, imagining how the imbrex with distinct contours form an integrated structure
helps to perfectly picture the entanglement of social and material agencies. Leonardi (2011)
quotes, ‘Sociomaterial is an adjective best used to modify the noun ‘practice’ where ‘practice’
is understood as the space in which social and material agencies are imbricated with each
other and, through their distinct forms of imbrication, produce those empirically observable
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entities we call technologies and organisations’ (p.70). This shows a clear distinction between
Orilkowski (2007) and Leonardi (2011) view of sociomateriality, by one seeing
sociomateriality being an inseparable entity, where one sees sociomateriality as an adjective
that explains the visible and empirical reality.
Mutch (2012) argues that agential realism ignores the time factor, which makes it less
applicable in an empirical sense. Practice cannot be explained without time being its realm
where it unfolds, changes or endure. Thus, practices vary upon space and time as materiality
can transcend in variations (Mutch, 2013; Scott & Orlikowski, 2013). The technology itself
does not change depending on time and space, but its affordances and use can often change
depending on social circumstances. While the material itself remains as a distinct object, the
agency of material, namely function, depends on social affordances, working as an aid or a
constraint to one’s ability to achieve goals. Put in a sentence, ‘Materiality exists independent
of people, but affordances and constraints do not’ (Leonardi, 2012 p.85). People thereby make
choices about imbricating their social and material agency depending on their perception of the
technology.
Understanding the choices people make in the process of sociomaterial sense-making again
incorporates temporal element as its core, in the critical realism lens (Emirbayer & Mische,
2013; Giddens, 1984). The study of agency in sociomateriality often focuses on repetitive and
habitus routines, namely practices (Giddens, 1984). Such accumulated practices often
condition present and future actions that stabilise and shape the meanings and interactions
individuals portray through their engagement with technology. Emirbayer and Miche (2013)
point that such actions can only be understood by analytically situating the practices within the
time-flow. The dynamics of an individual’s agency composes of varying orientations in the
flow of time, which explains the capability of individuals to re-orient to changing temporality
and relationships to the structure, in this proposal’s focus, a technology (Emirbayer & Mische).
The view of critical realism can therefore be seen as a more convenient ontology to understand
one’s agency to technology, as it incorporates the temporal element.
‘Thus, while it makes sense to talk about material and social agencies as attributes that are
activated in response to one another in the space of practice, it seems empirically inaccurate
to say that agencies themselves are ‘reconfigurations of the world.’ Social and material
agencies are distinct from one another, and it is only once they become imbricated in
particular ways that they can then reconfigure technology’s materiality and organisations’
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communication patterns’
(Leonardi, 2012 p.87).
Section Summary
The well-trodden ‘socio-technical school’ of organisational responses to technology has
evolved to what is referred to as ‘sociomateriality.’ which is now widely accepted as the
appropriate direction to understanding technology’s role and significance in a society (Scott &
Orlikowski, 2013). This understanding has been built from the discussions of material agency
and human agency theories at its initial stage, and pivotally moved towards the current direction
based on Giddens’ (1984) structuration theory grandly developed by Barley (1986). The current
discussion evolving around sociomateriality involves two perspectives, agent realist and
critical realist (Leonardi, 2013; Orlikowski, 2007). An agent realist viewpoint sees technology
and society as two inseparable elements, whereas critical realist viewpoint suggests these
elements having their own domain while coming to sense only through their ‘imbrication’
through time. Depending on different research contexts and approaches, these two viewpoints
can be the basis to understand social-technological engagements.
Literature Review Summary
The literature review provided how connectivity and associated technologies brought the ‘new
age’ of work-life integration (Kolb 2008, Kolb et al 2008, Dery et al 2014). Technology
mediated communication and representation is further becoming an integral part of ourselves
extension. Understanding and controlling connection has thereby become one of the fastest
growing issues, especially going through the pandemic (Dery, et al., 2014; Ipsen et al., 2021;
Putri & Amran, 2021; Whillans et al., 2021). The extent and type of connective agency workers
experience created a basis for understanding of how extreme integrators’ sense of agency can
be different from the pre-existing norms and expectations of smart technology mediated work
(Duxbury & Smart, 2011; Mellner, 2016; Sturges & Guest, 2004). Following this, the concept
of communication visibility, identity and role was discussed, to be the basis of analysing results
on how participants mediate constant connection, and how the agents create avatar-mediated
boundaries and what roles their ‘onlookers’ play during this process. The review then covered
the existing studies on technology and society, namely sociomateriality, creating the basis of
how my study will interpret people’s approaches to understanding technology. The following
methods section will further discuss how this basis of critical realism developed into my study.
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Methodology
Study Objectives
The literature review shows how near-constant connectivity and visibility can be a significant
issue in work-life integration, especially to those willingly working for extreme work-life
integration environments (Kolb, Ivaturi, Henderson, & Srinivasan, 2015; Mazmanian et al.,
2013). Studying how this population regulates, moderates and manages their connective flow
is valuable as other further virtual work environments are likely to be filled with similar
extreme integrators. Exploring a population that breathes in the cloud of connectivity
effectively opens qualitative discussions on what connectivity feels like and how controlling
this unexplored variable can impact individuals’ work and life well-being.
To study individuals seeking extremely integrated work-lives, a qualitative research needed to
explore how their technology-related characteristics impact the way they perceive and control
the degree of connectivity they experience in such environments. Extant empirical studies on
work-life integration tend to focus on how the modern population engage with connective
devices, in the context of more or less traditional occupations and organisations. Findings of
the proceeding studies however fail to portray extreme integrators’ engagement with
connectivity in their unique and relatively new occupation and lifestyle, which has emerged
within the era of near-constant connectivity. Switching the context to such occupations provide
an updated and focused depiction of how individuals integrate work and life through a further
extremely integrated work environment surrounded by connective devices (Myers & Sundaram,
2012). Additionally, the study of connectivity originally focused on the volume of media inputs
to determine the intensity of connectivity. The volume however did not determine a person’s
perception of requisite connectivity (Kolb 2008). Instead, the perception lies in the eyes of the
beholder. This calls for a more focused micro-level exploratory study of beholders’ behaviour,
values and perception, to provide a richer comprehension and solutions to ideally manage
connective flow.
The overarching question thereby asks:
Main Question: How do extreme integrators experience, make sense of, and manage
connectivity?
Sub Questions
1. How, and under what conditions, do extreme integrators utilise connectivity to achieve
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ideal work-life integration? Do they attempt to ‘disconnect,’ seek ‘requisite
connectivity,’ ‘flow,’ or something else?
2. How do extreme integrators control their degree of connectivity (connective states)?
What are the means and obstacles to this control?
The understanding of individuals’ states of connectivity was extended with qualitative
explanations as to how ‘extreme cases’ perceive and deal with the virtual space mediated
overlaps between work and personal life, in particular, relaxing, recreating, i.e., being at play.
This offers new insights into how an individual’s perception of such overlaps relates to one’s
sense of what constitutes optimal, sub-optimal or unacceptable degrees of connectivity.
Research Philosophy
Due to the nascent nature of the phenomena of interest, the study was explorative and I have
chosen a philosophical stance of critical realism. Maxwell (2012) states, “while critical realism
rejects the idea of ‘multiple realities,’ in the sense of independent and incommensurable worlds
that are socially constructed by different individuals or societies, it is quite compatible with the
idea that there are different valid perspectives on reality” (p. 9). This indicates how a reality is
not dependent on individual perception, but the understanding of a reality can be socially
constructed (Maxwell, 2012). This however differs from interpretivism, as Bhaskar defines
critical realism as “a philosophical stance that recognizes the potential existence of a reality
beyond our knowledge or conscious experience” (p.3). This entails reality exists regardless of
social perceptions or theories about it (Phillips, 1987). Without individuals acknowledging and
experiencing an entity or a structure, it will exist in its own dependent realm (Bhaskar, 2005).
The research can effectively attempt to produce an understanding of extreme integrators’
management of connectivity, being subjective and exploratory, while distinctively accepting
the existence of the studied technology’s material presence that is independent from an
individual’s perception, yet being morphogenic (Yin, 2009).
Archer (2000) developed the morphogenetic approach to critical realism based on two
analytical assumptions. One is that “structure logically predates the actions that transform it,
and that structural elaboration logically postdates those actions” (Leonardi, 2012 p. 35). This
approach calls for “analytical dualism” in research, treating structure and social or human
agency as interacting variables, yet remaining distinct whilst their intertwining (Archer, 2000).
This allows separate analysis of structures from the actions that make practised existence,
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which may be sustained through elaboration, reproduction and transformation. Giddens
(1984)’s work on structuration theory is the most well-known example of applying this critical
realism to socio-technical analysis. Critical realism stands to argue that material exists
separately from social but imbricated into a ‘sensed’ entity appearing inseparable through
practice occurring over time. “In critical realism, ‘social’ and the ‘material’ are independent
entities that become ‘sociomaterial’ as they are put into relationship with one another through
human action” (Leonardi, 2012 p.30).
A social constructivist approach was also considered as an option. Social constructivist
epistemology views that individuals create subjective and multiple views of reality in particular
contexts (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Silverman, 2006). This research aimed to approach the
question of how extreme integrators understand and use constant connectivity with an
underlying assumption of different understandings that may be constructed in a different
manner by individuals. This approach suited my aim to produce a narrative of individual
experiences in relation to living in avatar-mediated constant connectivity, which is subjective
and exploratory rather than discovering an objective and generalisable reality (Yin, 2009).
Social constructivism however views the extreme integrators’ reality, including the technology
they use, as being built and comprehended based on the beholders’ experiences and
environments. Within these realities however, my study argues that despite the modern
software technology becoming increasingly adaptable, their materialistic features, a reality,
stays the same despite how different individuals may use and interpret its meanings in varying
ways. As Mutch (2012) mentions, entirely entangling what is social and material at the research
and analysis stage makes the understanding of material forces harder. Hence critical realism
allows the research to reinterpret and add to the existing concepts built around working and
living in a digitally mediated world. Critical realism lens was also determined to provide a
richer and more broadly applicable understanding to the virtual world I aim to discuss.
Applying critical realism to interpreting these qualitative data opens the opportunity to
understand distinctive behaviours and perceptions that underpins an extreme yet increasingly
relevant population’s use of visibility in digital space.
Critical realism’s fluid yet structured understanding of an area that is rapidly changing is
valuable as a starting point of a discussion in more nascent phenomena of previously studied
technology’s research. Research in digitally mediated work and communication, change in
people’s perception in work-life balance and connectivity is arguably moving beyond its
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nascent stages. Existing studies hence have already analysed and summarised the materialistic
forces of connective technologies and how it has affected us in our work and life. However,
examining a population that willingly integrates both work and play aspect of their life using
digital means is more nascent, seeing them as an ‘extreme’ population that utilises connectivity
and visibility as their core ground of work and life. Despite being provided with the same
material, they formed distinctive perceptions and use of connectivity and visibility. This
indicates how the studied population can perceive and use existing and already studied
technologies in varying perspectives (Leonardi, 2013; Leonardi & Barley, 2010). Critical
realism hence allows the researcher to investigate and analyse the data with the least
intervention from pre-existing assumptions and prejudices without underplaying the material
force of the studied phenomena. With the chosen stance, I aimed to describe and understand
the duality that is portrayed in the relationship between these social media celebrities and
connective technologies. Based on the chosen epistemology, to capture insights on individual
behaviours, emotions, values and perceptions, qualitative research allowed my study to
investigate the research question.
Level of analysis
The research aimed to provide exploratory findings that are discovered at a micro level
individuals. Specifying the level of analysis is essential to avoid situations of false
interpretations and to determine the applicability of findings during analysis and implication
(Klein et al., 1994). Micro-level analysis best suited the purpose of the research, as it aimed to
explore variables like perceptions, reactions and experiences, instead of attempting to find
patterns or routines (Klein et al., 1994). Individual level of analysis is appropriate for the topics
this research covers, as technology use and management studies tend to provide individual level
analysis when exploring an individual’s engagement with a technology (Leonardi, 2012;
Orlikowski, 2007).
Participants
The data for this study were collected from 30 YouTubers of Multi-Channel Network (MCN)
companies in Korea. To find these participants, four (4) organisations were contacted and
invited to participate. Two (2) organisations responded positively. Access was granted through
senior managers’ consent. Senior managers of the organisation helped with establishing a point
of contact by posting up the research invitation on their internal communication messenger. All
other procedures relating to the interviews, such as organising times and dates for the
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interviews, were established directly between the researcher and the research participants.
Participating organisations are subsequently only referred to through their association with the
industry, whereas all participants are titled with code names according to their job title, age and
gender such as ‘MC, 1994, Female’ to ensure anonymity and confidentiality.
Research Strategy and Techniques
The research design utilised semi-structured interviews of 30 media creators as its main data
source, along with two sub-studies, namely diary studies and a key–informant study used to
provide a fuller and rawer picture than is depicted by the semi-structured interviews (Marshall,
1996; Ohly, Sonnentag, Niessen, & Zapf, 2010). The design, therefore, provides triangulation
to validate the findings.
Triangulation involves collecting data from different sources and is useful for ‘increasing
confidence in research data, creating innovative ways of understanding a phenomenon,
revealing unique findings, challenging or integrating theories, and providing a clearer
understanding of the problem’ (Thurmond, 2001, p. 254). Such benefits result from
triangulation encouraging the collection of a more diverse and a richer pool of data. Feedback
from one group can be examined against other groups’ responses to distinguish areas of
agreement and divergence (Thurmond, 2001). Validity is enhanced through drawing similar
conclusions from different methods. Depending on the study design, using different methods
can also work as a tool to gain a range of implicit and explicit views towards the chosen issue
(Bryman & Bell, 2011).
Using the analogy of connectivity as electricity this population of extreme integrators is not
confronting an electric storm, but rather, they live in a house where electricity is taken for
granted (Prensky, 2001). This calls for a different approach towards studying their engagement
with connectivity, as they may appreciate it, but have never experienced work and life without
near-constant connectivity. Thereby, if prompted to think about it, they may be the least able to
distinguish and articulate their experience with connective devices, cloud computing and other
affordances of the connective world, as it is the only world they have known. Such a situation
can be problematic if the entire research focuses on interviews and one-off written responses
(Bryman & Bell, 2011). The participants had to articulate something because they were asked,
and this made–up articulation may not show their perceptions accurately and honestly.
The study thereby combined interviews with sub-studies of a key informant and a reflective
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diary study of social media workers. The combination of techniques provided a different picture
from studies that solely rely on respondents’ instantly articulated responses. As participants
accounted and recorded their raw interaction with connectivity, the participating extreme
integrators further realised and showed their unique perceptions. On top of this, through raw
exploration, this study provides closer insight into whether avatar-mediated constant
connectivity is a harmful addiction or simply their second instinct that helps them to survive.
Main Study: Semi-Structured Interviews
The interviews consisted of questions and dialogues the researcher plans to carry out in order
to answer the main research question, and the underlying sub-questions (Kvale, 2007). This
enabled the researcher to understand the chosen phenomenon through an understanding of the
interviewee’s personal experiences of various aspects of connectivity in avatar-mediated work
and life.
Pilot Interviews
To ensure the appropriateness of the interview questions, and to make sure that using an
iPhone’s voice recording application would be adequate for conducting interviews, two pilot
interviews were conducted. Participants were drawn from the researchers’ contacts, both
Extreme integrators working and living with near-constant connectivity. As the main interview
is intended to be carried out in Korea, both pilot interview participants were intentionally
chosen to speak Korean fluently to ensure that there are no communication barriers after
translating the original interview script written in English. Throughout the pilot interview,
vague questions are clarified, and those terms that are unclear or unfamiliar when translated
are identified so they can be explained when needed. These interviews were for testing purpose,
therefore not included in the findings of the study.
Research Interviews
This researcher carried out 20-to-40-minute semi-structured interviews with the extreme
integrators. All interviews were conducted face–to–face, as establishing a degree of familiarity
and showing the gratitude for participating face-to-face was deemed to be most appropriate
considering the national culture of Korea and the requirements of the study. Even though some
studies have found that there are no significant disadvantages in interviewing over the phone,
considering the significance of age, hierarchy and strict cultural manners in Korea, conducting
fieldwork ‘on the ground’ was deemed important for this study.
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The interviews were carried out for this research aim of comprehending how extreme
integrators manage connectivity. To gain rich and differentiated responses from each
participant, they were encouraged to sidetrack from the question if anything from the dialogue
rang a bell about their experience in managing connectivity. Each interview had the same
format and questions, but with slightly altered orders of questions and tones depending on the
participant’s reaction during the dialogue. This was to enable each participant to address in
greater depth whatever feels more relevant to their experience and to minimise answering
questions they can relate less to. Mixed techniques were used for this semi-structured interview.
Some structured questions were necessary in order to establish rapport, which was mixed with
less structured questions to encourage diverse and personalised responses (Bryman & Bell,
2011). A probing technique was also applied, so the interview started with generic questions
getting the participant more comfortable for the interview and establishing some rapport. After
the warmup questions, the interview progressed into more in-depth themes. More follow up
questions were asked when the participant found the topic relatable and interesting. This
encouraged the interviewer to elicit more in-depth responses to the questions, rather than
making it a simple question and answer process (Kvale, 2007).
Sub-Study: Diary Studies
Diaries were used to explore individuals’ reflection on their behaviours, patterns of behaviour,
emotion, perception and values. Diary studies enable the researcher to study routine actions
and thoughts in detail (Ohly et al., 2010). The details obtained from diary studies are different
from other methods and thereby valuable. Diaries remove the interviewer influence, as well as
granting participants time and space to focus on their perceptions and behaviours. Apart from
the mentioned benefits, diary studies can also discover connectivity engagements that are
private or too short yet routine, which may not be fully investigated by the researcher, either
through interviews or observations.
Diaries can either involve expressive questions or let participants freely articulate their
reflection (Ohly et al., 2010). The current study uses unstructured diaries to maximise the self
- reflective aspect of this study technique. However, as recommended by Hess and Wulf (2009),
to avoid participants side-tracking, and to avoid missing out on detail, the participants were
asked to take the above semi-structured interviews prior to getting themselves involved in diary
studies. From the interview prior to diary writing, participants formulate a generic picture of
their reflection, and some follow-up interview attempted to extract reflections that are more
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directly related to the posed research question (Hess & Wulf, 2009).
Sub-Study: Key–Informant Study
A key informant is someone that can provide expertise and in-depth information that other
individuals of the community are not willing or able to access (Marshall, 1996). The key
informant technique originates from the field of anthropology but has now been used in many
other areas of social science. This type of study is necessary when most members of the chosen
community cannot know or account the full picture of their practice and the meanings of their
organisational culture. Key informants usually hold a position or skills that allow them to
provide deeper insight and further sophisticated information with regards to the aimed
investigation (Marshall, 1996). The classic example of this approach was William Foote
Whyte’s famous study of Street Corner Society, wherein Whyte ‘hung out’ with a member of a
South Boston gang in order to understand its structure, norms, rituals, etc.
Tremblay (1957) lists five ideal attributes of a key informant. First is the role in the community,
as their role should expose them to information that the research attempts to enquire. Second
is knowledge, meaning that the informant should have an in-depth understanding of the sought
information. The third is willingness, as the informant should be eager enough to communicate
their full account of the phenomena and the knowledge they have obtained from it. Fourth is
communicability. An informant should be able to intelligibly communicate and articulate their
knowledge. Last is impartiality, that key informants need to remain objective and unbiased.
When relevant biases are necessary or unavoidable, the researcher should be informed to take
the bias with caution.
The key informant was thereby selected upon these five attributes, chosen from the volunteered
organisation. As a result, a social media content creator/influencer was selected as the key
informant. The influencer had a role in the community that expose them to all aspects of media
celebrity business, with the knowledge and experience that provides sufficient depth required
for the study (Tremblay, 1956). The chosen informant was also enthusiastic to contribute to the
research, as the process provides a good chance of reflection that can be later used as a material
for social media content. The informant effectively articulated her knowledge in Korean, which
was perfectly understood and later translated by the researcher. Participant’s bias was
controlled as the researcher worked as the main tool of analysis.
Key informant study itself was also triangulated, through methodological triangulation
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(Thurmond, 2001). This involved an observation study, where the researcher observed and
noted the informant’s behaviour associated with the management of connectivity. Interviews
also took place, both in semi-structured interviews that were similar in design to other
participant interviews, and more casual conversation-based interviews throughout the
observational study. The chosen informant was also asked to articulate her reflection in a diary,
which attempted to generate a fuller picture for the study (Ohly et al., 2010).
Several limitations of key–informant study technique has drawn back the modern research from
engaging in this technique, especially in the field of organisational behaviours. Technical
criticisms toward key–informant centres around the question of validity (Yin, 2009). The
selection of a key–informant is often not as rational as it should be, thereby results in choosing
a candidate that provides incomplete information or a biased agenda (Marshall, 1996). In some
cases, the key informant becomes too involved with the research project, they start aligning
their answers to the planned research, instead of providing a raw picture.
Apart from the technical downsides of key–informant technique, there are some practical
reasons that draw the modern organisational behaviour researchers towards other techniques.
Older social science studies or recent medical studies utilised key–informant technique due to
lack of resources for the researcher to reach a group of respondents that can accurately account
for the research topic. William Foote Whyte’s (1957) Street Corner Society is a classic example
of a social research conducted through a key informant. The study targeted to study Italian gang
members’ culture and way of life, which naturally limited initial access to a group of
respondents (Whyte, 1993). In the modern organisational behaviour context, however, not
being able to gain access to a group of respondents is usually seen as an inadequately prepared
research, due to difference in validity and transferability of the findings (Myers, 2009).
The technique is however utilised in this study to benefit from the time and cost-saving
advantage of key–informant study (Marshall, 1996). This study used a key-informant study as
a sub-study, to supplement the interviews with an in-depth exploration of one subject’s life
experience as a YouTube content creator. The research aimed to explore raw and in-depth
pictures of extreme integrator’s engagement with connectivity thereby required findings
extracted from close observation, interview and reflection of the chosen phenomena over a
reasonably long time period. Conducting such depth of informant study to a larger population
is prohibitively costly, both in terms of time and money. By triangulating key – informant study
with interviews and diary studies conducted towards 30 individuals, validity limitations of the
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chosen approach can be minimised, while the richest and the less-discovered details can be
captured, within affordable time and financial limits.
Ethics
It is important to consider the ethical issues surrounding this research before discussing the
findings of the study. The study received ethical approval from UAHEPC (reference number
020871). The main considerations included the right to withdraw, confidentiality, anonymity
and ensuring the voluntary nature of participation.
Participants were informed that their participation can be withdrawn at any point without
explaining their reasons. Such a right was emphasised in the invitation and the consent form
that participants signed before starting the interview. Each organisation was asked to sign a
consent form before the interview arrangements were made. Before each interview, the
participants were also re-informed of their rights regarding voluntary participation and
withdrawal and were asked to sign a consent form. The Participant Information Sheet also
included the contact details of UAHEPC in case of them wishing to contact if any issues were
found. They were also informed about their right to decline to answer some questions when
they feel uncomfortable and their right to stop or pause audio recording any moment they wish
to.
Protection of participants’ confidentiality and anonymity was another ethical issue that had to
be considered. All participants were guaranteed confidentiality and anonymity, apart from the
agreed key-informant. The procedure to ensure anonymity was outlined in the Participant
Information Sheets and consent forms for organisations and individuals. Before the interview,
the researcher reassured participants that the recordings and the transcripts will only be
available to the researcher and the supervisory team to protect confidentiality. Confidentiality
regarding participation was not guaranteed, however, due to interviews taking place at the
participants’ workplace. This was clearly mentioned in Participant Information Sheets and
consent forms. On the other hand, participants were promised that no reference to their real
names or personal information will be made on the actual publication.
Adding to these considerations, due to research taking place in Korea, the issue of power
distance leading the participants to feel pressured to volunteer for this research was also raised.
To minimise this issue of involuntary participation, all invitations, participant information
sheets and consent forms mentioned that the research is conducted by a foreign academic
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organisation that does not have any established connection to their working organisation. Also,
the invitation was sent by the organisation as an announcement instead of being forwarded to
the potential participants under the names of their managers.
Analysis
Thematic analysis was used to accommodate critical realism epistemology of interpreting
qualitative data collected from the case study. Themes were determined depending on
background literature, aims of the study, collected data and researcher’s viewpoints, created
and affected by the listed factors. Data collected from the case study are coded and categorised
into those themes, which enables flexible yet structured epistemological interpretation
(Bryman & Bell, 2011). The research topic asks for a subjective and individualised experience
on a context and technology that has broad and rich understanding. Analysis therefore seeks
for unique perceptions that challenges existing norms, which made the analysis of the data
more reflexive.
An individual phenomenological approach is also used, as it is a closely related stance for
analysis that is optimal to this research. Phenomenological approaches concentrate on a
particular phenomenon, in this case, avatar-mediated integration of work-life boundary,
comparing individual experiences in relation to this issue (Bryman & Bell, 2011). This
approach is ideal in relation to this study, as the topic is subjective and arguably rare, therefore
more reliant on individuals’ perceptions and experiences than other existing knowledges. This
makes the attempt to draw a holistic generalisable answer to the research question unrealistic.
Instead, the study aimed to portray a chosen detailed case to enlighten and suggest different
perceptions and approaches. While thematic analysis was used as the main analytic approach
to understanding 30 semi-structured interviews, the key-informant method took more focused
and storytelling take to provide a ‘native’s raw and in-depth point of view.
For this reason, narrative approach is only partially used, restricted to the key informant’s
observations and unstructured interviews (Myers, 2009). Narrative analysis is hardly
appropriate for the semi-structured interviews despite its ability to provide a detailed storyline,
due to having 30 participants. Using narrative analysis for the main study was seen as being
either unrealistic or inadequate as creating a narrative from all 30 participants did not seem
feasible. Trying to create narrative out of such large population would have led to missing the
important details, which means missing the advantage of narrative analysis. For the keyinformant however, more focused and detailed study and analysis was possible, hence the
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individual narrative has been studied for this participant only.
Coding was an important part of the conducted thematic analysis (Myers, 2009). To
successfully carry out this important process of qualitative analysis, several steps were taken
before coding. The data were collected through an audio-recorded interview, written
articulations from respondents and observation notes from the researcher written in Korean,
later transcribed and translated into English. The translated texts were used to create themes
and codes. The researcher familiarised with the collected data through manually transcribing
all audio and written recordings, translating each one of them and checking through the
translations several times to ensure the translation do not change the original notion and tone
of the conversation. After this process, using the notes made at the time of the interview and
the notes made from transcription, the researcher identified reoccurring responses and other
interesting but differing viewpoints towards a similar situation.
Data Coding
This qualitative research used data coding and categorising to prepare for analysis and
interpretation in order to make sense of the raw field data. Coding allows identifying important
patterns and meanings were extracted from the identified patterns (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Like
many other interview-based research conducted recently, CAQDAS software was used to aid
the process of coding. NVivo was predominantly used for organising the collected data into
patterns and nodes. The software was used to ease the process of organising a large amount of
data. As some scholars claim that the use of this software can create restrictions to the original
open-ended approach of qualitative research, the researcher paid caution to ensure the software
does not become the main analysing tool, but the researcher himself.
The use of NVivo 10 software was strictly for making management of the data easier due to
the software’s nature as well as the researcher’s will. NVivo enables to integrate various parts
of the research process, such as linking the interview results to the theory from literature review
and past research. Through the coded and linked data, the researcher can discover different
viewpoints and new ideas, which aids in answering the research question. The software exists
to synthesise and pattern broad data, so the researcher can work more efficiently as the main
analytical tool to draw meaningful insights from it.
Creating Codes
Thematic analysis often starts with perceiving and identifying some notable patterns through
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the collected data (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Using the identified patterns, coding and
categorising is possible by labelling and creating nodes through this pattern. With the
theoretical knowledge and literature review as the researcher’s background, the researcher was
able to see these patterns and create coding nodes (Myers, 2009). Nodes were created either
using the top-down, also known as deductive method or using bottom-up, inductive method.
Deductive method is where nodes are constructed prior to the data familiarisation, through the
readings and theory. Inductive method refers to where nodes are created from the data as the
researcher works through the transcript and identifies patterns (Bryman & Bell, 2011; Myers,
2009).
In reality, two methods are rarely used strictly on their own. Qualitative analysis often involves
interweaving of data and theory (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Even if inductive method is chosen
for coding, the researcher is likely to be influenced by past studies and the researcher’s own
knowledge prior to facing the data. Adding to this, inductive coding often leads to reinventing
the wheel, where the researcher duplicates the same research question and method carried out
in past studies (Myers, 2009). Deriving research question from theories to guide the analysis is
therefore helpful to avoid the situation of reinventing the wheel, which is why the current
research tends to make codes based on past studies and theories. To ensure theory and data has
successfully interwoven throughout the process of qualitative analysis, it was crucial for the
researcher to consider data and theory as being parts of a circular system. The research,
therefore, did not strictly restrict itself to the deductive method, as several codes were found
during the process of transcription and translation.
Codes are identified by words or phrases mentioned, directly or indirectly, in the data that refers
to a key concept (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Each interview was coded based on the participants’
responses about their understanding and use of connectivity, attachment with connective
technologies, expectations around being available and visible all the time, connectivity’s effect
on flexibility, work – life balance, workload, and productivity. From the responses, codes like
‘automation of avatars’, ‘working on social media for fun’, ‘wired 24/7’, ‘always working and
always playing’, ‘expectation for availability’, ‘ Work – Life Balance unapplicable’, ‘increased
productivity’, ‘quicker response’, ‘digital boundaries’, and ‘switching personas’ were
generated. These are based on previous studies and literature review confirming whether these
patterns are seen from this data collected from the interview.
Other codes arose from patterns found in the data and confirmed by going back to the previous
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studies and theory for checking. These included ‘dedicating specific roles to avatars’,
‘psychological attachment to social media’, ‘disconnecting from smartphone’, ‘addiction’ and
‘feeling comfortable being wired’. The coding processes followed NVivo 10’s parent – child
node format. Every response from each participant was coded by the researcher based on its
appropriateness and some codes were often coded under multiple nodes, with a parent node
and many child nodes that relate to the parent node. For an instance, the ‘blurring boundaries’
category consists of links of five child nodes, which includes ‘constant connection’, ‘use of
connectivity for life and work purposes’, ‘work – life infiltration’ and ‘digital barrier for work
– life segregation’. Categories were generated through this process of combining and separating
codes. These categories worked as the basis of creating themes and sub-themes.
Theme Identification
After coding every data using Nvivo, the codes are used as a guideline for categorising themes
(Bryman & Bell, 2011). This process lets the researcher to have another read through the data
with codes added to it, examining and identifying meaningful themes that can be categorised
(Yin, 2009). During the theme–identification stage and after identifying the themes, the
researcher and the supervisor double-checked the transcripts and translations in order to make
sure all the data have been examined thoroughly without exception. Through this process, five
main themes and sub-categories have been created.
Table 2. Themes and Categories
Themes

Categories

1. Internet of Avatars

-Persona
-Automation
-Staying ‘wired’

2. States of AvatarMediated
Connectivity
3. Avatar (Role)
Mediated
Boundaries

-Visibility
-Boundaries
-Psychological Contract
-Evocative/Psychological attachment
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-Expectations
-Control
4. Avatar-mediated
Work-Life
Integration

-‘Play’ Avatars
-‘Work’ Avatars
-Blurring boundaries
-Positive integration

5. Rituals and Artefacts -Work – Life Boundary Management
-Detaching from work
-Setting boundaries

Methodology Summary
Presented research aimed to question how extreme integrators understand and utilise avatarmediated constant connectivity to achieve ideal work-life integration. Triangulation of semistructured interviews supported by diary studies and key-informant study is used to investigate
the research question. The results were interpreted by the researcher with some added insight
from the key informant. Thematic analysis was used for coding and analysing the interview
responses and individual phenomenological approach focusing on key-informant’s narrative
was also used to help triangulation of thematic analysis. The analysis process involved coding
and categorising the coded data into 5 main themes. The main themes were decided based on
the results of coding and the researcher’s perception on which themes are most important for
answering the research question. All research process was handled accordingly to the
UAHEPC’s approved ethical standards in order to minimise any sort of harm the research
procedure may cause to its participants. The outlined research process allowed the researcher
to identify key themes and patterns. Using these ideas as the basis, 5 most important themes
are identified, which will be discussed in detail in the following Findings chapter.
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Findings
This chapter outlines and summarises the key themes retrieved from the semi-structured
interviews, diary studies and the key informant study. Responses from diaries and the key
informant study assist in understanding and triangulating the main study, the semi-structured
interviews. Results from the key informant study also provided a unique angle to interpreting
the respondents’ viewpoints. This chapter aims to portray and examine extreme integrators’
sense and use of connectivity and draw links to the research questions. Five main themes with
sub-themes were generated to explore how extreme integrators experience, make sense of and
manage connectivity through their avatars.
Table 3. Themes

Themes

Description

Example

Main Theme 1:

The extreme integrators

People used to, and some still do,

The Internet of

breathe in absolute

think of us as an addict. Ironically, I

Avatars

constant connectivity.

don’t think I’m hooked on social

This means these

media any more than my peers. We

participants take

talk about how we can care less about

constant connectivity

our channels once we have uploaded

for granted as natural as

a certain number of content, obtained

the air they breathe—in

a certain number of followers and

part through their

fans. Once this is set, this kind of rolls

avatars—instead of

itself and all it needs is small

resisting it. Avatars are

maintenance and update from our

automatable social

end. I don’t think I’m on an extreme

media representations of

end when it comes to device addiction

oneself that remain

(YT, 1986, Male)

‘connected’ to followers

I get to enjoy social media by

all the time, free from

receiving a great amount of

human constraints (such

attention… The produced content and

as the need for sleep).

image of myself keep working
regardless of my additional labour. I
do enjoy social media more after
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becoming an influencer. (KI, 1994,
Female)
I’ve danced my entire life. And it is

Sub Theme 1:

Avatars are created

Creating

based on an owner’s

more than common for dancers to

Avatars

purpose or agenda.

have a portfolio of their dancing

Owners’ agendas tend to

videos for auditions. I decided to use

differ depending on

YouTube as my storage. The video

what their audience

was uploaded to the public, and it

‘likes’ to see. Based on

attracted some interest. I once danced

this intention, the

to a piece of K-hip-hop music, and

interactions between the

this generated my first ‘ad-worthy’

agent and onlookers

number of views. In this video, people

further co-construct and

were asking about my makeup and

contribute to the

fashion. So, I decided to create a ‘Get

evolution of the avatar.

ready with me’ video. Ironically, this

Material functions of

attracted far greater and explosive

apps also allow and

growth in the number of followers,

restrict the functions of

views and likes. Now, these makeup

an avatar.

related videos are my cash cow. I still
upload some dance videos, as
dancing is still my passion. Shorter
dance clips on my Instagram get
responses and lead my Instagram
viewers to flow into my YouTube
channel. So, I guess I’m more of a
dancer on insta, and a K-fashion
influencer on YouTube (YT, 1994,
Female)

Main Theme 2:

With avatar-mediated

The idea of my content ‘selling’ itself,

States of

connectivity, the volume without my additional hours, is

Avatar-

of connective matters

wonderful. I also like the idea of
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Mediated

less in most cases than it doing what I love to make living.

Connectivity

might otherwise. If

Maintaining the constant connection

anything, the greater the

is thereby not only unavoidable but

volume the better. The

attractive and ideal. (YT, 1998, Male)

type of connective
input, however still
matters and needs to
match the agent’s
intention.
Main Theme 3:

The extreme integrators

I’m more used to people calling me

Avatar (Role)

have almost no physical

(account name) instead of my given

Mediated

boundary between their

name. I meet far more industry-

Boundaries

work and life. They

related people than other personal

thereby switch and rest

acquaintances these days. I have this

behind different avatars,

odd habit of going childish and

representing different

reckless when I’m with people that

parts of their real

address me by my real names, such as

character. They use

my family and friends. Guess I’m

psychological contracts

steaming out my professional

to build boundaries

pressure when I’m in my (real-name)

between and within

zone. (KI, 1994, Female)

avatars.
Sub Theme:

Such boundaries are

It bothers me when business clients

Breaches

ignored and breached in

jump to Katalk without prior contact

some cases. The

via email or at least a text message. I

boundaries are not
mandatory and mostly

wonder how they found my private
number, and why they couldn’t wait

psychological, so people for me to respond after contacting my
publicly available account. I can’t do
cross the line, both
intentionally and

anything about it though, guess that’s

unintentionally.

the power of money (laugh). (YT,
1995, female)
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Main Theme 4:

These individuals place

Social media of course reflects our

Avatar-

immense priorities on

prettiest moments. But pretty does not

mediated

their avatar-mediated

mean fake. In fact, prospering and

Work-Life

work and play. Their

lasting social media celebrities are

Integration

physical life is often

good at making it look real. The

aligned to further fit the

easiest way to make a social media

characteristics of their

look real is actually posting what’s

avatars.

real. This means it is easier and more
sustainable for me to thrive in real
life than to fake a good life while I’m
dying inside. You will be surprised at
how good these followers are at
spotting and getting bored of
something that’s obviously artificial.
(KI, 1994, Female)

Work-Play

Most of the participants’ When I used to work in an office, I
hated my office job. Coming back
content was hobby

Integration

related. This meant they

home to video and write reviews of

were broadcasting their

different home appliances and

hobby for work. The

uploading those on my social media

distinctions between

used to be my leisure. I never had to

Sub Theme:

work and play were
thereby blurred.

try to distinguish my life from work,
as hating my office job worked as a
firm enough boundary that stopped
me from bringing my office thoughts
home. Now, I can say I love my job,
but when it comes to work-life
balance, I almost feel like it’s worse. I
worry this can become painful and
problematic if this boundaryless
lifestyle continues. (YT, 1981,
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Female)

Main Theme 5:

The avatar-mediated

I guess most sensible people now

Rituals and

boundaries were

realise reaching me, or anyone,

Artefacts

psychological, thereby

through Katalk (Korean version of

they used some real-life

WhatsApp/WeChat) without prior

cues to trigger the

consent is rude. Specifying each

mental switch from one

social media application with

avatar (role) to one

different purposes help me to avoid

another.

irritating moments. Katalk, for my
families and friends, Instagram and
YouTube for followers, email for my
clients. (YT, 1981, Female)

Main Theme 1: The Internet of Avatars (personas on the loose)
Avatar-mediated connectivity
Key informant: The key informant had alerts off for all her social media accounts. She had
alerts on for messenger applications and emails. This however did not dictate the
importance/relevance of each mode of communication. Social media accounts were checked
habitually for both fun and work-related purposes. The key informant did not want to flood
herself in thousands of likes and comments alerts. Still, she monitored her Instagram and
YouTube every 10-15 minutes throughout the day. This can seem compulsive to others, but the
key informant commented this being the ‘fun-part’ of her job.
I get to enjoy social media by receiving a great amount of attention… The produced content
and image of myself keep working regardless of my additional labour. I do enjoy social media
more after becoming an influencer. (KI, 1994, Female)
Contrary to what the public can imagine, the key informant, a media celebrity did not
excessively update and engage to her social media account, for work or entertainment. During
her real-world interactions such as physical business meetings and family gatherings, she was
extra conscious not to look like an ‘addict’, thereby stayed off her device as much as other
members do. She however constantly kept track of reactions to her content, such as likes,
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comments and number of shares.
She described and showed her way of managing those reactions, and the reasons behind them.
A crucial time for her to be physically tied to her virtual world was an hour or a little more after
she uploads her feed, either on Instagram or YouTube. Apart from this, she felt comfortable
enough to merely monitor her content, the avatar, and let her followers take the rest of the
communications’ steering wheel.
At the initial point of uploading, she believed she has to make real-time interactions to the
comments, to steer the comments in a positive direction. Once she manages these initial
comments as positive and friendly feedbacks, the latter follower interactions generally
followed this trend. Making such an atmosphere was powerful, as these individuals enjoying
positive conversation actively stood against the rogues that attempt to contaminate the feed.
The apostles of this avatar, or of the particular feed of the avatar, discredited, made shame of
and reported those trolls. It was thereby valuable for the key informant to take agency in
creating and maintaining such a positive cycle, as it took away a major burnout factor, negative
virality, out of her work.
Both YouTube and Instagram’s material function supported this intention. Both applications
pushed comments with most likes to the top. The agent of avatars had the ability to pin
comments on top, thereby making their preferred comments most visible. Due to its nature, the
earliest comments with replies and likes from the initial uploader, the media celebrities, ended
up getting the most likes and attention in general. The key informant thereby uploaded her
content only when she can fully engage with these feedbacks for at least the next hour. This
meant she will not upload something while she is busy interacting with the real world. Once
she enacts enough agency on her avatar, the latter communication is somewhat automated upon
her intention, aided by the followers, app’s function and her programmed social media avatar.
With this availability, the key informant can switch focus to her real-life interactions without
always being flooded with connective inputs.
Other participants expressed similar and varying views on the similar account….
It’s like unintentional duplications of myself. I see my content shared and uploaded on other
platforms. People respond, expand and sometimes entirely change my original intention when
this goes too far. I tend to accept these unpleasant situations, thinking that it’s a part of my job.
There is no such thing as bad publicity, at least in long term (YT, 1986, Female)
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People used to, and some still do, think of us as an addict. Ironically, I don’t think I’m hooked
on social media any more than my peers. We actually talk about how we can care less about
our channels once we have uploaded a certain amount of content, obtained a certain number
of followers and fans. Once this is set, this kind of rolls itself and all it needs is small
maintenance and update from our end. I don’t think I’m on an extreme end when it comes to
device addiction (YT, 1986, Male)
Would you count brainstorming about work as your working hours? If you do, my job isn’t
helping my work-life balance. I’m thinking about work all day, as any part of my life and leisure
can become my content. Am I physically tangled to work? No, I certainly work a lot less than
any of my peers, even if I include monitoring my social media as my work. I’m not sure if I’m
better off or worse off, but I certainly have more time to myself with this occupation (KI, 1994,
Female).
The traditional understanding of connection had an understandable reliance on user-active
communication, i.e., we primarily send and receive our own (digital) messages. The studied
extreme integrators’ state and sense of connectivity further extended to their social media
avatars’ interaction with onlookers with or without their involvement. The studied participants
had an extended sense of online connection, including both work and play availability. The
extended sense of connection included the interaction between their social media avatars and
their friends, followers and clients. For example, a post or video, and the intended message
prompts ‘likes,’ comments and sharing, whether the content creator is online or not. Such postto-post interactions were beneficial to the content creator because they were largely automated,
while still be perceived as authentic representations of the creator in the eyes of the follower,
thus the avatar imagery.
Avatars enabled more or less autonomous authenticity, which was a virtuous circle for content
creators. Having created content, they could excuse themselves from the ongoing online
interactions that followed, and thereby save their mental energy and enthusiasm for non-work
and entertainment activities. Moreover, avatar-mediated connectivity allowed the extreme
integrators to feel constantly connected to their audience, even when they were not directly on
the media platform. It is common knowledge that having a mobile phone in a room can be a
distraction (Dery et al., 2014; Perlow, 2012), but this study suggests that having an avatar on
the job can be a relief from the negative effects of constant connectivity.
The studied extreme integrators felt constantly connected to work as they are connected
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through their profit-making social media avatar regardless of their physical state. Vice versa,
they always felt a sense of playful connection when their social media avatar gets likes and
attention. These experiences suggest how the virtual presentation of oneself interacting with
others can reconceptualise what it means to be constantly connected. Once I extend the concept
of connectivity to these unmanned virtual connections, the cases of extreme integrators
understanding and experiencing constant, hypo, hyper and requisite connectivity is also
affected by this further constant connection. Adding to this, active and strategic use of avatars
as a form of communication visibility opens new ways of building expectations, boundaries
and psychological contracts with various types of onlookers (Rousseau, 2003; Treem et al.,
2020).
Sub Theme: Building an Avatar
An avatar is a digital proxy that represents its human creator on social media or other digital
platforms by reproducing a version of the human that a) is plausible or similar enough to seem
‘real’ (authentic) to onlookers (one’s audience), b) can interact with one's audience by allowing
them to express themselves to the human agent (post messages), c) gives the impression that
the creator is actively listening to them (their audience) as they wait for a reply, and d)
reinforces the audience’s belief that the creator cares about the exchange of messages. Many
of these exchanges are automated in the sense that the social media platform performs this work
without the creator always being present online. Essentially, an avatar is an agent’s curated role
presented on a public, digital space that self-replicates the programmed messages. Designing
and maintaining productive and supportive avatars is a strategy to enhance one’s online
presence while maintaining a sense of one’s ideal work-life integration.
Intended or not, the participants were living with immense dependency on these avatars. They
thereby dedicated more time and effort to building these proxies to achieve their ideal worklife integration. As such, avatars appeared to be more realistic, expressive and powerful as more
character, interactions and behaviour was being recorded on this avatar. The process of building
an avatar however took more than the agent’s intentions and efforts. The participants responded
that apart from the agent’s drive, onlooker engagement and platform affordances also
influenced and co-created their avatars.
My interest was originally on producing films, not becoming a make-up artist. So, I was always
enthusiastic to make videos on school events, personal events and other memorable days. One
day, I posted a video of my little sister losing her front milk tooth. This went viral, so my channel
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attracted some followers. It was fun receiving those attentions from the video I’ve created, and
I knew it can become profitable if I can keep this up. So, I tried several content, vlogs, covermakeups (wearing makeup to imitate a celebrity) and few other things. Cover-makeups
attracted the largest number of views and further requests. It was also relatively less timeconsuming to create. So, here I am, a K-beauty YouTuber (KI, 1994, Female)
I’ve danced my entire life. And it is more than common for dancers to have a portfolio of their
dancing videos for auditions. I decided to use YouTube as my storage. The video was uploaded
to the public, and it attracted some interest. I once danced to a piece of K-hip-hop music, and
this generated my first ‘ad-worthy’ number of views. In this video, people were asking about
my makeup and fashion. So, I decided to create a ‘Get Ready With Me’ video. Ironically, this
attracted a far greater and explosive number of followers, views and likes. Now, these makeup
related videos are my cash cow. I still upload some dance videos, as dancing is still my passion.
Shorter dance clips on my Instagram get responses and lead my Instagram viewers to flow into
my YouTube channel. So I guess I’m more of a dancer on insta, and a K-fashion influencer on
YouTube (YT, 1994, Female)
Both of the above responses show avatars were gradually co-created by social media celebrities
and their followers. The chosen or the attracted audience had a strong influence over
characterising the avatar. There was some material agency involved in sensing which media
channel is more or less private and public, but the core variable that influences media choice
was the attracted audience. This means that media channels’ material characteristics did not
fully decide the depth and openness of display and interactions. For example, while most
respondents kept YouTube professional and controlled, extreme integrators’ use of their
Instagram account varied depending on the purpose of the interaction. Most respondents’
Instagram persona integrated their job of media celebrity and fun young ‘lad’ or ‘lass’ playing
on social media. However, some remained fully professional on any public channels including
Instagram, and three respondents had private accounts that they only use for their ‘real’ friends.
Depending on a particular audience, the extreme integrators set different expectations within
(again, generally, but not always) different media. These sets of expectations became norms of
the media channel for each YouTuber, represented by their avatar on a given media channel.
Again, the variations depended on the attracted audience, the followers. Some respondents
realised their followers liked their professional accounts being watered down with some more
friendly and personal content, where some felt their followers preferred having divided roles
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between avatars. The nature of their job required them to be liked by these followers, thereby
they were sensitively responding to their audience's preferences when creating and editing their
avatars. The below responses show how each extreme integrator understood and utilized such
aspect in building their avatars.
I tend to upload more personal and casual daily photos on my Instagram. This can be off-topic,
so doesn’t have to be car-related. I also have a private account that only my closest friends
follow. On YouTube, it is more formal, but I still attempt to be more personal, so I would still
upload casual and daily videos as long as they are car-related, thereby amuse my followers.
On my blog, I stick to sponsored articles. (YT, 1986, male)
My Youtube channel is still at an early growth stage, so I’m not getting much profit out of this.
My Instagram has far more followers and thereby a greater number of sponsors and
opportunities for revenue. I’m using this official account for work. I just use my cat’s account
(an account this participant created as if it’s run by her cat) for private messages and
interactions. (YT, 2000, female)
I don’t have a YouTube channel, I only work on my Instagram and my blog. I’m a cartoonist,
and my blog is where my cartoons are, so it’s professional. But my cartoons usually illustrate
my daily episodes so I’m not sure if this is strictly professional. I have three Instagram accounts.
One account is a public, the celebrity account. I used to, and still communicate with my real
friends with this account from time to time, but this account is more for my virtual followers
and my interaction with them. I have a private account that is not known to my followers and
strictly work-related people. I have my friends added here, I upload photos that I may not
upload on my business account. The last account is my so-called ghost account, I just follow
all the meme pages, celebrities and other random feeds I wish to check from time to time (YT,
1984, Female)
These cultivated expectations worked like a psychological contract, setting appropriate,
acceptable level and style of connective inputs and interpersonal boundaries represented by
their avatars. The social media celebrities responded to have exercised their agency in forming
avatars through programming their avatars with expectations and boundaries. Prior to any
onlooker’s engagement, social media avatars are planted with characters that aim to encourage
agents’ desired reactions from their onlookers. This programmed direction may be altered
depending on onlookers’ following feed and was most visible in the initial form of
communication on the channel, where the content creator had the greatest agency in most cases.
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The participants used routinised-response timings and manners. For example, they were
answering all replies within the first 30 minutes after posting, with personal attention. Then
onwards, they simply left likes on comments or replied with simple messages like ‘thanks’ or
emojis. Some strictly ignored all direct (personal) messages and made this clear on their profile.
Some replied and re-posted direct messages that they find encouraging. While the approaches
were different between each extreme integrator, repeated and routinised engagement created
each avatar’s sets of norms and expectations. Once such expectations take place, new onlookers
joining this channel learn what kind of, when and how much interaction they can expect from
the avatars and where the boundaries are.
I can’t fully control the reactions I receive, but the more tenure you have in this field, the better
you get at predicting the reactions and being ready for it. Followers and viewers seek for
certain content, not to simply watch, but to engage with. So, if my recent YouTube videos posted
my uni-life, I’ll attract uni students or high school students that dream about uni life. They will
approach me as if they are approaching their senior student. If I post my life as a CEO, they
will mostly engage accordingly. Still, reading their needs can be important. For me, if I stop
posting makeup videos for too long, both my management and my makeup enthusiastic
followers will request me to make those videos instead of other things. (KI, 1994, Female)
When I post my personal photos without cars, I attract less than half attention, in terms of likes
and comments (laugh). Guess they are not interested in how I look. When I post cars, I get
greater traffic. This sounds like fun, but the traffic often involves stressful inputs like criticisms
that I hardly see on my personal photos (YT, 1986, male)
No one ever found me approachable or comfortable in real life, and the same applies to my
social media. While people like me, they hardly beg for my attention. My influencer friends are
so envious of this unique nature of my followers. They don’t need my attention, I guess they
prefer me to be a little mystique and chic. (YT, 1992, Female)
The onlookers also worked as co-agents in shaping and maintaining extreme integrators’
avatars. The reactions, such as likes, shares and comments are often as powerful an act of
visible communication as the uploaded content itself. The nuance of the top comments often
dictated the point of emphasis of the uploaded video. When a content is shared on a powerful
and viral channel, it brought immense changes to the avatar. The number of views and likes are
the currency that shows a given avatar’s status. These are provided by the followers and were
an integral part of the avatar that cannot be considered separately from the avatar’s actions and
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impact. The importance of the audience is thereby further emphasised in avatar-mediated
visible communication. The below responses describe the cases where follower reactions were
not mere feedback to the content creator, but reviews, sequels and spinoffs that add value and
character to the avatar.
My followers have this joke they love to throw in when they leave comments. Whenever I do
some product placement in my video or cartoon, they will leave comments like ‘oh so this
product is great in such and such way, and here is the link to purchase, wink wink.’ Others
support this joke by liking it and pushing it to the top. It’s wittier than me directly saying those
sales phrases, thanks to them (YT, 1986, Female).
One of my followers found one of my features to really stand out and made fun of it. It was
about my nose being really round, but not in an insulting way. My followers started addressing
me by that name instead of my account name. It helped me in a way as there are other people
with this round nose, and they love watching my makeup videos. (YT, 1994, Female)
We (social media celebrities) comment on each other’s videos. This adds some collective
character to our images. Followers know ‘who hangs with who’ and they tend to see those
groups in a similar image. This is helpful most of the times. (YT, 1983, Female)
Material functions of social media applications also played an important role in co-creating
extreme integrators’ avatars. The channels supported and encouraged different forms and styles
of communication visibility. YouTube and Instagram were the channels these media celebrities
predominantly utilised as their avatar’s ‘stage’ of performance. The participants all reported
editing videos being their biggest chore. This naturally meant uploading YouTube videos
involved and felt a lot more like ‘work,’ whereas making an Instagram post hardly felt like
labour. The sense of working and the actual workload skewed the participants to use Instagram
avatars to reflect their playful image, where YouTube avatars were a lot more organised and
professional. Described material agency influenced the avatars of one channel to be at least
slightly, or in some cases, dramatically different from the other channel. A visual presentation
of Key informant’s avatars is attached in Appendix B. Two images should show how she
intentionally presents different atmospheres in two different platforms. Images are in appendix
to attach clearly visible full-size screenshots.
Table 2 summarises how each participant mainly intends and understands their use of avatars
on the two most commonly used platforms. Some participants had separate accounts for
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different purposes, where some used the same account, yet altered purposes depending on how
they post their image and video. This distinction is not specified in Table 2.
Table 4. Play or Work role designated for Instagram/YouTube avatars
Participant

Instagram – for

Instagram – for

YouTube – for

YouTube – for

Code

play

work

play

work

KI, 1994(1)

o

o

o

o

YT, 1991

o

o

x

o

YT, 1981(1)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1979

x

o

x

o

YT, 1983

o

o

x

o

YT, 1981(2)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1984

o

o

o

x

YT, 1994(2)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1994(3)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1993(1)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1995(1)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1997

o

x

x

o

YT, 1993(2)

o

o

x

x

YT, 1992(1)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1990(1)

x

o

x

o

YT, 1996(1)

x

o

x

o

YT, 1990(2)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1995(2)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1992(M)

o

x

o

o

YT, 1996(2)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1982

o

o

o

o

YT, 1986(M)

o

o

x

o

YT, 2000

o

o

o

o

YT, 1992(M2)

x

o

x

o

YT, 1996(3)

o

x

x

o

YT, 1994(3)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1994(4)

o

o

x

o
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YT, 1995(M)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1999(M)

o

o

x

o

YT, 1989

x

x

x

o

The table shows how materialistic forces of affordances and restraints affect the overall trend
in the participants’ intention of using the platform but fails to dictate its use. Despite almost all
participants being ‘YouTubers’, who would consider YouTube as work, the cases like YT 1982
exemplify how the media affordances may not determine the choice. According to her interview,
she is a former actress and current kid’s content YouTuber. She still enjoys uploading her acting
and stage focused videos on her casual account, without the aim of amassing followers. She
however feels at work when she is working on her kid’s content account. Despite being on the
same platform, she felt a different type of connection depending on the context of interaction.
The responses below describe how the media celebrities felt material forces influenced their
use and understanding of different social media platforms for their avatars.
I feel like I’m at work when I’m editing. All other jobs hardly feel like work. But, when it comes
to editing, it’s definitely work. (YT, 1989, Female)
It feels a lot more burdening to upload a video on YouTube compared to posting a photo on
insta. I can make a post on insta on my commuting hours, before bed, or even when I’m with
my friends. They are all taking photos and making posts anyway, so I’m not the only addict
doing the same. If I decide to work on my YouTube channel, however, it looks like I’m working,
and I feel like I’m working. (YT, 1995, Female)
YouTube content has to be good. It’s a red ocean, now there are actual filming professionals
involved in filming and editing these content. So, my YouTube content are carefully thought out,
edited all night and day and presented with strategic goals. Insta, is more of the fun side. It can
be a snap of a photo with an emoji. I can write a lengthy caption there too, but if I want a
message to be heard, I’d use my YouTube. People hate reading. (YT, 1991, Female)
Different channels have different niches of convenience and selling point. It’s our job to figure
that out and use it to our advantage. Instagram is obviously not the best place to upload 20
minutes long video. People follow hundreds and thousands of people, and usually scroll
through newsfeeds without paying a great amount of attention to the content of each post. So,
I use this as a reminder. I post snaps of my YouTube video to remind people I’ve uploaded a
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video. I post snaps of myself to keep people updated and in the loop while I’m still working on
editing, which can take up to an entire week. This makes my Instagram more casual. (YT, 1993,
Female)
The mix of these forces provided from the agent, onlookers and the material, help to create
multiple avatars that visually represent a person’s virtually presented roles. The avatar can
capture all, some or little of the attributes of one’s physical body. This is similar to
understanding a computer graphic avatar. Under given restraints, affordances and interactions,
the agent develops their avatar to represent their desired character. In the same sense, the
participants of this study created psychologically and physically reflecting avatars on YouTube.
The text-mediated communication visibility on their profiles and comments from their
onlookers also added to decorating their avatars. This was the least ‘visual’ representation of
oneself, such as automated email responses combined with one’s corporate profile, can also
work as an avatar, just with less material affordances. The individuals that wish to maximise
utilities of avatar-mediated connectivity are thereby drawn to those applications or platform
that enables flexible graphic and customizable characters to their avatars. YouTube and
Instagram were thereby the most commonly used social media channels to display extreme
integrators’ avatars.
Theme Summary
The depicted avatar-mediated connectivity suggests how and why the participants felt
connected regardless of their physical engagement with their devices and social media channels.
Social media posts worked as an automated visible communication that interacts with their
followers 24/7. Collections of such communications built up to represent and speak for oneself,
both with and without the agent being physically online, thereby worked like an avatar. Avatars
built on different social media channels played varying roles that represented different factions
of their creator’s identity. These representations were tailored based on their intended audience
and co-created with their onlookers’ reactions through likes, comments and shares.
Materialistic forces, restrictions and affordances of different social media applications, played
a role yet did not dictate the type of avatars and style of communication.
Main Theme 2: States of Avatar-Mediated Connectivity
Key informant: While the key informant’s physical behaviours and attachments to her devices
did not provide enough evidence to be named ‘extreme,’ her understanding and use of avatar78

mediated connectivity added unique edges to her states of connectivity. Her sense of connection
was extended to her avatar’s presence and connection to social media. This meant the sense of
connectivity was truly constant for the key informant, beyond human restraints, mentioned by
Kolb (2008). This truly constant connectivity affected her understanding of hypo, hyper and
requisite connectivity.
The key informant felt connected regardless of her physical attachment or active engagement
with digital communications. This sense of connection was extreme as the key informant had
a far greater volume of visible communication and behaviour uploaded through her social
media avatars. While she was not physically talking and replying to all her followers, her
uploaded feeds and videos restlessly broadcasted her. Adding to this, followers engaging and
commenting amongst themselves added to this thread of communication. These comments
were not directly coming from her avatar, but the followers’ responses integrated and reinforced
the thread of communication. In some cases, however, they diverged from or challenged the
intended direction of the conversation. This meant she always had to pay attention to avatarmediated connectivity to control these feedback loops. Avatar-mediated connectivity
nonetheless made constant connectivity a possibility.
Her perception of having too little (hypo), too much (hyper) or requisite connectivity rooted in
her sense of truly constant connectivity. For a media celebrity with nearly 100k followers, the
number, time and frequency of digital communication was no longer traceable. Regardless of
this volume being stressful or not, it was uncontrollable. Her perception of her level of
connection being close or far from being requisite depended on the ‘temperature’ of her
connectivity.
There are times when you want your feed to go hot. That’s what we call virality, and that’s how
our business grows. When it’s hot, of course, I get more likes, comments and shares, but it’s not
simply about these numbers. A hot feed can mean people having heated discussion. This isn’t
too desirable for me, but for new YouTubers, sometimes these heated fights grow their channel.
It can also mean being shared or referred by a mega-celebrity or a television broadcast. This
can also be exciting and fruitful, but dangerous considering the untamed publicity. It is
important that our feeds are hot when we want, only as hot as we can contain and tamed at a
certain point as we do get tired and scared of attention at certain points. The number of
comments or number of likes does not scare me. It’s the fear of having to deal with this burning
social media attention that I wasn’t ready for. Ironic, since I’ve told you that we are attention
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seekers. (KI, 1994, Female)
This response and observation of her reaction to different degrees of attention indicate the
volume of media input is not a factor to be ignored, but something hardly controllable in the
context of avatar-mediated constant connectivity. Considering the fact that the volume of media
input is incontrollable, in terms of measures to control and maintain requisite connectivity, new
variables can have further importance in an environment of avatar-mediated connectivity.
Others in the study reflected similar mixed feelings about states of connectivity and their ability
or inability to control such states. Most felt that near-constant connectivity was an inevitable
consequence of their work.
I don’t mind being constantly connected. I’ll feel anxious about any connectivity gap as I wish
to monitor and control my channel… Further constant connection, such as AI mediated
responses on my behalf is a little scary. How can I be sure about whether these are in my control?
(YT, Female, 1983)
I love being constantly connected. Constant connection to and from social media is a sign that
I’m doing my job, as well as a sign that fulfils my attention-seeking instinct. I don’t feel tired, I
guess I’m used to it. The further constant connection however sounds scary. I can’t trust
technology enough to represent myself outside of my consciousness (YT, 1999, Male)
It’s our fate to be constantly connected. It feels both negative and positive, mostly depending
on my mood (laugh). I could say, if I really hated the constant connection, I would’ve ditched
this job. So, I guess I can stand with it. Further constant connection through means like AI
sounds terrifying. I’m actually scared of Instagram and YouTube figuring out my interests. It
can be handy but sounds scary at this stage (YT, 1995, Female)
The above example shows how once these avatars were set to stay constantly connected, the
participants exercised their active control depending on their needs. The affordance of the
agency was thereby a major determinant that dictated how extreme integrators felt about their
connective states. They felt too connected (hyper-connectivity) when they could not detach
their mind from automated social media interactions. They yet craved more connectivity
(experienced hypo-connectivity) when they did not have the resource to access their avatars,
knowing that their avatars will be interacting with followers with or without their control. The
participants felt comfortable with their connection level (requisite connectivity) when liberated
from time-related constraints.
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Extreme integrators’ sense of hypo-connectivity meant lack of connectivity, not unlike any
other population. Hypo-connectivity meant being unable to control and monitor reactions they
get from their recent presentations on social media. Such under-provision of connectivity was
problematic for the participants in this study as they feared being clueless, or out of the loop,
of their avatar’s constant digital communications. As mentioned in the key informant’s earlier
response, the studied media celebrities work hard to create an ideal style of automated avatar
presentation. This involved steering the follower reactions to match their intention. The first
few hours were seen as being crucial to this curation. But, any lack of connectivity due to
technical difficulties hindered this process. Extreme integrators wanted to ensure their
automated social media interactions were always in reach and felt anxious when this regular
check-up was impossible.
I felt so locked up. I was in Japan for a brand-related event, and this gap really struck me hard.
I wanted to share this experience with my subscribers, which wasn’t really possible. This made
me anxious. I was wondering what the reactions to my recent post were, what comments people
left on my channel, how many more people followed my channel, etc (YT, 1996, Female)
The response explained her unexpected connective panic. She has uploaded a piece of content
after she arrived in Japan, expecting connectivity to be available wherever she was heading to.
The destination however did not have cell coverage, and she ended up missing the crucial hours
to steer follower reactions. Avatars allowed these media celebrities to take breaks from being
tangled up with media inputs all day long as avatars are doing the ‘work’, but the agents still
wanted to stay in reach to make sure their avatars’ work was on track. When this sense of
control is lost due to technical reasons, the respondents felt hypo-connected, not because they
perceived less connection, but due to their lack of agency over their avatars. Connectivity was
taken for granted resource for these individuals, so when this resource became scarce, they felt
extremely uncomfortable.
Extreme integrators’ sense of hyper-connectivity also came from not being able to control their
role presentation, but in this case, due to too much connection. The nature of social media and
online appearance pushes their avatar exposure to those channels they do not have full control
over. For an instance, the videos they have uploaded on YouTube can be shared by numerous
viewers on other social media channels. In this case, they had no or much less control over the
interactions in this shared medium, thereby felt uncomfortable. Over provision of these
incontrollable, namely, viral connectivity deteriorated the participants’ agency over their
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avatars, thereby created anxiety. Such virality often created an undesired and uncontrolled
misrepresentation of their personas depending on where and how their content was being
shared.
Do you ever feel that you’ve got connections that are more than you can deal with?
People talking about me in so many different spaces. People talk about me on other platforms
that I don’t have control or access to. This of course helps my channel grow, but this seems like
something more than I can deal with. I can’t lock my connections within the specific channels
I have control of. This connection beyond my conscience scares me. (YT, 1995, Female)
Both lack of and too much connectivity was problematic for these participants as they cannot
observe and have agency over the interactions of their avatars. This partially updates the
requisite connectivity model suggested by Kolb and colleagues (2012). The extreme integrators
were willingly seeking for the maximum amount of connective resource, as avatars, automated
proxies, are capable of handling a much greater volume of connectivity than any human can.
This means the definition of hyper-connectivity for these individuals had much less to do with
the volume of input they receive, but the amount of connective output the agent’s avatars is
producing. Unlike the existing studies focusing on an individual’s inability to control
connective inputs, avatar-mediated constant connectivity brought new challenges in controlling
the style and radius of connective output. This naturally requires requisite connectivity to be a
state where they can maintain their desired level of control over their presented social media
avatar’s communicative outputs.
The idea of my content ‘selling’ itself, without my additional hours, is wonderful. I also like the
idea of doing what I love to make living. Maintaining the constant connection is thereby not
only unavoidable but attractive and ideal. (YT, 1999, Male)
The participants’ perception of requisite connectivity is the state where individuals can control
the flow of connectivity per their desired level of attention to one or many of their chosen
avatars. ‘Requisite’ connectivity remains in the ‘eye of the beholder,’ but in this case, extreme
integrators’ definition of requisite connectivity suggests extreme levels of connection. It is yet
too early to generalise to a further population, but for the chosen participants, requisite
connectivity is where their work and life availabilities are maximised through synchronising,
by willingly diving and breathing in constant connectivity. How is such a maximised state
similar to or different from a state of connective ‘flow’ (Kolb et al 2008; Dery et al 2013)?
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While the notion of flow originated in psychology (e.g. Czechzenmihaly YEAR) and is
normally associated with a human actor’s state between rest and stress, the extreme integrators
in this study relied on their avatars to achieve a suitable level of connectivity. As such, theirs
was an augmented state of flow, something that might become much more common in the
future.
Theme Summary
The extreme integrators in this study revealed a somewhat nuanced extension of Kolb et al’s
(2008) states of connectivity. Hyper-connectivity was associated with receiving and producing
too much uncontrolled and unintended attention and hypo-connectivity indicated the state
whereby these individuals experienced a lack of access to their social media platforms, which
isolated them from their audience. Accordingly, requisite connectivity or connective flow is
achieved when their avatars were connected to as many onlookers as possible, yet flexibly
within their reach and presented the way they originally intended for their desired audience.
While human constraints still stopped these individuals from being truly constantly connected,
their avatar-mediated connectivity augmented and extended their range of connectivity before
experiencing states of ‘hypo-’ and/or ‘hyper-connectivity. Put simply, their avatars allowed
these participants to be more constantly connected without experiencing hypo- or hyperconnectivity. As such, their subjective (‘beholder’s) view is altered, and largely dependent on
their avatars.
Main Theme 3: Avatar (Role) Mediated Boundaries
Key Informant: The key to effectively controlling avatar-mediated connectivity boundaries
depended on forming and keeping a mutual agreement between one’s avatars and one’s
followers. In the simplest form, the boundaries were created and expressed by dedicating and
signalling specific roles to the chosen avatar. The key informant’s YouTube channel had two
main avatars, one was a senior university student and the other was a K-beauty influencer.
These two avatars were mostly portrayed in different types of content, with distinguishable
series names. For example, beauty-related content had the keyword ‘cover’ included, and her
university vlogs always had her university name mentioned.
The described role presentation created a clear boundary in both online and offline spaces. On
her channel and other virtual spaces, followers were naturally directed towards the role they
intend to engage with. This allowed the key informant to choose the type of interaction and the
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audience they wished to engage with. The key informant described that being able to choose
the right type of interaction helped her to maintain an ideal work-life integration. For example,
her make-up related videos tended to have a more commercial feel compared to her university
vlogs. This meant the attracted followers’ interactions were also commercial, such as questions
and interests on the product she uses, or private messages and emails from future clients. On
the other hand, her university student videos mainly attracted her long-time followers and
friend-like onlookers. They enjoyed sharing thoughts and experiences, which provided a
different style of engagement to her commercial videos. Clearly dividing and signalling the
difference to existing and potential onlookers afforded the key informant agency to choose the
type of digital connection she wishes to engage in.
Entirely running away from all connection was not a viable option for her, but she had the
agency to switch from a trusted cosmetics artist and a reviewer, to a playful young lady that
simply loves to hang out. As mentioned in her previous responses and observations, connective
input itself hardly exhausted her, but the feeling of being captivated by thoughts of work did.
Having the agency to choose the type of connection, she managed to put her exhausted workavatar on an auto-pilot mode, and switch attention to a more playful avatar, which can be on
her YouTube, Instagram or other platforms.
Each of her avatars were comprised of different psychological proportions of work and play.
Although not definitive, her cosmetics-related avatar was considered to be work dedicated,
with the university student avatar being a mix of work and play. The exact proportion was not
measured during the study, but Model 2 portrays the researcher’s general perception, based on
conversations and descriptions provided by the key informant. Appendix C provides screen
captures from the key-informant’s YouTube page, showing different work-play avatars on the
same platform and how her followers engage differently to those two avatars.
Figure 1. (Key-informant’s perception on work/play proportion on her public social
media accounts)

Play

Instagram

YouTube-Uni

YouTube-Makeup

Work

The flow of digital communication was ongoing all the time. The timing and the amount of
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communication she receives is largely incontrollable and therefore some form of boundaries
were necessary. While conventional boundaries on work-related digital communications, such
as ‘work hours,’ were irrelevant to the key informant, learning to maintain an ideal and unique
balance between work and play was nonetheless necessary and appeared to be almost
instinctively developed by the key informant. She responded that most of the other experienced
social media celebrities will have similar yet slightly varying strategies.
I feel uncomfortable when I run into my followers when I’m not ready. Ready.. as in no makeup?
(laugh). I don’t even photoshop my feeds that much, it’s not how I look, it’s more about the
pressure of me having to present myself in my social media image in real life too. On the other
hand, this social media image is really handy when I can use it within my control. It somewhat
lets me choose the pill to swallow, so it’s like choosing interpersonal stress I can cope with at
the time (KI, 1994, Female)
Like the key informant, other respondents also had avatars to play a role that represents some
elements of the agent’s character, like the role played by an actor on stage. Table 3 shows some
examples of several participants’ social media representations.
Table 3. Examples of Avatar-mediated role presentation
Participant Profile

Avatar 1

Avatar 2

Avatar 3

University student

YouTube avatar

Public Instagram

YouTube avatar

majoring in

showing university

Avatar that uploads

specialising in

Journalism. Aspires

life and ‘recent

her fun days and

Korean cosmetic

to land in the film-

thoughts’ vlogs.

snaps of her future

products, mainly

producing industry.

YouTube content.

shown through

Makeup and fashion

Attempts to

cover-makeups

enthusiast.

communicate with

(wearing makeup

followers and real-

like a celebrity did

life friends in the

in a TV show).

same space
Dance major student

YouTube avatar

Public Instagram
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In this case, a role is a boundary object that intermediates one’s identity to another through a
distinctive and visually presented character, in this case, as an avatar. These avatars were seen
as proxy objects that represent partial portrayals of an agent’s character. As mentioned, these
portrayals were tailored to match their purpose. Depending on its purpose, different avatars
were understood as different entities by the onlookers. In other words, onlookers respected the
intentions of the agent in creating these differently characterised avatars, thereby treated
different avatars with different sets of norms and expectations. Onlookers interacting with
various avatars of the respondent will thereby try to choose the correct media to connect with
the extreme integrator. This depended on their level of urgency, the closeness of their
relationship (if any) and their desired type of interaction with the media celebrity.
Setting such mutually agreed expectations per avatar helped the relationship between extreme
integrators and their peers, including both real-life and online followers. The rules were often
unwritten, yet most onlookers made sense of the appropriate avenue and approach through
observing the general tone and style of an avatar and playing along. Such a psychological
contract enabled extreme integrators’ avatar-mediated connection to be constant, yet more or
less controlled. A successfully agreed psychological contract enabled these individuals to
engage and disengage with the types and styles of connection they wish to be present with,
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while the flow of connection remains constant in all avatars. The agents were in control of
being invested in the right type of connection while abandoning and ignoring inappropriate
connective inputs, as long as the onlookers respected intentionally bounded roles.
My profile says that I never read my direct messages, so all business-related contacts should
go to my email. This of course stops agencies from getting frustrated over my late or no
response on DM’s. This however also stops many of the scary (creepy) people from sending
random messages, knowing that I’ll never open the DM’s (inbox) anyway (YT, 2001, Female).
Like any other agreements, the initial agreement between the extreme integrators involved
visible and tangible boundaries and expectations. These were written on the participants’
channels and verbally mentioned in their posts. These explicit rules existed to direct different
types of contacts to the correct inbox as mentioned in the above responses.
Once I upload the video, I reply to all comments within the next hour. This makes my followers
to quickly respond to any updates, to receive my feedback… I made a promise that I’ll upload
content A every week, content B when I’ve been sponsored and so on. So, people learn when
and how to expect content to be uploaded, and how they interact with those content. (KI, 1994,
female)
We ask people to like, comment and turn alerts on for our newest posts and videos. Once you
ask them to do these, and when they do, you need to reward your followers. Without my response,
liking and commenting can become meaningless and mundane. I ask them to make requests,
recommendations, ask for their experiences and opinions. I usually come back and provide
feedback for those comments responding to my questions. This makes our relationship more
personal (YT, 1991, Female)
There were also, like any psychological contract, non-written expectations and common
understanding built from both the extreme integrators and their onlookers. These involved the
mentioned repeated pattern-response to onlookers’ feedbacks, the channel’s tone being friendly
or professional, and how onlookers respond to these extreme integrators’ feedbacks. The above
case of (YT, 1991, Female) shows the combination of these written and unwritten agreements.
She builds a repeated expectation by responding to those comments that answer her question.
A similar case is visually presented in Appendix D, where the key-informant builds repeated
expectation by regulating the time of her response. Also, in Appendix C, the key-informant
shows how she ‘rewards’ the onlookers for providing relevant and responding comments to her
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intention.
Moving further, the repeated cycle builds an underlying expectation that all other comments
will not receive the same amount of attention, saving her from the obligation and expectation
to respond to thousands of comments. Responses below portray how such expectation building
works out favourably to extreme integrator’s perception on their connective levels.
I don’t get stressed from simply ‘seeing’ an input, I’ve developed this supernatural power of
filtering off unwanted connective inputs even when I’m on devices (KI, 1994, Female)
Different channels have different manners in terms of response time and style. Mails can be
responded within a day, and they (clients and onlookers) will still find this quick enough. Instant
messages, on the other hand, gets ‘cold’ after few hours. My partner will definitely feel ignored,
and the business people tend to understand the delay better, but not for an entire day. That’s
why I wish all business communications stick to emails. (YT, 1981, Male)
Slightly different to the two responses above, the response below shows the establishment of a
more mystic celebrity-fan relationship. Many other factors would have contributed to her
establishing such a relationship, but she credits the effect of repetitive and coherent avatar
presentation. The example shows how powerful managing expectations can be when it comes
to digital interactions. In managing communication visibility, no response was also seen as a
strong, considered response.
I understand people get offended when they feel ignored. However, it’s impossible for us to
respond to all feedback we receive. So, our job involves keeping our followers happy without
providing individual feedbacks. For me, the strategy was simple from the start. I never
responded to any of my followers through comments or direct messages. I responded to popular
requests through my new videos, as feedbacks are valuable, but kept away from engaging in
personal communication. Now, my followers are not only unoffended by my tone but see it as
my unique character. (YT, 1991, Female)
Once such psychological contract is established between the extreme integrator and onlookers,
the extreme integrator was now excused from un-promised physical and active engagement
with connective inputs. Onlookers learned when, where and how to approach their physically
online media celebrities, and apart from those appropriate occasions, the visible
communication provided by extreme integrators’ avatars were there to virtually yet
meaningfully communicate.
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Adding to this, the existing and visible communication seen in these channels also signals to
newer onlookers the appropriate expectations. These expectations kept most onlookers away
from anxiously waiting for an active and personal response by having a sense of what and what
not to expect. These also kept business and promotional offers to find correct channels to
approach these individuals. By building an expectation of where (a virtual where) to respond,
extreme integrators saved themselves from being harassed over clients’ requests and new,
possibly unimportant, business offers through their most personal spaces such as Instagram and
Katalk, which are their most common and beloved playground. Visible communication
signifiers clarified and solidified such boundaries with added validity and justification,
provided from the ‘law-abiding’ onlookers on these channels.
Supportive onlookers, in the industry term, the ‘apostles,’ are another factor that solidifies the
psychological contract. The avatars of extreme integrators usually have a number of followers
that are extra supportive and passionate about being part of their celebrity’s avatar. They are
usually the tenured fans that helped the extreme integrator in building and shaping the norms
associated with a particular avatar. They were thereby actively intolerant to the trolls (industry
term for misbehaving followers) and helped to maintain an avatar’s initially designed
psychological contract. These apostles can be seen as pillars supporting the avatar-mediated
boundary, one of the desired roles of the avatar. Two responses below show the role of apostles
in securing and maintaining a beneficial psychological contract for the media celebrities.
I have great followers; they are super supportive of the things I do. Some of the original and
closer followers often send me alerts through personal messages when someone’s trolling in
my channel, when other YouTuber copies my content and whenever I need immediate attention.
I can somewhat count on them to act on my behalf when I’m off my device. (YT, 1999, Female)
I once had a situation where I was openly in a bad term with another social media celebrity.
This became quite a drama that both her and my followers ended up knowing the bad blood.
At this point, I had to receive numerous offensive messages and comments. I ignored messages,
but comments had to be dealt with, as others can see them and misunderstand my standpoint.
Thankfully, my followers were super supportive, and always spoke on my behalf. I didn’t have
to reply to a single negative comment as my followers already said what I would’ve wanted to
say. (KI, 1994, Female)
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Sub Theme: Breaches
The boundaries were of course not always kept up. The breach of the expectations created
similar symptoms with the breach of any other psychological contract and sense of work-life
infiltration. As mentioned above, since the expectations were not written or formally promised,
there are no grounds or avenue for complaint when breached.
Clients that jump to Katalk without prior contact via email or at least a text message bothers
me. I wonder how they found my private number, and why they couldn’t wait for me to
respond after contacting my public profile. I can’t do anything about it though, guess that’s
the power of money (laugh). (YT, 1995, female)
Breaches of avatar-mediated boundaries happened when a trespasser decides to bypass
avatars and jumps to demanding active virtual communication. Such breaches were mostly
ignored and filtered by the extreme integrators, but there were exceptions. These exceptions
mostly included situations where the extreme integrators and trespassers are yet to form a
mutual understanding. Like the case of YT (1991, Female) showed earlier, no response is also
a valid and powerful response especially in communication visibility environments.
Established and successful participants commonly made sure only to respond through their
preferred style of communication, so these trespassers do not blur the hard-established
psychological contract and create confusion. Some of these approaches were from external
clients and businesses sending proposals and requests. While more well-established
participants took stronger control in forming this psychological contract by applying the same
strategy they use for their existing onlookers, less prospering participants had to give up some
of their boundaries to secure their revenue streams.
The cases of blatant ignoring were mostly from the ‘superiors,’ such as the clients. They felt
some clients cared less about the boundaries set, as the clients knew there was nothing the
respondents can do against these breaches. These were similar to older work-life balance
studies’ cases of supervisors and clients contacting workers after working hours (Mellner,
2016; Zhang & Seo, 2016). Like the conventional cases, power distance and colliding norms
created conflict.
I doubt they’ve watched any of my videos. They would have simply approached my agency
based on my number of followers and would have approached many others with similar
offers (YT, 1998, Male)
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I don’t want to blame the age, but I feel some sort of generational gap. Because I feel it’s
generational, I don’t feel like explaining myself, I just wish to get it done sooner. Someone
needs to tell them that it’s rude to get hold of my private number or Katalk without letting me
know (YT, 2002, Female)
The extreme integrators perceived their boundaries as being extensively flexible and blurred
to begin with. From the respondents’ viewpoint, they were already giving up all physical
boundaries and thereby wished their online boundary lines were respected by others. The
argument on whether their boundaries are more blurred than say any knowledge worker with
a demanding client can be disputed. But what is worth noting is that, as the respondents
already felt they were victims of work-life boundary issues, the stress from the breach was
reported to be intense.
I’m not saying I wish to work 9-6 at an office, but this lifestyle surely impacted my work-life
balance negatively. There is no such this as a work-life balance to me, life is work and work
is life (YT, 1982, Female)
That’s our blessing and curse. We work as we live, so to strangers, we look like never
working, but we sometimes feel like working all day. I won’t complain too much though, as I
prefer this to corporate jobs. (YT, 1991, Female)
Another factor that made these breaches further stressful to extreme integrators ironically
came from their supportive onlookers. Having the vast majority of onlookers supporting and
respecting their avatar-mediated boundaries effectively confirmed that their boundaries are at
the bare minimum and that anyone should be able to understand such boundaries. Older
work-life balance literature often portrays cases where the constant breach of work-life
boundary on an organisational level often leads to people taking those breaches as a norm
(Zhang & Seo, 2016). Contrary to this case, the extreme integrators were supported by their
apostle-like onlookers to firmly believe that these avatar-mediated boundaries are not too
much to ask.
The second type of breach, where the extreme integrators had to fit into their co-workers
traditional working hours, was more bearable for the respondents. These situations where
they had to physically stay connected regardless of their condition was stressful, but the
respondents felt that respecting conventional working hours and work-related urgencies were
important and relatively doable. Essentially extreme integrators saw their way of work as
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extraordinary. As such, they felt they needed to conform to pre-existing and general societal
norms when they could realistically do so.
(I try to stay connected) As much as I can? This job tends to mix your nights and days up.
Employees of MCN and other brand-related people all work on conventional hours. However,
I work on a very different time scale. When they work with me, this difference seemed to make
their life harder. So, I tried to fit their time, trying to be up all the time, doing some of the
works way before the deadline, etc. Or, I at least communicate to them that I’ll be in bed, so
they can leave feedback. If I’m only making money through YouTube views, I won’t have this
pressure, but as the business operates both on and offline, I need to somehow keep up with
the regular working hours. This works as a pressure for me to stay connected all the time.
(YT, 1996, Female)
The participants nonetheless had colliding opinions on various conventional work practices.
Some believed the conventional work practices did not match their lifestyle, thereby hindering
their work and considered them as a breach of their avatar-mediated boundary. Some believed
the conventional practices were healthy pillars that hold their normal, real-life (non-virtual)
pattern together. Most commonly mentioned conventional work practices they had to keep up
with involved face-to-face meetings and nine-to-six conventional working hours. These were
typically norms that are common-sense to most conventional workers but were somewhat
resisted by the extreme integrators studied here.
I don’t understand why I should meet and talk to the majority of my clients. Most of the time,
their requests are simple and hardly negotiable. If they wanted to discuss the specifics with me,
I still think an email should do a better job as it leaves traces. If the discussion is urgent, that’s
the only time I’d prefer to meet them in person. Whenever I have to go to a pointless meeting
and explain what I’ve explained repeatedly on my YouTube, I get frustrated. (YT, 1983, Female)
I think there are still limitations to contacting people through social media or other digital
means. You only get to build a rapport with a person when you meet with them. I prefer my
clients to see me behind my social media account, as that helps us build a more sustainable
relationship. I also want to discover their brand and company beyond what’s presented on
paper. Plus, I just like meeting new people. If I didn’t like meeting new people, why would I live
off being an attention seeker? (KI, 1994, Female)
I feel the need for a healthier life pattern. My week consists of three days of working all night
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and day, an entire day of sleep, two days of crazy parties and a day of hangover. I however
don’t want to place myself in those conventional corporate hours. This also means I have
trouble keeping up with my agency workers if they stick to those conventional hours. I leave
messages, and I don’t expect them to be on-call all day and night. They can check it on their
available hours. I wish they could do the same to me, but as mentioned, through the right inbox.
I don’t understand why we would message each other if you expect or wish them to reply within
two minutes. (YT, 1991, Female)
While such breaches were seen as being bearable, it was the most common and frequent type
of inconvenience that stopped these individuals from living their ideal integration. In terms of
stress level, the mutual respect between each other’s work-life pattern created a sense of
empathy. This can also be seen as a psychological contract that these workers are happier to
understand. The conventional work practices are the societal norms that both the participants
and their surrounding workers found easier to accept. This should however not undermine the
fact that this being a breach that is most frequent, and still inconvenient to the studied extreme
integrators. This routine obstacle indicates the need to address new ways of understanding and
providing an ideal avatar-based work-life environment.
All types of breaches were often tolerated by the media celebrities at their early growth stage,
due to power distance, their aspirations and social relationships. The key informant however
recalled and described that the ‘yes-man’ image can be hardly sustainable. Adding to this, when
these media celebrities attempt to change these digital communication expectations to better
support their well-being, both the followers and clients perceive this as an arrogant or naïve
change and feel betrayed.
Theme Summary
Despite the described challenges, extreme integrators setting different expectations for
different virtual identities and media channels suggests a new way to think about managing
states of connectivity. Clarifying (signalling) their desired avatar through building common
(albeit informal) expectations and norms for different media channels seems to have worked
as a reliable boundary. This was similar to the process and consequences of creating a
psychological contract. As such, these avatar-mediated boundaries helped these respondents
find and maintain their desired level of requisite connectivity.
Adding to this, the interviews suggested the onlookers are reasonably well-accepting of how
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an agent can have different types of expectations per avatar, regardless of it belonging to one
person. The key-informant’s account of having slightly different roles portrayed in her
Instagram avatar and YouTube avatar depicts this vividly. Her followers are all aware of these
two accounts representing the same person but chose an appropriate ‘character’ to visit
depending on their needs. Also, clearly setting these expectations eased the pressure and tension
for the key informant to be attached to digital inputs all the time, as people had clear
expectations to the type and number of responses they would receive once they knew how a
given avatar behaves under certain circumstances.
Avatar-mediated Work-Life Integration
Key Informant: The key informant had immense importance weighted on her virtual life. The
phrase ‘do it for the gram’ shows how Instagram users are orienting their daily lifestyles to be
something worthy to be uploaded on their social media. This of course cannot depict the general
population but was certainly the case for the key informant. A virtual space, avatars in the
virtual realm and her followers were just as important as her physical interactions. While this
sounds like an illusional addiction, considering her professional stage and recreational
playground being both in the virtual space, it was almost natural she placed immense weight
on her, or her avatars’ lives on the virtual space.
She emphasised the fact that she never lets her virtual interactions disturb any of her ‘real life.’
From an observing point of view, this claim was questionable. The key informant definitely
took a lot of photos. Most of her closest relatives, such as her sister and friends were all very
used to taking photos for her throughout their day out. The photos had to be good, and the shoot
would usually continue until she gets a ‘gram worthy’ photo. The key informant argued this
being a norm regardless of her job. Whether this being a norm or not, she certainly dedicated a
great portion of her off-work day-outs to update her avatar.
This however should not over-extend and create an assumption the key informant had a flipped
priority where her virtual life was considered to have greater importance over her real life.
Apart from the common-sense reasons, she made one insight into why her or any other social
media influencers’ real life is still very important despite them being extreme integrators.
Social media of course reflects our prettiest moments. But, pretty does not mean fake. In fact,
prospering and lasting social media celebrities are good at making it look real. The easiest
way to make a social media look real is actually posting what’s real. This means it is easier
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and more sustainable for me to thrive in real life than to fake a good life while I’m dying inside.
You will be surprised at how good these followers are at spotting and getting bored of
something that’s obviously artificial. (KI, 1994, Female)
This account was constantly reflected throughout the observation. She certainly did not appear
to make up any of her social media uploads. The avatars thereby reflected what she is, only
with the edited focus to emphasise her role and character to match the chosen avatar’s character
and/or role. Still, her life was focused on building her avatar into a more interesting and
desirable character. Observing her work and play times did not reveal any detrimental
infiltration that hindered her life. Her follow-up diary also indicated the pressure to update her
avatars were somewhat motivating her to thrive and do more in her life. Apart from the slight
embarrassment of having to take an excessive number of photos in public spaces, her integrated
virtual-physical world was serving her well.
One core difference between these extreme integrators and conventional office-based workers
can be identified from the degree of integration between their avatar-mediated virtual life and
embodied physical life. Despite major circumstantial changes happening in conventional work
environments, work in a virtual space is still seen as a supplement that aids workers to handle
office works free from physical boundaries. The studied extreme integrators however had a far
greater emphasis on their use of virtual space represented by their avatars, both for their work
and play. Some of the respondents saw physical work, such as meetings with clients and their
agencies, real-life fan meetings and other work that involves physical interaction, being
supplementary to their virtual avatar-mediated work. On the same line, their real-life leisure is
also closely connected and somewhat supplementary to their leisure and work on social media.
Every fun and fancy moment was recorded, for work and play purposes simultaneously. The
studied case of extreme virtual-physical life integration suggests that the participants had
different ways of prioritising their lifestyle. The responses show how these individuals have reorganised their priorities for better integration.
I started YouTube as my side job. It was when YouTube was turning into a red ocean, so I
guessed it would be a good second source of income. The moment YouTube and other social
media-related income exceeded my original job’s paycheque, I knew I needed more time to
grow this channel when it’s on the wave. (YT, 1979, Female)
I still introduce myself as an actress when I meet people. My plan for this channel was to grow
my recognition and to use it as a window to appeal to film producers. This went a little sideways,
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as now I’m saving time to focus on this channel, and this includes not going to every single
audition I find. People like my kids related content, not my struggles as an actress. (YT, 1982,
Female)
I’m a student/YouTuber. Well, I used to be, but I’m on my gap year at the moment. I started this
fashion channel when I was a freshman. The initial content were on guiding my peer freshmen
to dress well. This went pretty well, and once I started working with my current agency, the
sponsored videos and advertisement incomes are supporting me pretty well. I’m not sure about
dropping out, but at this stage, doing well in this channel seems more important than
graduating sooner. (YT, 1997)
Such responses indicate the way these participants use their physical resources to best support
their avatar-mediated work and play. This is in contrast to traditional uses of virtual space as
supplementary rather than primary. The extreme integrators had the pressure to update their
avatars as often as they can. In most cases, these updates had to be somewhat regular to keep
their interactions with their followers in a loop. As described before, avatars portrayed assorted
characters and roles of the agents. This meant the extreme integrators had to regularly engage
in relevant physical activities and record those activities in videos or photos to keep their social
media avatar profitable. Most of their physical life was scheduled to support their avatars’
growth. This often resulted in the participants dropping their original jobs to focus on their life
as media celebrities.
Sub-Theme: Work-Play Integration
Key informant: Being a social media celebrity naturally blurred the distinction between work
and play for the key informant. To her followers and friends, she was seen as either always
working, as her life was broadcasted, or more cynically, hardly ever working as she seemed
like being free from any ‘real’ work. Her description of her work on social media however had
a different view.
Shadowing the key informant’s daily routines hardly felt like shadowing someone at work in
most cases. Apart from endorsement and sponsorship meetings that were just as formal as any
other business meetings, her typical week seemed to consist more of ‘play’ than work. Putting
editing aside, her digital work involved what others would do as leisure. She would monitor
and respond to the attentions her avatars are receiving and try to come up or continue with
content that received the most positive (both quantitative and qualitative) reactions. This is
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what social media users would typically do as their bedtime and commuting leisure. The
described life sounds like living without the least bit of work, but the key informant reported
and showed this chalice having its poison too.
The key informant being a veteran YouTuber, had a relatively clear sense of the type and
amount of reaction she would see by uploading certain content projected through her chosen
avatar. Number-wise, her K-beauty avatar wearing trending styles to trendy locations brought
the greatest attention. This was also most effective in bringing in new viewers and subscribers,
thereby had to be one of her most frequently updated roles assigned to her YouTube and
Instagram avatar. Again, wearing pretty makeup and going to nice places hardly seemed like
work to me. She also admitted and enjoyed that a lot of her work involved those activities
others would fancy as their leisure. This made her mental distinction between work and play
extremely vague.
The blurred boundary between work and play had clear negative impacts on the key informant
achieving her ideal work-life balance. Many of her non-work hours spent with her friends and
family members often felt like a useful addition to her social media avatar. Her night out with
her friends on Halloween had to be videoed and choosing what to wear also had to involve the
interests of her sponsors and agency. Occasions of taking her parents to nice restaurants were
also too good to miss to not be uploaded onto her social media. Despite other jobs also having
increasingly blurred boundaries between work and life, most other occupations had clear
differences in the role workers have for their job and for fun. The key informant’s job, however,
was ‘broadcasting her life,’ which meant there were hardly any natural cues for her to mentally
detach from work.
Apparently, the most desired job by Korean kids is YouTuber, according to the surveys done
between 2018-2019. This may be due to how the media misleads our image as crazy rich people
earning more money than any other jobs these days. But I guess it’s more about kids seeing us
as playing all the time yet making a living out of what they like. You know when we grew up,
half the boys wanted to be a football player for a similar reason. I think this is partially true,
but not entirely. To be honest, I don’t know. If you ask me to distinguish work and play in my
job, I can, but there are many grey areas. (KI, 1994, Female)
The content extreme integrators produce had to be fun and time-killing, thereby essentially
involving aspects of ‘play.’ This was important to maximise viewing rates and length to
generate advertisement profits. The activities portrayed by the social media avatars thereby had
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to be casual and stress-free. The interesting activities can include playing at fancy or ‘hip’
places, meeting cool people and travelling to exotic locations. The extreme integrators’ physical
bodies’ special niches, such as being a professional makeup artist, dancer or a former actress
were added to these interesting daily routines to create their unique content. To constantly
update their avatars with daily routines that reflect the fun part of their character, the extreme
integrators had to find more fun things to do in order to keep up with their avatars.
All 30 respondents struggled from having to ‘think’ about their work wherever and whenever.
This inability to mentally detach themselves from work came from their extended sense of
connectivity, the internet of avatars. Avatar-mediated connectivity freed these individuals from
the labour of staying physically connected to social media all day, but the mental detachment
still was an issue they had to deal with. The responses below highlight their struggles in living
avatar-mediated work-play integrated lifestyle.
Being free to choose when, where, how and what your work implies that you must be attached
to your work all day. You can’t stop thinking and caring about your social media channel as
your any ‘off-work activities can become a money-making content. (YT, 1998, Male)
I have a rule imposed on myself. I had to forbid myself from filming or taking photos of the
moments that I did not wish to dedicate to work. This rule is of course broken all the time
(laugh). It’s broken because taking photos and filming pretty moments is what people do these
days. I’m still trying to keep these off from my public social media, as I hated thinking of posting
every single moment of my life on my social media. (YT, 2002, Female)
When I used to work in an office, I hated my office job. Coming back home to video and write
reviews of different home appliances and uploading those on my social media used to be my
leisure. I never had to try to distinguish my life from work, as hating my office job worked as a
firm enough boundary that stopped me from bringing my office thoughts home. Now, I can say
I love my job, but when it comes to work-life balance, I almost feel like it’s worse. I worry this
can become painful and problematic if this boundaryless lifestyle continues. (YT, 1981, Female)
On the other hand, they also responded to keep their play ‘on’ during their working hours. This
is somewhat similar to traditional workers responding to personal messages at the office. The
extreme integrators however had less supervision in controlling when, where and how they
side-track during work. This does not conclude they have greater agency over controlling these
communications, as they had greater expectation from their peers, followers and co-workers to
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be available.
Ironically, extreme integrators being relatively free from work-related supervision and
restrictions created greater expectations of themselves being available for play-related digital
inputs from their closest peers. Stress from play-related pressures was similar to other forms of
work-family conflict, where family-related problems infiltrated one’s ideal work capabilities.
The studied case is however different and further extreme considering these expectations and
pressures are coming from a wider group of people and without time and space boundaries.
This again required these extreme integrators to build and signal boundaries for themselves and
others to distinguish their work and play activities.
People understand if someone that works 9-6 can’t respond to their messages, because they are
usually supervised and controlled. For me however, people really get disappointed when I
upload something on social media without responding to their prior messages. They feel
ignored. Maybe the disappointment comes from knowing that I have my eye on this device 24/7
(YT, 1993, Female)
Hope this doesn’t sound too spoiled, but peers seeing me as free as a jobless person is stressful
on many occasions. I try my best to respond to messages from my close friends all the time. Yet,
I sometimes prioritise updating or responding to my social media. The problem being these
activities are visible to the public. When someone gets disappointed by not being my top priority,
it’s tiring. I don’t really feel like convincing them I’m actually doing my job, not playing on my
social media. (YT, 1998, Female)
If having to think about work counts as working, I can say I’m working 24/7. I won’t complain,
because if I count thinking as my state, I’m also playing 24/7. (YT, 1993, Female)
Such responses were common and indicated a lack of role distinction between their work and
non-work domains which suggests that role overlap was more the cause of boundary intrusion,
not the number and length of digital communication. Respondents that understood and
established more measures to create some boundaries between their roles suffered less as their
tenure as media celebrity grew. These more tenured and often successful extreme integrators
however still recalled those days of incontrollable integration of work and play. It is notable
that their sense of work-life imbalance or infiltration did not come from their relatively
disorganised schedule, but from being unable to switch their focus from work roles to play
roles.
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Theme Summary
The term extreme integrators seems relevant and appropriate for these individuals. Literature
discussing work-life integration often points towards the recent increase in social media and
cloud-mediated communication as the reason behind merging life and work boundaries. The
individuals in this study were surely living an integrated life in the same sense, yet extreme in
several ways. Of course, this can be subjective as members of other occupations may also feel
they live and work as extremely integrated as these individuals. The studied participant’s
method of integration appears to be nonetheless distinctive.
They intentionally pulled and mixed their real (physical and career history) and social media
non-work life and work life roles and identities to make their social media avatars as ‘real’ as
possible. The upsides of this integrated lifestyle mainly came from the ability of their avatars
to replace the demand for their real-time digital presence. Automated, yet authentic online
avatar presence offset the need for participants’ physical attachment to their devices and digital
communication platforms. This allowed these individuals to enjoy a greater amount of freedom
in terms of time as they can put on ‘auto-pilot’ both work and play related digital
communications. A notable downside however came from the discrepancy between the avatar’s
ability to stay constantly connected, where human constraints and special circumstances
restricted the real person to match the avatar’s true constant connectivity. As such, avatars on
autopilot were seen as being risky or out of control for some participants, who stressed about
this never-ending psychological, if not material, connection to their avatars.
Main Theme 4: Rituals and Artefacts
Key informant: Using and managing social media avatars helped the key informant to create
a psychological and digital boundary that she can flexibly play with depending on her purposes.
As mentioned elsewhere, however, these boundaries were not tangible or ‘real’ in a material
sense and thereby largely depended on the key informant’s mental and psychological state for
it to work as a boundary. The key informant utilised some real-life measures to trigger the focus
on her desired avatar, or vice versa, to disengage from one avatar. These measures mostly
reminded herself and put her into a mental state where she can imagine and enact the digital
boundary. An example the key informant used most often was the switch of applications.
As described before, she did not entirely depend on applications to distinguish between her
avatars. Within the same application, she had different avatars that her followers and she
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engaged differently. The applications however worked as an artefact that redistributes her
work-play ratio. For example, YouTube, was strictly on the work side of the continuum. Her
university-student avatar had a little more playful atmosphere included, yet never went entirely
informal. Once she switches the application to Instagram, she moved further towards the play
side of the continuum. Since she did not have a separate private account, her Instagram was
also used for personal communications and feeds. Yet, her knowledge of her account being
public and profitable stopped from her going too personal, such as ranting over her personal
issues or posting photos of someone that’s not a public figure.
The walls between this continuum were enacted mostly by switching between apps, as well as
turning on and off alerts from these applications. When she was done with work, she would
turn off alarms from YouTube, so she would no longer physically engage with those feeds.
Once she turns this alarm off, she was able to redistribute her digital attention to more playassociated applications. Vice versa, during her work time, she turned her personal messenger’s
alarm off. While turning the alarm off did not make any real changes to her awareness of
incoming digital communications, it was a switch to remind herself to physically and
intentionally disengage from one avatar to balance her work and life.
The expectation boundaries per avatar were set for the others to conform to but also worked as
rules and boundaries for themselves. The respondents commonly expressed hatred of the idea
of imposed workplaces and working hours. Yet, the extreme integrators felt the need for a mean
to distinguish between work and non-work life.
Do you ever wish you had a more solid boundary (working hours, workplace-home etc)
between your work and life? If you do/don’t, Why?
Not really. I can’t imagine, and I’d hate being regulated by any force. I do try to self-regulate,
but I don’t wish for any solid boundaries imposed on me (YT, 1981, Female)
The studied participants portrayed the use of rituals and artefacts to manage their virtual and
physical integration. This involved routine use of the same items and actions so one can
effectively put one role to sleep and wake the temporally desired role. The choice and
combination of rituals and artefacts were different, but all participants have shown some
dependence on using at least one of them. The artefacts included social media applications,
time, space and names. Extreme integrators’ most common rituals included dressing and
filming. These rituals and artefacts were used as means to trigger the switch. Having said that,
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the use and effect of these rituals and artefacts was not consistent among, nor even within each
participant. Also, some participants were intentionally using these as triggers, while some did
not realise, but were dependent on using these as their transition signs.
The reported artefacts are not special items, but unique in how these studied extreme integrators
suffer and benefit from the fact that they use the same artefacts and rituals for both work and
play. This leads to extreme integrators’ regular and common experiences of enacting the
artefacts and rituals in unwanted situations, which wakes up inappropriate personas the
participants wished to put to rest in given situations. Adding to the integrated use of these
artefacts and rituals, another difference came from the fact that extreme integrators were hardly
regulated by these artefacts and rituals. For example, time and space to traditional workers are
generally assigned, despite given some liberty in modern workplaces. This compulsivity makes
time and space a compulsive boundary, which means much more than an artefact. The studied
participants, however, had agency over using these tools, thereby constructing individually
unique boundaries between personas using these as construction tools. Such differences led to
new benefits and problems in achieving participants’ ideal construction of flexible, yet stable
switches between personas.
Sub Theme: Artefacts
The most common artefact that helped the participants’ and others’ understanding of switching
identity was the switch of social media applications. Switching between different social media
applications did not dictate the switch of their role but material affordances of different apps
helped individuals to flexibly, yet clearly switch their visible roles. By toggling apps from one
avatar to one another, extreme integrators were triggering the switch to toggle their mental
focus to different roles. The trigger acts as a signal for the extreme integrators to disengage
with one identity and connect to their new temporarily desired one. It is important to note the
materialistic characteristics of different social media apps affected the formation of avatars
presented on each channel. Also, the type of application did not dictate the character of an
avatar, but the audience did. The choice of media however still worked as an artefact, an aid
that triggers or signals both the agent and onlookers on which role they are associating with.
I guess most sensible people now realise reaching me, or anyone, through Katalk (Korean
version of WhatsApp/WeChat) without prior consent is rude. Specifying each social media
application with different purposes help me to avoid irritating moments. Katalk, for my families
and friends, Instagram and YouTube for followers, email for business clients. (YT, 1981,
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Female)
For example, all of the participants perceived Katalk, a messenger app, as being extremely
personal and ‘play’ or family dedicated. So, once they toggle from YouTube, their main workrelated social media, to Katalk, they were triggered to zone out from work and engage with
play. Many responded, once they switch to a different identity, they were able to ignore workrelated connective inputs to a certain degree.
Existing studies in work-life integration point to the constraint of using the same device as an
obstacle from mentally detaching from work (Dery et al, 201x). The main obstacle was the
inability to ignore work-related connective inputs while being connected to non-work
applications. The participants reported that they have developed either skills or measures to
ignore unwanted connective inputs. This included turning ‘blind’ to certain applications, like
the previously quoted participant, or simply turning some extremely repetitive alerts off. None
of the participants had alerts on getting likes for two reasons. First is that they will get too many
of those, and the second is the fact that they will keep an approximate count and that keeps
them mentally connected to work. Unlike comments or messages, likes did not require their
response, so they decided to turn this feature off to get rid of distractions by effectively reducing
the digital artefact of ‘likes.’
The participating extreme integrators were using or have tried using time and space as their
tool to enact their persona boundaries. Like social media, the participants were using time and
space to signal to themselves when to disengage from one persona and to switch to another.
This acted as a self-promise and self-expectation building, and when this promise was
repeatedly kept, the participants felt a stronger sense of agency in controlling their connective
inputs. Connective inputs included the volume of control, but participants were mainly
attempting to control the type of connective input that fits their chosen persona through the use
of these artefacts.
Traditional workers were studied to be using time and space as their main boundary between
work and life. Older work-family conflict articles portrayed how workers enter and exit places
at chosen hours to switch between their work and family lives (Cousins & Varshney, 2009;
Greenhaus et al., 2003; Perlow, 1998). Chosen extreme integrators were also time and space
dependent. The small yet important difference is that they chose on their will, with no or very
little supervision, to utilise space and time boundaries. Some participants dedicated a room of
their home as a ‘work’ space. Such behaviours of using traditional boundaries as their artefacts
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to enact identity switches worked more as a self-promise than setting a physical and formal
boundary. Participants that reported to have a separate working space, such as a room in their
house or a separate office, have made the decision so that, ‘the rest of their home can feel like
home.’ Setting time for their work did not work in general due to their job’s nature. Their aim
however was to make a promise to themselves and to set expectations to others that they will
mentally detach from work after those hours. From previous experiences of traditional work or
educational environment, the extreme integrators still believed time and space to be effective
artefacts to trigger the switch between their temporally desired identities. This adds weight to
the traditional emphasis on time and space being important boundaries. These traditional
boundaries prevailed to be relevant in the studied case as extreme integrators’ commonly
chosen, or attempted artefacts to enhance clear switch between personas.
Being back at home did not feel like rest to me anymore, since I’ve been working, sleeping,
eating, dating and doing all other things in my flat. I know other more successful YouTubers
are setting up their offices, or at least a separate room dedicated to their job. I wish I can
have that too. (YT, 1999, Male)
I’m planning to move to a larger place with two bedrooms. Working in my bedroom really
stops me from feeling the sense of break. I feel like I’m taking a guilty nap in my office. I’m
using cafes to do my work these days but editing has to be done on my desktop. I’m really
looking forward to moving out. (YT, 1998, Female)
The studied extreme integrators were using different names to signify their current identities.
All participants had their YouTube names that are related to their real names, but with some
variations. Being media celebrities, the majority of people knew and titled these individuals
with the social media account name, instead of their real names. Extreme integrators
intentionally introduced, emphasised and positioned themselves with one of their two names,
to signify and distinguish between their professional and non-work identities. The participants
actively used this distinction as their artefact to switch from a celebrity at work to a girl or a
boy with their families and friends. They strictly addressed themselves with the YouTube name
when associating with work-related conversations. This was evident both from their social
media comments and from their off-line project meetings.
Key informant: Every work-related associate of the key informant called her by her account
name, instead of using her real name. This was somewhat similar to addressing each other with
their names with job titles, such as Doctor Woo. During the observation/shadowing of her
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work-related meetings, I did not see one person cross this boundary. The key informant was so
used to this. During a non-structured interview, she said:
I’m more used to people calling me (account name) instead of my given name. I meet far more
industry-related people than other personal acquaintances these days. I have this odd habit of
going childish and reckless when I’m with people that address me by my real name, such as my
family and friends. Guess I’m steaming out my professional pressure when I’m in my (realname) zone. (KI, 1994, Female)
It’s not written, but like a rule. No one from this industry would address each other by their
real names unless they are personally related. This somehow applies to followers, as almost all
followers comment addressing us with account names even though they know our real names.
Some followers that had offline acquaintances with me address me with my real name + unni
(sister in Korean, a friendly term commonly used) in their comments (WT, 1985, Female).
On the other hand, participants’ personal circle never addressed them with their YouTube names,
unless friends and families wanted to make fun out of it.
I officially banned my family from calling me (YOUTUBE NAME). They usually call me by
that name when they want to make fun out of me being so different, in a bad way, compared
to my YouTube image. They prefer me being (YOUTUBE NAME) so I’m less childish (KI,
1994, Female).
My friends literally shout my (account name) to embarrass me in a bar. Okay, I’m not that
famous, so I’m not worried about people recognising me, but it’s embarrassing. I sometimes
wish to ban my real friends from my YouTube channel (laugh) (YT, 1999, Male)
This shows how names mutually work as an artefact that signals how a celebrity’s chosen and
desired identity and their audience’s faithful adoption of the name. All responses indicate their
use of different titles to help them and others to respect a psychological boundary these extreme
integrators attempt to maintain. In this case, the respondents were bringing their avatarmediated roles to their physical work, to solidify the boundaries they have built in their virtual
spaces. While the meeting participants were facing the physical body of the extreme integrator,
the extreme integrators still attempted to reside in their work-avatar.
Sub Theme: Rituals
Rituals are actions or routines that extreme integrators regularly go through when they switch
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between their work and play personas. Rituals are similar to artefacts in triggering the switch
of identity but have several aspects that are distinctive to artefacts. All participants portrayed
rituals when switching from play to work mode, and vice versa. Like artefacts, some
participants were intentionally keeping this routine as a trigger to switching, while some
performed these routines without conscious knowledge or intention. The rituals of extreme
integrators were not unique by their actions, but unique in how their rituals mutually existed in
both their work and life. Such integration was often problematic for these individuals. The two
most common and repeated rituals of studied extreme integrators were dressing and filming.
The majority of the studied Youtubers were filming makeup application (with product
placement) as one of their key subjects. So, participants’ work ritual often involved getting
dressed for work. This is similar to traditional workers, as many traditional workers felt like
going to work when they dress in their work-outfit. Vice versa, ‘untying the ties’ signalled the
workers that they were off from work. Participants’ ritual of dressing was unique as the
dresses they wear for an outing and outfits for their filming were exactly the same.
I film myself getting ready for a night out. This ‘Get Ready With Me’ content is very common
and almost essential for cosmetics-related Youtubers. At times, it’s confusing whether I’m
getting ready for the night, or for this content (YT, 1996, Female)
The described problem was also present when the participants were simply getting ready,
without a camera. They felt like they had to be dressed right, in case they have to film
something during their day out. As a reaction to this behaviour, some participants intentionally
dressed down when they feel like cutting out any work-related thoughts.
When I have my caps on, without makeup and dressed in my training pants, I won’t think
about filming myself. So, I’m always in this look when I’m walking around my place. Sadly,
people hardly recognise me when I look like this (YT, 1993, Female).
Their rituals of dressing up often mentally connected these individuals to work and this often
happened without their intention or knowledge as it is something they do so regularly. Their
responses indicated that dressing down was something they had more control and intention
over, whereas dressing up was a ritual that woke up their work persona but had to happen even
when they did not want their work persona on.
Filming is another ritual that’s commonly portrayed by the studied participants. Being media
celebrities, they always had to film their days. Filming was generally done with their
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smartphones, but also with more professional devices such as DSLR, go-pros and other highresolution video cameras. Extreme integrators’ work-related filming was either done
impulsively during their daily lives, which was later inserted to an appropriate content, or with
a clear blueprint for a planned project. The work-related ritual of impulsive and unexpected
filming was more common and more problematic. As soon as they filmed something, they
knew it could be used for work. The repetition of this ritual throughout their non-work hours
kept their mind attached to work. Adding to this, when they film or take photos with their
friends, friends and extreme integrators themselves often doubted whether this was purely for
fun or was part of their work. To avoid this confusion, some participants strictly kept their
personal relationships off their social media. Some participants had a hired camera person for
their work-related filming, and they tried to keep all work-related filming when they’ve
scheduled something with this cameraman and left their personal filming personal.
As soon as I start taking photos of foods, places and people like everyone else does, I start
feeling sorry to the people I’m dining with. I’m low key afraid they might think I’m still
thinking about my work instead of fully being with them. Really, I don’t know if it is a habit, a
compulsion or my joy. It just happens. (YT, 1985, Female)
Cases of rituals and artefacts on loose
The intended purpose of using artefacts and rituals were to foster the switch between desired
identities. As hinted in the above examples, the artefacts and rituals were doing the exact
opposite job on several occasions. These included individuals ignoring or underestimating the
effect of artefacts and rituals, thereby leaving the tools loose. These tools can also be out of
users’ control when rituals and artefacts were something individuals cannot have full control
over. In this case, when someone else enacts these tools, the extreme integrators felt their other
identity being forced to wake up regardless of their will.
A small number of participants were underestimating or ignoring the effect of rituals and
artefacts. Misuse or losing control over their rituals and artefacts worsened the fluid switch
between identities. As these artefacts and rituals are regularly faced items and actions that
trigger switch of identity, once they lose control over these routines, they had to face regular
hindrance to switching or maintaining their desired mental state. The responses from people
who were not embracing such effects indicated clear signs of stress and burnout in some cases.
These responses tend to take those mental burdens as being ‘part of their job.’ The participants
that were ignoring the effects of these tools reasoned their stance saying a big part of the reason
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they abandoned their old or future job(s) and took this path was to abandon themselves from
those restrictions.
Theme Summary
The extreme integrators used some physical items and actions to trigger and signal their mind
to switch focus to different avatars depending on their need. The nature of their avatar-mediated
boundaries is psychological and virtual, thereby required the extreme integrators’ attentional
switch for those boundaries to be effective. The artefacts and rituals are closely related and
often complementary to the intended role. Engaging with these items and actions thereby
triggered the extreme integrators to switch off from one avatar, and to switch onto one another.
Both the artefacts and rituals included many of the traditional worker’s physical distinctions to
work and life outside of work. These included using different spaces, allocating different times,
dressing up or down and toggling between different social media applications. An important
note should be made on their toggle between apps, as the apps did not dictate the characteristics
of avatars, yet the material functions and restrictions helped them to switch focus from one role
to another. This resulted in most, but not all, participants utilising some app-mediated material
distinctions to their avatars.
Findings Summary
The term extreme integrators seems relevant and appropriate for the individuals in this study.
The results of the study portrayed how these extreme integrators understand and manage
connectivity. Participants in this study used their social media avatars to extend their
connectivity and virtual presence online. The depicted avatar-mediated connectivity suggests
how and why the participants felt connected regardless of their physical engagement with their
devices and social media channels. These representations were tailored by the agent, based on
their intended audience and co-created with their onlookers’ reactions. Material affordances as
well as limitations of different social media applications played a role, yet did not dictate the
type of avatars and style of communication. As such, participants’ avatars enabled the reported
extension of connectivity by working as a proxy figure that is similar enough to represent the
agent’s character and behaviours in the eyes of the onlookers, and had the capability to interact
with audiences through communication visibility and reinforced the belief that the creator cares
about the exchange of messages.
This allowed these individuals to enjoy a greater amount of freedom in terms of time as they
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can briefly put both work and play related digital communications on ‘auto-pilot.’ A notable
downside, however, came from the discrepancy between the avatar’s ability to stay constantly
connected while human constraints and special circumstances restricted the real person to
match the avatar’s true constant connectivity. So, as in other contexts, hyper-connectivity, i.e.,
receiving and producing too much uncontrolled and unintended attention, and hypoconnectivity, the state whereby these individuals experienced a lack of access to their social
media platforms, were mitigated, but not eliminated altogether. Moreover, it could be said that
requisite connectivity or connective flow was achieved by participants when their avatars were
connected to as many onlookers as possible with the additional flexibility afforded by their
avatars.

Importantly, their avatars allowed these participants to be more constantly connected

without experiencing as much hypo- or hyper-connectivity. In short, we find that avatars enable
extreme integrators to augment their ideal personal and professional connectivity, while
maintaining valuable ‘visibility’ online.
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Discussion
Constant connectivity is an attribute many of us would use to describe our lives. The reality
for many is that constant connectivity for work is associated with stress and burnout, and
constant connectivity for non-work activities, i.e., ‘play,’ is impossible due to human needs
for sleep and other practical off-screen activities. While suggested solutions to distance us
from our screens are abundant, most are unrealistic and/or counterproductive when it comes
to those whose work and non-work lives require a highly consistent online presence. The core
contribution of my research is a better understanding of how automated communication
visibility (avatars) can substitute for physical human labour in online environments. It is
discovered that avatar-mediated connectivity can effectively substitute for physical presence,
and thereby reduce, if not eliminate, human constraints and/or restraints to staying constantly
connected while mitigating some of the burnout and stress of hyper-connectivity.
My study explored how social media (e.g., YouTube) content creators created online
personas, or avatars, which were visible to their audience even when the content creator was
off-line. Social media avatars reproduce an agent’s presence(s) online, allowing onlookers to
feed into and build onto the creator’s original content with social media functions (e.g., ‘like,’
‘share,’ ‘comment,’ etc.), which enables continuous avatar-mediated interactions, thus
allowing connectivity to be automated to a large degree. Instead of seeing constant
connectivity as an uncontrollable threat (Coget, 2011; Dery, Kolb, et al., 2014; Mazmanian,
2013; Mazmanian et al., 2013), my study suggests that avatar-mediated connectivity offers an
opportunity for automated connectivity that can free people from the pressure to be ‘on’ all
the time. These social media avatars not only served as a proxy presence for their creators but
also took on a somewhat agentic life of their own in some cases, mainly exemplified by the
cases where ongoing onlooker interaction entirely altered the focus of the original post,
thereby partially changing avatar’s presentation regardless of agent’s intention. The study
also suggests how individuals can potentially use avatar-mediated connectivity to improve
their sense of work-life balance and manage connectivity to ultimately match their ideal
connective style and degree of work-life integration.
The results are based on interviews and a key-informant study of social media celebrities,
whom can be considered to be ‘extreme integrators.’ By extreme integrators, we mean that
their work and non-work activities and behaviours are intertwined to the extent that at any
given moment, their actions could be either work or non-work (including ‘play’) or both.
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Moreover, in the case of this sample, both work and non-work behaviour were centred around
social media applications, in particular YouTube, Instagram and Katalk. While the studied
population is extreme in the way they have no choice but to stay connected compared to the
general working population, the strategies these social media natives developed to adapt to
extensive work-life integration can offer hints and guide the wider population on how to
‘breathe’ in hyper-connected work environments. Breathing in connectivity involves building
avatar-mediated expectations and boundaries and utilising automated communication and
behaviour visibility to one’s advantage. This process of connective breathing is based on
taking role-breaks, which can enhance one’s sense of work-life balance and by extension
one’s sense of well-being. Using an avatar’s capability of staying constantly connected,
assisted by the onlookers, an agent can communicate and respond to a greater number of
digital communications, while maintaining some reasonable ‘down time’ to refresh and
recuperate.
The study of communication visibility behaviours is a fast-growing field of research
(Leonardi & Treem, 2020; Treem et al., 2020; Treem & Leonardi, 2013), whereby scholars
are articulating and exploring how one presents, manages (curates) and makes sense of the
extensive (and growing) array of visible digital artefacts, from shared spreadsheets and
PowerPoint files to corporate collaborative tools, such as Zoom and Teams and the
behaviours associated with them. As communication visibility behaviour becomes more
widely studied, this study contributes to our understanding of how online avatars can help
their creators take a break while maintaining their online visibility and connection with
others. Sections of this discussion chapter will describe these attributes in further detail as
well as offer suggestions about the implications of this study’s findings.
Internet of avatars - who are these avatars?
An avatar can be defined as an individual’s projected role presented within a virtual world.
They can have bodies, as in digital fantasy landscapes and online games (Bessière et al., 2007;
Schultze, 2014). Or they can simply be software that ‘acts’ on behalf of a human, for example,
‘Out of Office’ messages that appear in email applications to inform one’s correspondents of
one’s limited availability (Treem & Leonardi, 2013). The design of avatars and their behaviours
can (generally) be altered and co-created through the agent they represent. In some cases, such
as ‘Like’ and ‘Share’ buttons in social media, digital agents represent the interests, preferences
and sentiments of the ‘onlooker’ audience as well as the agent’s creator.
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The avatars discovered in this study constantly replay the agent’s desired image and message.
Onlookers add to this communication by liking and commenting. At this point, the agent of an
avatar has the ability to modify which comment gets the most ‘likes’, by pinning certain
comments on top, replying only to favourable comments and liking the comment. Once the
general poll consolidates, the agent behind the avatar can leave the avatar ‘on the wheel,’ to
simply reproduce and re-emphasise the comfortable boundary. The onlookers will conform to
the existing poll, and if not, misfits will be lashed by the ‘apostles’ or simply be disregarded
under hundreds of other comments. The repeated process of such recorded and traceable
expectation building clarifies possibly vague expectations for both the media celebrities and
onlookers. Also, by making the conversation public and traceable, room for misunderstanding
is minimised through near-constant confirmation provided by numerous onlookers and
constant connectivity of the avatar.
Model 1. Avatar-Mediated Connectivity

In the new avatar-mediated connectivity model suggested by this thesis, the mediated
dimension is not platform-based or reliant or restricted to a single medium. For an example, a
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Twitter post may end up on WhatsApp, or the Korean equivalent. This ’third dimension’ that
we are calling ‘mediated’ is also, to varying degrees, ‘automated’ and/or ‘augmented’ space. Its
agency included automation and machine learning. So, we have chosen a term that includes
these elements, but is not restricted to those terms. Put simply, ‘mediated’ is a more general,
historically relevant--and still relevant--term. As such, in the Avatar-Mediated Connectivity
figure, the agent and the observer’s interaction and connection shifts from direct to indirect (as
in a new plane or level) through representation(s) of the actor and observer (avatars), which is
made possible by the affordances (features) of the technology and the willingness and desire
of both the actor and observer to involve intermediate agency, that is to say letting their avatars
to be active and interacting in their absence.
Social media avatars of extreme integrators can be further understood by borrowing preexisting knowledge on any other artificial and digitally presented avatars. Schultze’s (2011)
description of a virtual world avatar is very similar to the extreme integrators’ social media
presented avatars. Apart from an important distinction of these avatars only being meaningful
and available on a more restricted mediated space, the older examples of game avatars still
provide meaningful basis to my discussion. They are intentionally built to portray the desired
aspects of the agent behind the avatar. They can disguise or intentionally present a different
image of themselves online, but these avatars tend to reflect integral characteristics of their
agents (Bessière et al., 2007; Schultze, 2014; Schultze & Brooks, 2019). The avatars are
gradually and continuously co-constructed through social interaction in the virtual world. This
indicates that a major part of avatar construction depends on the third party. These third parties
can be similar to Sergeeva and colleagues’ (2017) description of Onlookers.
Constructions of avatars are bound and aided by materialistic features of the virtual world they
are situated in. The features often lead users towards a commonly agreed goal, determine form
and style of communication and enable certain degrees of customizability of individuals’
avatars. This again is similar to Schultze’s (2014) description of the material impacts on an
individual’s avatar creation and sense-making. The following paragraphs will outline the
similarities in detail, as well as discussing the contributions and implications found from
studying extreme integrators’ use of their avatars.
The most important materialistic feature of social media that is distinguishable from other types
of virtual world or any other form of digital communication is its communication and behaviour
visibility (Treem et al., 2020; Treem & Leonardi, 2013). Social media by its nature leaves traces
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of an agent’s communication and behaviour with different designs that foster visibility. This
visibility influences social media avatars in a unique way. The social media avatars accumulate
their reputation and character based on past and ongoing communication. Social media allows
and fosters interactions that involve lurking (watching, but not interacting with) and/or delving
into an avatar’s past behaviours. This further emphasises the importance of ongoing impression
management from the agent’s end and amplifies the importance of visible onlooker interactions
with the avatar, such as the most liked comments. Taken further, there is a reconfiguration of
the communication power dynamics when greater power is shifted to the material content
(messages, posts, photos, etc.) and to the onlooker’s reaction (likes, shares and comments)
which in effect are created by the content creator but enabled and managed by the avatar.
Onlookers—in everyday terms, ‘followers’—like, comment and share different social media
content to interact with each other’s avatars (Sergeeva et al., 2017; Treem et al., 2020). At one
level, these interactions simply add to the reputation of the media celebrity by increasing their
media presence, i.e., the number of followers, views, comments and likes. Advancing from this,
as suggested by Treem and colleagues (2020), this study presents various ways in which
onlookers’ impact moves far beyond superficial responses. Onlookers are exerting their
influence, to the extent of changing and consolidating the final image of a post, and at a larger
scale, the entire avatar. This thereby suggests one’s presentation of a social media avatar should
always take observers’ activities and sociomaterial context of communication into account, not
only as mere context or audiences but as active co-creators of an agent’s avatars and its
messages.
Users of the various virtual worlds choose their desired method of achieving presented core
goals. These methods often project their identities through different roles they wish to present
within the virtual world(s). In the studied social media context, this included presenting their
role as a dancer, top tier university student, model or a reliable geek in special areas. Adding to
these job- or speciality-associated roles, the social media avatars projected the agent’s desired
personality, i.e., being friendly, mentor-like, mystic or many other combinations of characters
clearly presented through their photos, videos and comments. Again, this links to how, like any
other roles, they are constructed by the owner’s agency, given material context and interaction
with others. And, material context is important. All social media actors and platforms,
especially for my study participants, have one grand goal of amassing followers, likes,
comments and views. This dictates extreme integrators’ desire to produce what people like the
best. This acts in the same way for the onlookers as they try to give ‘likeable’ feedback to their
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celebrities.
In previous studies on avatar-mediated role and identity projections, most of the avatars were
residing in a virtual world where creating a virtual success, through money and reputation, was
seen as the ‘goal’ of the game (Bessière et al., 2007; Schultze, 2011; Vasalou et al., 2008). On
a similar note, social media also presents a core goal of receiving and paying attention through
clearly displaying how much attention one avatar is receiving through the number of followers,
likes and comments (Jerslev, 2016; Marwick & Boyd, 2011). Such a material ‘blinker’ directs
the users to focus on goals intended by the virtual world.
Another important materialistic restraint includes the degree of reality portrayed by the avatars.
Putting the technical capabilities aside, different virtual worlds offer different degrees and
affordances of detail in presenting oneself through visibility, as summarised in page 151 of
Treem and Leonardi’s (2013) work. This differed depending on the richness of the
communication supported by the technology. In simple terms, agents tend to maximise the
affordances given by the virtual world to present their desired character online. This however
did not indicate that users skew towards the media that affords them richer capabilities but
affected how they use different media for different types of avatar presentation.
Users had the tendency to attempt to decorate their avatars to reflect their ‘real’ bodies as much
as possible in the virtual-world contexts (Schultze & Brooks, 2019). Moving this to a social
media context, different types of social media fostered different types and amounts of role
presentation. The participants’ responses generally indicated that Instagram intentionally made
single posts in the form of photos or short videos most visible, thereby restricting the amount
of behaviour or character presentation possible per post. On the other hand, YouTube
encouraged the users to post longer and richer videos, between ten to twenty minutes by
granting more generous advertisement schemes and search algorithms to videos that fit those
criteria. This often impacted the style of the avatars presented on each social media platform,
as described in Table 2 and Table 3 in the findings. The lighter Instagram platform was used to
present more casual and playful avatars, whereas the heavier YouTube platform was used to
present more professional avatars of the extreme integrators in this study.
Avatar-mediated connectivity
The ways extreme integrators sense their virtual identities’ presence on social media as an
active connection poses several new directions to understanding connectivity. Temporal
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intermittency, named and suggested by Kolb (2008), can be partially challenged as an Internet
of Avatars can go on without the human temporal constraints. The discussion on how actors
enact control over avatar-mediated connectivity will add to understanding avatar-automated
sociomaterial engagements (Leonardi, 2011; Treem et al., 2020), through analysing how the
unmanned state of connectivity can help individuals to utilise connectivity as their means to
find an ideal work and lifestyle. The sense of requisite, hyper or hypo connectivity will also be
challenged and added with further theory building.
Our results argue that the extreme integrators are truly constantly connected, through the
extended connective affordances of their avatars, challenging Kolb’s (2008) concept of
temporal intermittency. The difference between human and machine time are mitigated when
avatars fill the gap that exists between these two realms. The participants in this study indicated
how they detach from their devices when they cannot afford the connection while maintaining
the sense of connectivity as long as their avatar-mediated digital communication is ‘at work’
circulating their posts and videos. The affordances, the possible actions derived from
interactions between an artefact and the user, is in this case extended to the avatars (Evans,
Pearce, Vitak, & Treem, 2017). Once the participants feed content to these avatars, these
personas can swim in constant connectivity, interacting with followers within the streams set
by the agents. The affordances of seamless digital connection brought by avatar-mediated
connectivity suggest new ways to controlling and understanding the use of connectivity as a
resource (Kolb, Caza, & Collins, 2012; Schultze, 2014).
The study also showed how individuals mentally tailor themselves to connect and focus more
towards one persona, while leaving the other identity at a break. Their attention seamlessly
switches between their work- and play-associated avatars on various social media and
messaging services. The fear of losing agency over their avatar-mediated connective output
however disturbs these participants’ will to mentally disengage from the avatar-mediated
connectivity. The participants’ pressure to stay connected comes from the fear of becoming
forgotten or irrelevant. One can lose agency by becoming forgotten, which represents hypoconnectivity (Kolb et al., 2008), where the media creator is lacking of the desired attention. On
the other hand, an agent can become irrelevant in the storm of avatar-mediated connectivity
where heated virality makes any agent control over the avatar too mere compared to the forces
of numerous onlookers and exponential virality. This is a real fear as while the agents have the
core role of creating content that breathes life into these avatars, onlookers’ participation and
avatar-mediated presentation is far more constant (Khamis et al., 2017). Once avatars are
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presented to the audience, the avatars and their followers can constantly stay connected, free
from almost any human constraints, but only if the content and its creator, with or without the
avatar, remain popular and in control.
Moving this implication from the studied extreme integrators to a wider population, some
practical and theoretical links can be drawn to those people that wish to use augmented
connectivity mediation to aid their work and life. Both hypo and hyper-connectivity should be
carefully managed. Starting with hypo-connectivity, everyday individuals would not search for
popularity in terms of fame on social media in general. Regardless of the mediating technology
being an ‘out of office’ assistant (which is a very primitive avatar) or a chatbot that responds
to a major of frequently asked questions that your various audiences (students, co-workers,
customers, etc), you need to make your communication visibility relevant. If the onlookers are
not willing to engage with your automated self, communication visibility loses its strength. On
a similar note, the agent also needs to make sure to have carefully curated their avatar-mediated
visibility before it engages with onlookers and become increasingly broadcasted. To establish
a requisite augmented connectivity, the agent should ideally utilise material affordances to their
benefit, to present their avatars and to control onlooker engagement.
The human effort required to stay connected to their audience and the time spent to create
content frequently caused content creators to experience isolation and loss of focus from offline
interactions. Once breathing life into their avatars, however, avatar-mediated connections
provided them with the extra affordance to stay connected 24/7 without alienating themselves
from either online or offline lives. Social media automation provided more efficient forms of
connectivity, thereby enabled individuals to sacrifice less as a result of their connections. In a
way, avatar-mediated connectivity freed individuals from the tyranny of the virtual to
experience more embodied connections.
Duality of Connectivity
Avatar-mediated connection provided them the extra affordance to stay connected 24/7 without
alienating themselves from real-life interactions. Social media automation provided more
efficient forms of connectivity, thereby enabled individuals to sacrifice less as a result of their
connections. In a way, avatar-mediated connectivity freed individuals from turning blind to real
life during their connections. Such positive connotations of connectivity have often been hinted
in connectivity and work-life balance articles discussing the impact of ubiquitous devices like
smartphones, but mostly as the basis to provide negative counter sides (MacCormick et al.,
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2012; Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001; Waizenegger et al., 2016). While these are valuable
contribution and understanding in the era of constant connectivity, the field has far skewed
towards the argument of putting connectivity as an obstacle to focusing on ‘real-life.’ The study
thereby aims to contribute by adding weight to the other end of the balance, by showing how
constant connectivity can help individuals and organisations seeking ideal work-life integration
in the ocean of connectivity.
When the flow of connective inputs are truly constant for the avatars, discussing actor agency
that enables individuals to tailor their degree of connectivity provides another important
discussion on the ways these agents disengage from connectivity (Dery et al., 2014). The
only human constraint left to stop constant connectivity is the user’s agency to mentally ignore,
delete or deactivate one or many of their avatars’ digital presence (MacCormick et al., 2012).
Thus, actor agency is further emphasised as the only humanistic control and limitation to truly
constant connectivity, for the avatar-connected extreme integrators. The study shows how
individuals mentally tailor themselves to connect and focus more towards one role at a time
while leaving the other identity at a break. Their agency seamlessly switches between their
work and play associated avatars. So, the studied participants show how individuals control
their level of connectivity to be requisite by changing the genre of their connection, through
choosing which constantly connected avatar will be ‘on loose’ depending on their needs. This
leads to the discussion on ‘duality’ of connectivity, as the antithetic relationship between
connection and disconnection can be highlighted and updated (Giddens, 1984; Kolb, 2008).
Unlike humans, avatars do not require to be disconnected to be connected to one another media.
This means an agent’s avatars presented in different channels such as Instagram and Youtube
can stay connected as long as the agent or technical difficulties do not intervene. Dery et al
(2014) comment on how they’ve revised Kolb’s (2008) idea of ‘duality’ of connectivity. The
revised concept still viewed connections and disconnections as being interdependent but added
to the aspect of these two elements being antithetic in terms of the modern population’s
understanding of connectivity (Kolb, 2008). Dery and colleagues’ (2014) participants portrayed
how they are hardly, or never fully disconnecting from any digital inputs, but controlled their
dose of connectivity depending on their circumstances and needs. The current study takes this
endless connection to a further extreme, where the agents’ physical disengagement to the digital
media does not disconnect their presence and digital communication online. This
reconfiguration suggests the need to reconceptualise what it means to be connected and
disconnected in these extreme integration settings.
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While such constant connectivity is more easily and willingly accepted by the extreme
integrators, the wider population’s connection can be viewed with this new lens too. A lot of
the modern population is also under the pressure of near-constant connectivity, often with little
agency or control to escape (Dery et al., 2014; Mazmanian, 2013; Treem et al., 2020). The user
can intentionally disengage or switch off the device to physically disconnect themselves, but
the avatar and onlookers will maintain constant connection and visible communication.
Knowing this, physical disengagement is reported to be ineffective due to the agent’s inability
to mentally ignore the fact that they are still connected (Derks & Bakker, 2014; Puleo, 2011;
Ward et al., 2017). Accepting avatar-mediated constant connectivity thereby suggests studies
and practices to move towards working out how people can remain healthy and productive in
the environment of avatar-mediated constant connectivity.
Finding connective flow – with the avatars
The current working population certainly regulate their connective states. At the same time,
most cannot afford to fully disconnect themselves due to expectations, habits and their own
preferences. Dery and colleagues (2014) explain this, updating on Kolb’s (2008) duality of
connectivity, saying how workers hardly stop all flows of connectivity but regulates the volume
like using a water tap. On a similar note, extreme integrators show how regulating connectivity
and pursuing disconnection are not the same thing. One can physically detach oneself from
devices, yet hardly disconnect their minds from their digital avatars, where truly constant
connectivity is flowing through the proxy. Physical breaks serve the purpose of being away
from digital engagement, yet hardly rid of one of the psychological and compulsive
connections to the digital communicative inputs (Ward et al., 2017). This does not suggest
everyone should create an avatar, but avatars in the context of this study afforded their creators
a possible path to achieving ideal work-life integration with connective flow, without screen
time burnout.
The discussion then questions how one can establish stronger control to achieving requisite
connectivity. Various states of connectivity have been defined in previous studies (Collins &
Kolb, 2013; Dery et al., 2014; Kolb et al., 2008). The respondents were able to articulate their
connective experiences as involving too much or too little connection when asked to quantify
their connective states, despite living in truly constant connectivity. They felt like they had too
much (hyper) connectivity when their avatar goes too viral that they feel superfluous in the
imbrication process. They also felt that there is a lack of (hypo) connectivity when they face
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technological gaps. The discomfort came from the same root of hyper-connectivity, the fact
that they cannot enact agency over the interactions surrounding their avatars. These can seem
similar to older studies where people desired different amount of connectivity depending on
their circumstantial needs (Kolb et al., 2008).
A case where connectivity is a fundamental, yet taken-for-granted, environment calls for new
states and measures of connectivity to determine one’s requisite style of connection.
Connectivity is still seen as a resource to the agents behind the acting avatars, but once we put
avatars at the centre of connection, the affordance of endless surrounding and consumption of
this resource makes connectivity a new ground of life for avatars. In this setting, sets of rituals,
artefacts, rules, cultures and common understanding need to be created to prevent possible
burnouts that can infiltrate agents’ real lives. The participants reported using avatar-mediated
boundaries, mental setting and detaching routines, and various other psychological boundaries
to reach and maintain the state of requisite connectivity.
Avatar-Mediated Expectation Management
One of the most commonly reported problems of any form of communication, digital or
otherwise, is mismatched expectations. When expectations are built through digital
communications, it is often believed to involve more misunderstanding and complications
(Freese et al., 2011; Imperatori & De Marco, 2008; Puleo, 2011).

Avatar-mediated

connectivity mitigates this mismatch in digital worlds through utilising its three dimensions of
communication visibility, which are actor’s activities, observer’s activities and sociomaterial
context of communication (Treem et al., 2020).
Avatar-mediated connectivity provides an efficient and mutually understandable process of
building a psychological contract between online parties. The agent’s activities send both
concrete messages and psychological signals to its receivers and audience (followers’)
responses add to the consolidation and reification of expectations (Rousseau, 2001).
Materialistic features of each social media platform enable and constrain certain aspects of this
psychological contract structuring process, but most include basic, expected types of
interactions, such as liking, sharing and re-posting. The psychological contract between content
creator and content consumer is something like: ‘If I post something you like, you can use it to
promote yourself as a clever discoverer as well as me, the clever creator of this image, idea or
video.’ Accordingly, there is a psychological contract that, ‘If you don’t like something,
you’ll let me know, but if you don’t give me feedback in an acceptable way, I may retaliate, or
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disown you as a follower.’
Avatar-mediated communication visibility also suggests a potential solution to the common
problem of mutual agreement well-documented in studies of psychological contracts in the
workplace (Dabos & Rousseau, 2004). In this study, the activity of onlookers can be seen as a
significant difference compared to existing studies of psychological contracts. In the case
presented here, the mutual expectations are co-created through individual interactions through
iterative interpretations and ongoing sensemaking of online social norms. Individuals have
slightly or greatly varying interactions, which are based in part on personal values and
circumstances as well as different perspectives on the norms of the medium they are using.
While others have noted the link between psychological contracts and organisational norms
(Dabos & Rousseau, 2004; Guest, 2004), in this study context, mismatched psychological
contracts arise naturally, in part, because the social norms associated with social media are still
evolving. In this context, mismatches appear to be resolved in a more open manner than those
traditionally encountered within organisational walls. Content creators and their followers both
generally comply with the accepted norms of the platform. However, when boundaries are
breached and/or behaviours fall outside the expected, both parties can freely and openly engage
to reinstate the norm or come to accept a new norm. As such, this type of communication
visibility can lead to more rapid (online) cultural change.
The interviews and key-informant study suggest agent’s initial direction, onlookers support and
material functions should all be taken into account as interdependent and synergising elements.
The agent behind an avatar should first address the style and volume of communication through
their avatar presentation. The presentation should harness and consider the functions of social
media as an aid, thereby should attempt to present their avatars on the ‘ideal’ media. While
media choice did not dictate avatar characteristics, from the agent’s view, the media affordances
certainly make certain types of presentation easier. Most importantly, the agent should
recognise the expectations are gradually built and presented on their social media through
agent-onlooker interaction. In simple words, the presented style and volume of agent-onlooker
interaction is likely to continue or have a stronger impact in future expectation building. Like
a psychological contract, such accumulated underlying expectations can be just as powerful as
their intention. Expectation management is critical for extreme integrators but is becoming
increasingly important for a wider population of workers. Building digital communication
boundaries to serve their ideal is an increasing need for many of us, but doing so in an era of
increasing communication and behaviour visibility holds both hope and hazards. The extreme
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integrators’ way of coping with this new era suggests how individuals can breathe in avatarmediated constant connectivity through harnessing the characteristics of communication
visibility.
Avatar-mediated Boundaries
Then, what makes avatar-mediated boundaries effective? While it is described that these
boundaries must be clear enough to shield play from work and vice versa, they also have to be
flexible enough for the extreme integrators to seamlessly switch between work and play when
they so desire. What makes avatar-mediated boundary (temporarily) unique? In the past,
literature considered media choice to be all about the medium’s ‘richness’ (Daft and Lengel
1986) or technological ‘affordances’ (Bittman et al., 2009; Treem & Leonardi, 2013; Wajcman
et al., 2008). Alternatively, I suggest that people can attach chosen identities to certain media,
utilising roleplays through avatars. For example, the same person was a disciplined
professional on YouTube and a proud mother on Instagram. Avatar-mediated boundaries
suggest you might have both a work and a play identity on the same media channel, and your
colleagues, friends and family would have to recognise and respond to you according to your
avatar, not the medium it’s presented on. While the number of available media platforms has
increased, it is relatively stable on a relatively small number, and the number of personas a
person might have is most likely small, but the potential interaction effect expands our
understanding of these phenomena.
The respondents conveyed distinctions between their work-related connections to
entertainment connections, distinguished by assigning different roles to different avatars. The
idea of having multiple roles for varying purposes has been discussed by Schultze (2011) in
the virtual world environment. She explains how the gamers resolve the conflict between
‘playing’ and being ‘productive’ in the same game by using different identities, more
specifically, different accounts. Despite everyone knowing these two identities belong to the
same person, by building a clear boundary of behaviour and expectations between two
characters, others’ expectations are upheld.
The context is similar to the studied media creators. They always had work-related
expectations to be productive on their social media where most other people are simply
having fun. Despite social media being their tool for making money, the ‘play’ part for social
media, attention-seeking and virtual bonding, remained one of social media creators’ main
incentives to stay connected all the time (Khamis et al., 2017). For example, on Instagram,
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they were fun attention seekers. Despite the likes and followers generating them profit, their
identity on this channel enjoyed playing and bonding with their followers. On YouTube, they
were professionals. They had deadlines, certain pressuring expectations and a standard to
uphold. In real life, they wanted this online identity to stay ‘in-closet’ and go unnoticed by
others so they can spend quality face-to-face time with their friends and families (Belk,
1988). They distinguished and managed play and work through having multiple virtual
identities, working as boundaries, to keep their ideal degree of constant yet controlled
connection to play and to work.
Their unique concept of avatar-mediated boundaries helped maintain media creators’ sense of
requisite connectivity or work-life balance. This chosen persona often became their strongest
and only boundary between their work and non-work life domain, and the most severe sense
of work-life infiltration was felt when this was intruded upon. For example, many of the
respondents identified the urge and expectation to film and post their ‘playing’ times. ‘I feel
like I need to have every moment of my life filmed, as these can always turn into one of my
content. When my friends feel uncomfortable with me filming too often, I feel like work is
chasing me around all the time’ (YT, 1994, Female). This urge and pressure often led to
burnout, which was different from other studies reporting the expectations from others being
the major stress factor. The fact that they cannot rest from work did not come from being
constantly chased by the agencies. Their inability to disconnect from their work persona
when they were with their loved ones struck them as the greatest obstacle to their play and
rest from work.
Similar situations can also be found in the older work-life balance literature. Most extreme
cases involved people entirely neglecting their family for their financial and career success
(Chang et al., 2010; Greenhaus & Powell, 2006). Moving away from the time and space lens,
this sense of work-life imbalance can be seen as their lack of flexibility to switch between the
family person, dad and mum to a professional. In other literature, extensive working hours were
blamed for this imbalance. In more recent articles, connectivity is seen as the irresistible force
that extends people’s working hours. This paper’s results point to a slightly different variable,
identity, and suggests that identity (persona) alignment can be a new way to structure media
use, expectations and norms, and that managing online personas may help us get out and play.
This study points out how recent changes have extended the work availabilities of workers.
The gains and losses from this increased availability importantly include how workers can
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enjoy more or less of their off-work times. Many of the work-life balance literature pointed the
importance of psychological detachment and relaxation away from work as an important
recovery experience (Sonnentag & Fritz 2007). The traditional workforce struggled to maintain
boundaries to secure these recovery elements, but the studied extreme integrators sensed,
suffered and protected these recovery features in a very different way. They were sensing both
further extended work availabilities but highly appreciated their extended play availabilities
too. The main boundary that allowed the switch from work mode to play mode was their chosen
personas, and they suffered when control over this boundary gets out of their control. In this
case, extreme integrators’ recovery was adversely affected, whereby they felt the sense of
burnout and work-life infiltration as more conventional workers.
In the midst of this seemingly chaotic integration, extreme integrators developed their way of
seamlessly switching between their work and play in digital environments. This switch between
work and play highlights a characteristic of the participants, which is their relatively young and
unmarried demographics. Compared to the other studies that focus on work-family conflict
(Chang et al., 2010; Greenhaus et al., 2003; Tremblay et al., 2006), the domain of these young
professionals’ ‘life’ mainly consisted of rest and play. Their active moments thereby mostly
consisted of either work or play, instead of other life-related duties such as children. Discussing
these findings with relations to existing work-life balance literature can create new
understandings and possibilities to achieving an individual’s ideal work-life integration.
Avatar-Mediated Work-Life Integration
The field of work-life integration has seemingly reached the point where most of the possible
theoretical and empirical discussions have been covered. The presented thesis suggests some
extensions to the discussions on work-life integration, in particular the implications of
recognising the behaviour visibility aspect (Treem et al., 2020). Studies on balancing work and
life through establishing stronger barriers were argued to be outdated from flooding amounts
and sources of connectivity. In the flood of connectivity, no barriers were strong enough to
bound digital work and life communication inputs, thereby the studies suggested how
individuals should aim to find comfort in flexibly integrating different facets of their life.
Behaviour visibility concepts from Treem and Leonardi (2020) suggest both threats and
insights to harnessing this flexibility to optimally reach and maintain ideal work and lifestyle.
The extreme integrators of this study were the population that predominantly work and play
via behaviour visibility, i.e., their work is highly (publicly) visible and based primarily on their
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behaviours (e.g., product placement, endorsement, consumer education as well as personal
experiences). In conventional terms, they live a life that is intentionally more digitally
integrated. This can simply seem harmful based on the amount of connective input they place
themselves without having much control. Putting the discussions on benefits and threats of this
lifestyle on their mental and physical well-being aside, these individuals reported having found
a way to create boundaries through managing their communication visibility. Using features
and affordances within their social media platforms, participants in this study managed their
behaviour visibility through what I call an avatar, which acted as an automated body that selfreplicates the communication intended by the agent. This created the affordance for these
individuals to virtually work without physically being connected and vice versa, to virtually
play without them having to prompt (‘poke’) their peers to hang with. Understanding and using
the behaviour visibility with agency allowed them to work more and play more. This is contrary
to a common belief seeing these social media celebrities as addicts (Jerslev, 2016; Khamis et
al., 2017; Marwick & Boyd, 2011), and also a potential solution to how individuals can manage
to ‘breathe’ in the flooding ‘flow’ of connectivity (Dery et al., 2014).
Vice versa, studies in a similar era also began to point out how life can infiltrate work (Fonner
& Stache, 2012; Jaakson & Kallaste, 2010). Workers also suffered from their family issues
infiltrating their working hours, which became further unavoidable and noticeable in later
studies under ubiquitous communication environment (Duxbury & Smart, 2011). Participants
of past studies found workspace as a boundary against their life outside the office, thereby felt
counterproductive when this boundary was infiltrated. A similar sense of infiltration was also
felt by these extreme integrators, yet the reason differed. The first reason to play related digital
infiltration came from their avatar-mediated behaviour visibility. Communications on their
social media were easily traceable to extreme integrators’ closer real-life peers. Common
perception on someone being on social media signed they were not busy, thereby created the
expectation of their availability. This appeared to be a misperception according to all
participants of the interview. While social media was still the fun part of their job, they took
their avatar-mediated communication visibility as serious and important as less visible and
private digital communication and real-life interactions. This is similar to misinterpretation of
psychological contract between parties, where some expectations are interpreted in contrasting
directions (Dabos & Rousseau, 2004).
The results portrayed how the extreme integrators utilised their avatars to negotiate such
unmatching expectations. In original psychological contract literature, the physical contract
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and existing norms of the organisation worked as the initial point of sense-making and
negotiating future expectations. The most physical and solid part to sign desired expectation of
extreme integrators were their avatars. They thereby avoided posting anything too personal on
their work accounts. The accounts that were reachable by followers and clients intentionally
minimised having a private persona. This signed real-life peers that activities on those accounts
should be considered as work, therefore not a sign for the peers to expect their availability.
Considering the increasing number of teleworking individuals, such expectation and role
boundary management no longer seems ‘extreme.’ Teleworking parents have reported the stress
and fatigue from being harder to focus either on their work or family role compared to their
working experience in conventional workplaces with physical and solid time boundaries
(Harris, 2003; Ruppel et al., 2013; Tremblay et al., 2006). There are also examples of
individuals trying to create role boundaries in various settings as they feel the infiltration was
the key source of fatigue. Working population apart from the studied extreme integrators can
also understand and utilise how digital boundaries can be created through clear signs of
alternate roles online.
Moving further, the field of work-life integration can create a richer understanding by exploring
further into how people can manage role-entangled fatigues. The studied extreme integrators
hardly engage in physically fatiguing works. This is similar to most office workers with
physical workplaces and set working hours. While there are some physical fatigues involved
in people crying for a good rest after work, most respondents of work-life balance and burnout
studies mention the mental fatigue and stress coming from being unable to, again, mentally
detach from work. This signs how people’s perception of work-life integration is more affected
by psychological and mental burdens than physical fatigue. In this sense, working hours,
workplaces and many other physical changes related to work can have no greater meaning than
artefacts and rituals unless it nails down the core problem, being unable to detach one’s mind
from work, or vice versa.
In the avatar-mediated connectivity environment, time, space and other work-related
boundaries should be seen as tools that can be applied to enhance work-life integration, not as
ultimatums that dictate the quality of work-life integration. Studying extreme integrators
showed how many of the physical boundaries like time and space still had relevance as
powerful artefacts to these individuals despite their desired lifestyle being free from these limits.
Conventional work boundaries such as time and space were still working as triggers for these
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extreme integrators to switch between work and play roles both digitally and physically.
Despite the relevance, without the agent clearly understanding and controlling them, these
measures often became another source of stress and pressure. Common rituals and artefacts
were doing their job as triggers to switch to a new role when they served the purpose of
minimising or getting rid of uncertainties for both the agent and its peers. For example, like
conventional workers, clearly regulating or signing one role’s worksite served very well for the
extreme integrators to create stable signs for themselves and their relatives in between the
integration. On the other hand, like unpredictable and un-agreed overseas client calls and afterhour emails, leaving any of the signs with rooms of miscommunication harmed the agent’s
control over their ideal work-life integration. This harm did not only come from physical
intrusion caused by others. It was mostly caused by stress and fatigue being unable to mentally
detach themselves from their work-avatars due to being uncertain about whether they are fully
excused to be off-line.
Burnout
In this thesis, burnout is seen as a state that is at the extreme counter-end of having an ideal
work-life integration. Despite every individual’s ideal work-life integration having slightly
differing pictures, avoiding burnout can be seen as a common threshold and basis to reach
towards their ideal. Burnout from being connected to work even after coming back home has
received a vast amount of research throughout the development of ubiquitous devices (Derks
& Bakker, 2014; Puleo, 2011). Literature from this era also emphasises employee’s ability to
mentally detach themselves from work as the key issue to avoiding work-life infiltration caused
burnouts (Duxbury & Smart, 2011; Puleo, 2011). Discussions and research in this area led to
changes in work environments and legislations, best reflected by legislation and company rules
including after hour digital contacts as paid working hours, to discourage employers and
managers to take advantage of this grey area. While changes are happening as organisations
and individuals adapt and develop strategies to minimise the dangers of work-life infiltration
burnouts, the case of extreme integrators provide different and updated insights to
understanding and minimising burnout in digitally integrated work environments. As
mentioned, utilising communication visibility is the essence of studied extreme integrators to
maximise their productivity without sacrificing their life outside of work.
One of the focus to ideally managing one’s work-life balance in such an integrated environment
is in minimising the space of avatars being left on loose. The presented study portrays how
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extreme integrators, those who seek constant connection and integration of their real-life and
digital communication, commonly find the sense of break when they put one of their more
fatigued avatar-mediated roles (identities in their own words) at rest. As they often had almost
no physical boundary to put a distinction between work and play, they distinguished this by
enacting artefacts and rituals, which ultimately led to physically and mentally toggling the
focus between their avatars. As discussed previously, reported cases of exhaustion came from
being unable to put their less desired avatar at ‘do not disturb’ mode. This applied to both their
work and play.
A common space can be drawn to teleworking individuals during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Fonner and Satche (2012) portrayed how teleworking individuals had trouble both focusing
and switching to their desired role. The interviews mostly included how they had to respond to
work-related messages while they spend time with their kids, and vice versa, having to respond
to their kids during their working hours. Both interruptions were mainly caused by an
assumption of these teleworking individuals to be available. If they were not physically at home,
the kids would not have thought of them being approachable. In the same way, people reaching
this teleworking participant expected them to be attached to their devices so had higher
expectations in terms of response time. This expectation grew stronger and extended to afterwork hours during the pandemic as people knew their peers working from home had nowhere
else to go during the lockdown, thereby likely to be approachable through digital
communication methods. This expectation was intensified in the case of extreme integrators,
as their presence on social media was traceable through communication visibility.
Seeing increasingly available and improving means of digital communication as the offender
to this work-life infiltration has already received and created enough interest in the field
(Duxbury & Smart, 2011; Mazmanian et al., 2013). While technological advancement is likely
a major force that intensifies this issue, this viewpoint hardly solves the issue apart from
suggesting modern workers to lower their dose of digital connections. Instead, this study
attempts to show how individuals remain connected to all sorts of digital media all day long
and maintain control over which role they wish to focus on. Moving further, they intentionally
create and enjoy differing degrees of work-life integration, instead of seeing it as an infiltration.
One key to this control is by automating a large part of their potentially repetitive
communication through visibility, and the other lies in how these extreme integrators
understood that their mental fatigue can be controlled by switching to a less fatigued role. Being
able to switch to their alternative avatar and clearly signalling the boundary created a cyber
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room for one role to take a break while the other role takes the wheel. On a similar note,
teleworking individuals also need to understand and utilise clear role boundaries, whether they
are avatar-mediated or not.
The results of this study show it is harmful and dangerous for an extreme integrator to go
through a day trying to mindlessly handle every digital input in chronological order, or even in
the order of importance. Involuntary switch between work and play roles not only broke their
focus and flow, but false signalled the peers and co-workers for them to be available all the
time. It is hard to accurately predict whether the cliched ‘new norm’ will dive back to the ‘old
norm’ once the abnormality extinguishes. This however forced many organisations to try
working on a digital space, handled differently between organisations. If the change appeared
to be favourable in the midst of the disaster, as an individual or as an organisation, it is
important to understand how these extreme integrators have managed to breathe and swim
through behaviour visibility living in the world of truly constant connectivity.
As mentioned in Puleo’s (2011) work, the amount of workload did not directly contribute to an
individual’s burnout. Work satisfaction, degree of autonomy and sense of growth were seen as
factors that offset and explain individuals’ resistance to being burnt out in the midst of pouring
work. In a similar sense, an individual’s perception of hyper-connectivity also depended on
how the agent perceives connectivity, instead of being dictated by the volume of connective
inputs (Kolb et al., 2012). In older work-life balance literature, the volume, length of work,
was seen as a dictating factor to an individual’s work-life balance as time is a finite resource
for anyone. This viewpoint is still valid as time is still a finite resource. This, however, became
more flexible as time and space for work and life became more integrated through
technological advancement, namely work-life integration. All these understandings to utilising
connectivity to better achieve an individual’s ideal work and lifestyle has however mostly led
to volume restricting measures such as time, frequency and length of the connection. For the
studied extreme integrators, such restrictions were unrealistic and disturbing for themselves
and their peers. This can arguably be the case for many organisations working in predominantly
or partially digital environment. Arbitrary enforcement of restriction in connectivity may solve
the surface issue of employees being contacted after working hours but cannot correctly serve
the employees nor the organisations willing and able to work and live in an integrated
environment.
It is important to understand and accept the fact that entirely ceasing avatar-mediated flow of
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digital communication is an old myth. A full disconnection, such as switching off all workrelated devices after coming home, may be a viable option to avoid burnout for some
individuals and organisations. However, for those that cannot afford to or do not wish to fully
disconnect, chasing the myth of disconnection creates false expectations. For these more
digitally synced individuals and business, the ability to strategically utilise constant connective
flow to remain productive without burning themselves out should be an essential skillset.
The case of the studied extreme integrators suggests an option, which is to fully accept and use
timeless communication visibility. The extreme integrators were showing how the norm and
expectation of constant connectivity can surprisingly liberate individuals from the pressure to
respond to digital inputs in real-time or with exaggerated urgency. Once all members of the
communication channel accept that everyone is likely to be always online but not physically
or mentally ‘there’, the norm of communication visibility eases the potential burnout from
trying to be all things at all times.
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Conclusion
Whether we think of this way or not, many of us represent ourselves through an avatar or
avatars on our social media. This can include the ‘profile’ descriptions and photos on Facebook,
Linkedin, Instagram, YouTube and other forms of visible and automated communication. The
avatar also includes the use of the features of such platforms to interact with the audience, be
that friends, family or professional peers, as well as potential clients and employers. Taken
together, I describe these visual cues and technical affordances as ‘avatars’ and their impact on
our communication patterns and states as avatar-enabled connectivity. While the avatars
described in this study are not three-dimensional or as agentic as those in the movie Avatar,
they nonetheless point the world in a direction that I believe virtual network platforms are
moving, that is to say beyond manual curation, toward further automation and augmentation of
our online selves.
Extant studies and trends portray how people feel pressure to stay connected, feeling insecure
from loss of privacy and various stresses from having to present themselves in an ideal way
like ‘the others’ do. While some argue that connectivity pressures and losses are inevitable
products of hyper-connectivity, the case of extreme integrators points towards how individuals
can cope with the increased volume of connectivity by understanding and harnessing
connectivity. While it is easy to list the downsides of hyper-connectivity, and suggest the
solution is to partially or entirely ‘disconnect’ themselves, in practice, disconnecting is
becoming increasingly unrealistic and unproductive. As the current study illustrates, for
extreme integrators, the notion of work and life (including play) as separate dimensions has
already become an outdated myth. Future studies should acknowledge the known adverse side
effects of connectivity, yet find a way to maximise the benefits of work-life integration, using
connectivity in the best way possible, instead of treating it as an avoidable pollution.
This study presents three new ways to consider how avatar-mediated connectivity might be
used to understand the current work-life balance challenges and possibly change people’s lives
in the future. These are, first, that managing communication visibility better might replace
many stressful and tedious human attempts to physically stay connected online. One thing I
can learn from this sample of extreme integrators is that they buy some freedom by their use
of avatars, as long as their audiences understand the rules of engagement. Extreme integrators’
use of multiple personas represented by avatars show a good example, where they set clear and
repetitively consolidating sets of expectations to secure appropriate boundaries to serve their
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ideal work-life (play) integration. In fact, while the studied population almost literally lived
online, they nonetheless valued physical ‘real life’ events and activities, hence their desire to
integrate, but not lose their ‘play’ activities, hobbies and personal social activities. This
suggests opportunities for other types of workers and organisations to apply a similar
communication and behaviour visibility approaches, thereby harnessing and expanding media
tools to better integrate work and non-work activities and experiences. While avatars are
unlikely to take away all the pressures associated with near-constant connectivity, they
nonetheless suggest a new direction in personal and professional communication.
Another change suggested by this thesis points towards rethinking constant connectivity.
Existing studies and practices focus on limiting the volume and timing of connectivity to
achieve an ideal connective state. Instead, the studied case depicts how one can perceive their
connectivity level being requisite even when highly (extremely) connected. Free from human
constrants of needs for sleep and physical offline activity, avatar-mediated connectivity can be
absolutely constant. This does not suggest everyone should create an avatar, but avatars in the
context of this study afforded their creators a possible path to achieving ideal work-life
integration without screen time burnout. Under these circumstances, volume of connection is
less problematic. That is not to say, however, that it is un-problematic. In an environment where
disconnection becomes a myth, achieving and maintaining requisite connectivity remains the
most important basis in building ideal work-life integration. As this study reminds, the sample
of extreme integrators could physically detach themselves from their connective devices and
social media, yet hardly disconnect their minds from their digital avatars. Physical breaks serve
the purpose of being away from digital engagement, yet hardly rid of one of the psychological
and compulsive connection to the digital world.
The presence and importance of onlookers in these extreme integrators’ communication
visibility is also a salient reminder that communication is still a two-way street and audience
participation was a serious, and necessary (financial) dimension of these extreme integrators’
use of avatars in a social media context. The onlookers were the targets, fuel and co-creators
of these media celebrities’ avatars. Such pivotal presence suggests the need of further research
on this aspect of communication and behaviour visibility, as mentioned by Treem and
colleagues (2020). The presented study opens extreme integrators’ insights on how they
manage the celebrity (agent) – apostle (onlooker) relationship to maintain their ideal work and
play. For a wider population however, the relationship is likely to be highly different, such as
the agent being an employee, and onlookers being co-workers, managers and employers. The
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role and ways to manage this agent-onlooker relationship invites further understanding and
future research.
Limitations
The discussed findings and many of future directions should take limitations of this study into
account. The critical realism based qualitative study nature of the research, the number of
participants and the ‘extreme’ nature of the social media celebrities restrict the generalisability
of the findings. This does not hinder the rich and nuanced reports and analysis on connectivity,
visibility and work-life integration provided in this study. Instead, the limitation clarifies the
goal of this study being explorative of multiple realities instead of creating a generalisable
statement. In the future, generalisable quantitative and positivistic studies based on the
explorations provided in this study can be helpful to creating a broader and more generalisable
understanding and application of avatar-mediated connectivity. This will become possible and
necessary when the general workforce start to see avatar-mediated connectivity and visibility
as more of a norm than a special case.
The key-informant study provided a unique and far more in-depth analysis to understand the
participants’ perceptions and experiences. The study however still had primary focus on 30
semi-structured interviews to ensure I have covered a variety of perceptions instead of basing
the findings and discussions on one or extensively small number of participants. Considering
the depth of information and understanding gained from the key informant study, designing
research that uses multiple key informants’ case studies can be interesting. This however
requires very complex and adventurous methodological construction, which can be seen as
being too unorthodox.
Lastly, the homogenous demographics of the participants also stop this study from being
generalisable. A similar study can be applied to a context with different ethnicity, job, sexual
diversity or any other demographic variety to test how some of the perceptions were skewed
or affected by those backgrounds. Existing studies on work-life balance suggest how cultural
norms can affect the ways individual perceive work-related connectivity and boundaries (Kim
& Woo, 2021). Also, the increasing focus on work-family conflict during remote working
situation is not as thoroughly covered due to the participants predominantly being single
without family or spouse. Switching the population to those individuals with slightly more
forced work-life infiltrators can bring different perspectives to understanding avatar-mediated
connectivity.
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Future Research

The number of remote-working individuals have been gradually increasing and met an
exponential growth after COVID-19 pandemic. Despite it being likely temporary, 60% of
workers in United States are reported as working remotely (Adisa et al., 2021). This means
remote-working, and thereby working with almost no physical work-life boundary, is no
longer a peculiar problem of a special population like my extreme-integrators. An increasing
proportion of the working population are now facing the need to maintain and manage
healthy and productive work-life boundaries in a world where flexibility is no longer a luxury
to choose, but more of an essential survival skill (Goldberg et al., 2021; Ipsen et al., 2021;
Putri & Amran, 2021). Even if this is a temporary shift in the work and life dynamic, this
pandemic experience has forced organisations and individuals to become further virtually
adaptable.
An increasing portion of modern population’s reality is already virtually integrated with or
without people realising it. The way people commonly utilise their digital selves or the
devices as an extension of the body, treating them as a communication and memory storage
organs indicates this change. There are still some technical and practical increments left to
cover before saying that any person is truly living in a virtual reality, but the attempt to
expand the areas of this integration is constantly getting closer to a ‘reality.’ Consider, for
example, the recent launch of the Metaverse. Facebook changing its name to Meta is an
example of the heavy investment in the Metaverse creation that is aiming to open new
possibilities in virtual-physical life integration.

Pessimists of virtual reality or a Metaverse argue a virtual experience will never replace our
physical lives. The work and life of my studied extreme integrators are the living proof
against the claims arguing that real life is too good to be replaced by a virtual one. Having a
good physical and virtual life did not come at each other’s expense, but more synchronously
for these extreme-integrators. By understanding and utilising avatar-mediated connectivity
and visibility, these individuals have reached a lifestyle that allowed them to have greater
control over their physical and digital resources, which are time, space, connectivity and
visibility.
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The case of extreme-integrators using avatar-mediated connectivity as their strongest support
to their flexible lifestyle can work as a suggestion to individuals and organisations searching
for a new means of flexibility in terms of work-life integration. As discussed in my literature
review, the most recent work-life integration studies focus on how work and family life can
infiltrate one another (Adisa et al., 2021; Goldberg et al., 2021; Greenhaus, 2008), as the
norm of remote working has shifted these two into the same physical domain. For both
organisations and individuals, learning new ways to understand and build non-physical
boundaries will become more and more essential, and avatar-mediated connectivity can
suggest possible directions to creating these understandings.

As increasing degrees of work and life integration are leading to an ongoing emigration to
virtual worlds, the studied case of avatar-mediated connectivity depicts how living and
working in two worlds might look as more people manage new mediated spaces between
those worlds. When virtual reality becomes a norm, the studied case of extreme integrators
can be seen as an initial, small yet meaningful start of understanding of how to construct a
life that bridges the physical with the virtual with the assistance of a virtual avatar. Hopefully,
the exploration of visibility and connectivity gained from studying mediated space will be
transferred to further understanding new norms for working and living in an increasingly
integrated virtual-physical world.
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Appendix A
Interview Schedule
The interviews were semi-structured, and asked different questions to investigate the themes
of connectivity, boundary-less work-life environment, social media, as well as being open to
any other rising themes that are discovered during the interview.

Interview Questions
Demographic
Please tell me your name, age and job title
이름, 나이 그리고 직함 말씀 해 주시겠어요?
How long have you been in the social media industry?
지금 하고계신 일을 한진 얼마나 되셨나요?
Why/How did you decide to become a social media worker?
어떻게 지금 일을 시작하게 되었나요?
Do you have any other jobs?
현재 다른 직업도 가지고 계신가요?
Do you have a set routine for your working days? If you do, please describe the general routine of
your working days (in terms of start, end, breaks and where).
매일 일을 하시는 정해진 루틴이 있나요? 있다면 그 루틴을 서술 해 주시겠어요? 언제 시작해서,
언제 쉬고 어디서 일을 한다던지 등등..
Can you please describe your ‘ideal’ working day?
‘이상적인’ 근무일을 서술 해 주세요
How often do you think you get those days per month?
이런 이상적인 날이 한달에 며칠이나 될까요?
How do you divide/schedule your work/off-work hours?
근무/휴식을 어떻게 나누고 스케줄 하시나요?
Do you still ‘enjoy’ social media?
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여전히 소셜미디어를 사용하는게 즐거우세요?
Has this changed over time?
일을 시작하고 어떤 변화가 있었나요?
Connectivity
How long do you actively and intentionally stay connected every day?
하루중 얼마나 액티브하고 의도적으로 ‘연결’ 되어 있으신가요?
What are the main things you do when you are actively and intentionally connected?
의도적으로 ‘연결’ 되어있는 동안 주로 어떤 것들을 하시나요?
How long do you intentionally ‘disconnect’ every day?
의도적으로 ‘오프라인’ 상태로 있는 시간은 얼마나 되나요?
Describe situations in which you would choose to be disconnected?
의도적으로 ‘오프라인’ 상태로 있는 상태/이유를 설명 해 주시겠어요?
Would you say you are sometimes mindlessly connected?
아무 생각 없이 ‘연결’ 되어 있는 때도 많나요?
How long and often do you think you mindlessly stay connected?
얼마나 자주, 그리고 오래 그렇게 되어있나요?
Would say that mindlessly staying connected is a habit that you have developed, or do you have a
special reason for doing so?
이런 무의식중의 ‘연결’ 상태는 그저 습관인가요 아니면 특별한 이유가 있나요?

How often do you check your feeds per every hour?
얼마나 자주 피드들을 체크하세요?
Do you think this is due to others’ expectations? Who are the ‘others’?
누군가의 ‘기준’ 에 맞춰진 습관인가요? 그 누군가는 누구인가요?
If/if not, why do you think so?
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그렇다면/그렇지 않다면 왜 그렇다고 생각하세요?
Do you feel anxious/uncomfortable when there are technical communication gaps (eg, no data, wifi,
technology failing)?
‘연결 갭’ 이 생겼을 때 초조하거나 불편함을 느끼시나요?
Do you feel pressured/uncomfortable when there are near-constant technical communications?
끊임 없는 연결/소통 상태가 불편하거나 부담스럽다고 느끼시나요?
How do you regulate your work-related technical communications?
일과 관련된 커뮤니케이션을 어떻게 조절/규제 하시나요?
How do you regulate your non-work technical communications?
사적인 커뮤니케이션을 어떻게 조절/규제 하시나요?
What are the obstacles against keeping up to this regulation (family contact, friends/social pressure)?
이 조절/규제를 가능치 않게 하는 ‘장애물’ 에는 뭐가 있을까요?
Please describe your most preferred style and intensity of technical communication (means,
continuity, length and other aspects can be specifically asked if the interviewee finds this question
too abstract).
가장 편안하다고 느끼는 연결 상태와 스타일을 서술 해 주세요 (방법, 연결 빈도, 시간 등등)
Do you ever feel that you’ve got connections that are more than you can deal with?
연결이 지나치다고 느낄 때가 있나요?
Do you ever feel more continuous connections will improve your work and life standard?
더 지속적인 연결이 일과 삶을 편하게 해 줄거라고 느낄 때가 있나요?
As a whole, how do you feel about your current style of digital communication?
전반적으로, 당신의 가상 커뮤니케이션 스타일에 대하여 어떻게 느끼나요?
Work – Life Balance(integration)
Would you say that your occupation connected your work and personal life?
크리에이터란 직업이 일과 개인적인 삶을 연결시켰다고 말할 수 있을까요?
If yes, has this made your work easier in any way?
그렇다면, 이게 당신의 워킹 라이프를 더 수월하게 만들었나요?
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If not, what are the boundaries that exist between your work and life?
연결되지 않았다면, 일과 삶 사이에 어떤 경계가 존재하나요?
Do you ever wish you had a more solid boundary (working hours, workplace-home etc) between
your work and life? If you do/don’t, Why?
좀 더 분명한 경계 (근무시간, 근무지/회사 등등)이 있으면 좋겠다고 느끼나요? 왜 그렇게 느끼나
요?
Do you build ‘cyber’ boundaries between your work and life (I think this question should be asked
through 2~3 questions that lead them to this question in the end)? Please describe these (reasons,
functions and intentions can be specifically asked if the interviewee finds this question too abstract).
연결된 일과 삶 사이에, ‘온라인’ 경계를 만든 적이 있나요? 있다면 이 온라인 경계를 설명 해 주
시겠어요?
Are there any other non-physical boundaries you aim to maintain between your work and life?
Please describe these.
이 외에도 저런 물질적/현실적이지 않은 경계들이 있나요? 설명 해 주세요.
As a whole, do you think your ‘integrated’ job environment helps/hinders your sense of work-life
balance? Please describe how it helps/hinders your sense of work-life balance.
전반적으로, 당신의 ‘연결된’ 근무 환경이 당신의 워라밸을 돕거나/방해한다고 느끼시나요? 어떻게
방해하고 돕는지 서술 해 주세요.

Diary Question

Please compare your day to the ideal day you’ve described in our interview.
오늘 하루를 스스로 얘기했던 이상적인 하루와 비교해 주세요.
(원한대로 일과 삶을 분리/융합 할 수 있었나요? ‘연결’이 도움/방해가 된 경험이 있었나요? 남들
보다 더 연결되어 있는 삶의 방식이 말씀하셨던 이상적인 하루를 보내는데 어떤 영향을 주었다고
생각하시나요?)
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Appendix B
Example of Key-Informant’s play and work presentation on Instagram and YouTube.
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Appendix C
Examples of two different avatars portrayed on Key-Informant’s YouTube channel. In the first
example, the top comments on the cover makeup (professional avatar) video include mostly
requests for more makeup videos. She asks her followers to do this at the end of her video.
There are three comments that are liked by the Key Informant. The second comment from the
list says she looks similar to an actress, Seol Ah Min, on another TV show, and the third
comment directly recommends her to do a cover makeup of Seol Ah Min. The fifth comment
complements her editing skills.
The second example, a vlog (play avatar) uses the keyword graduation and CEO. In the Korean
title, she mentions the name of the university from which she graduated. She started switching
her university student avatar to a start-up CEO avatar since her graduation, hence repeats the
use of this keyword. All top comments share their thoughts responding to the insights and
feelings provided in her v-log. Comments are wordier, as the vlog engages the viewers to share
their thoughts and feelings.
This shows how she distinguishes her makeup videos to daily vlogs by keywords and differing
avatar presentation, e.g., more personal in the latter vs more professional in the former.
Accordingly, the top comments show how onlookers provide support to her intention, by
responding to her message in ways that are aligned with her presented role. She reinforces this
cycle by incentivising those comments with her own likes, shown between the dislike and reply
button.
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Appendix D
Examples of the expectation building cycle, comments listed from new to old on two different
videos. This shows how the key informant likes/leaves comments for the first hour or so, then
excuses herself from future digital inputs. The followers learn to play by this rule.
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